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Abstract

The growing diffusion of wireless interfaces (namely using the IEEE 802.11

standard) in the most diverse type of equipments has led to a myriad of

new networking scenarios. Several wireless capable gadgets are expected to

be interconnected, demanding an increasing amount of resources to existing

network infrastructures. In order to suppress these networking needs, in any

possible scenario, the Ad-hoc paradigm allows the creation of autonomous

infrastructure-less networks, capable of heterogeneously guarantee commu-

nication between these wireless devices.

Even though previous works already exist regarding routing in Mobile Ad-

hoc Networks (MANETs), the increasing demand for these networks re-

vealed that these protocols do not scale accordingly. Bearing this issue

in mind, the presented work addresses the scalability of routing protocols,

proposing a new routing paradigm capable of handling large-scale networks,

benefiting from the contextual proximity between users.

By introducing a well defined network organisation with different granu-

larity levels, the Deferred Routing scheme, presented in this thesis, uses a

hierarchical structure to handle existing clusters of nodes, in conjunction

with virtual clusters that aggregate the real clusters. This organisation

provides nodes with more stable network views, detracting the unwanted

effects of mobility between neighbour clusters. The routing stability and

scalable mechanisms are also achieved by using a packet forwarding tech-

nique in which the routing information is progressively more accurate, as

the level of routing information detail increases when nodes are closer to

the desired destination. During the forwarding process, nodes in the bor-

ders of clusters, or Gateway nodes, are identified in order to cross different

clusters. In the gateway selection process a link quality estimation model is

used, ensuring that the best existing gateway nodes are selected, implicitly

achieving a balanced load between the available gateways. This forwarding

approach further improves the performance of the proposed protocol, being



extremely resilient to network changes and enabling self-healing properties

of the chosen paths, as they are maintained by the different gateway nodes

across clusters.

Through an extensive performance analysis of Deferred Routing, resorting

to different evaluation scenarios, an improvement on traffic delivery was

registered when compared to well-known routing alternatives. The obtained

results also revealed an increased stability regarding topology changes and

routing table calculations, leading to a lower control traffic overhead in all

the assessed scenarios, outperforming the analysed competitors.

These results motivate a new era of applications for MANETs and suggest

that ubiquitous communication is likely to take place in a near future. This

results not only from the increasing availability of wireless capable devices,

but also due the possibility of managing large-scale networks using light-

weight routing mechanisms.



Resumo

A crescente disponibilização de interfaces sem-fios (nomeadamente seguindo

o standard IEEE 802.11) nos mais diversos tipos de equipamentos, deu

origem a uma grande diversidade de novos cenários de redes de comunicação.

Espera-se que vários dispositivos com capacidades de comunicação sem-fios

se encontrem interligados, exigindo uma crescente quantidade de recursos

às infraestruturas de rede existentes. De modo a dar resposta a estas neces-

sidades de comunicação nos vários cenários posśıveis, o paradigma ad-hoc

possibilita a criação de redes sem-infraestrutura autónomas e capazes de

garantir de forma heterogénea a comunicação entre estes dispositivos sem-

fios.

Apesar de já existirem trabalhos anteriores que dizem respeito ao encamin-

hamento em redes móveis ad-hoc, a crescente procura destas redes revelou

que os seus protocolos não são escaláveis. Tendo este problema em consid-

eração, o trabalho apresentado aborda a escalabilidade dos protocolos de

encaminhamento, propondo um novo paradigma capaz de lidar com redes

de larga-escala, que beneficia da proximidade contextual entre utilizadores.

Por meio de uma organização de rede bem definida com diferentes ńıveis

de granularidade, o esquema de Encaminhamento Diferido (Deferred Rout-

ing) apresentado nesta tese usa uma estrutura hierárquica para lidar com

os grupos de nós existentes, utilizando em simultâneo grupos virtuais que

agregam os grupos reais. Esta organização fornece aos nós vistas da rede

mais estáveis, reduzindo os efeitos indesejados da mobilidade entre grupos

vizinhos. A estabilidade do encaminhamento e mecanismos de escalabili-

dade são também alcançados através da utilização de uma técnica de reen-

caminhamento de pacotes onde a informação de encaminhamento é progres-

sivamente mais precisa, uma vez que o ńıvel de detalhe da informação de en-

caminhamento aumenta quando os nós se encontram mais perto do destino

desejado. Durante o processo de reencaminhamento, os nós na fronteira do

seu grupo, denominados nós fronteira, são identificados por forma a atrav-



essar vários grupos. No processo de selecção de nós fronteira é utilizado

um modelo de estimação da qualidade de uma ligação sem-fios, garantindo

um equiĺıbrio da carga entre os nós fronteira existentes. Esta abordagem

de reencaminhamento melhora a performance do protocolo proposto, sendo

extremamente resiliente a alterações na rede e atribuindo propriedades de

auto-reparação dos caminhos escolhidos, uma vez que estes são mantidos

por diferentes nós fronteira através dos grupos de nós.

Através de uma extensa análise da performance do protocolo de Encam-

inhamento Diferido, recorrendo a diferentes cenários de avaliação, foi reg-

istada uma melhoria na entrega de tráfego quando comparado com outras

alternativas de encaminhamento conhecidas. Os resultados obtidos reve-

lam também uma crescente estabilidade no que diz respeito a alterações de

topologia e cálculos da tabela de encaminhamento, resultando numa menor

sobrecarga do tráfego de controlo em todos os cenários avaliados, superando

os concorrentes analisados.

Estes resultados sugerem que é provável o ińıcio de uma nova era de aplicações

para redes móveis ad-hoc e comunicação ub́ıqua. Isto ocorre não só devido

ao aumento do número de equipamentos sem-fios existentes, mas também

devido à possibilidade de manutenção de redes de larga-escala utilizando

mecanismos de encaminhamento com pouca sobrecarga.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computer networking has long evolved since the first packet switching that existed

in the early 60’s. Not only has the number of connections between users and devices

increased, but these connections have also diversified from copper cables, through opti-

cal fibre into the wireless medium. In particular, wireless technologies have registered

a remarkable evolution in order to cope with the increasing portability of computers

and other gadgets such as personal-digital-assistants, media players, cell-phones among

others.

The massive dissemination of wireless capable devices is leading to a trend where,

in a near future, users are expected to own several hundreds of gadgets requiring wire-

less connections [Cimmino and Donadio, 2009] amongst themselves and other users.

Such demand of intra and inter networking capabilities will compel researchers and

network providers to create alternative communication paradigms to the existing ones

and deploy suitable infrastructures.

Despite the flexibility provided by new long-range wireless technologies, such as

Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) [WiMAX Forum, 2011]

and Long Term Evolution (LTE) [Shen et al., 2012], these networks are still expensive

and do not scale with ease. For instance, in events where thousands of people are

gathered, such as a football game or a concert, these networks are known to fail in

delivering a good quality of experience when users try to share their emotions by sending

emails, photos and other content. Moreover, in rural areas or disaster scenarios, the

coverage provided by these approaches is usually limited or unavailable either by option

from the operators or as result of existing damage on the infrastructures.

Bearing in mind the necessity to handle the restrains of existing infrastructures,

and the urge to provide alternatives where they are not available, the concept of ad-
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hoc networks has been suggested. This has enabled the impromptu creation of wireless

multi-hop networks, where each wireless node behaves as router. By using this ap-

proach, users are capable of maintaining their own network, being able to locally share

their contents without requiring additional infrastructures. User mobility is of course

an important requirement and thus Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) must be able

to handle the creation and destruction of new links between different users, a task

usually delivered to a routing protocol.

While MANETs give users the freedom to create networks in the spur of the mo-

ment, without any particular restrictions, these networks may also suffer from scalabil-

ity problems. In fact, the role of routing protocols may become extremely challenging

when the number of connected nodes increases. This difficulty results from the non-

existence of a well defined organization and from interference phenomena intrinsic to

wireless technologies.

In this Chapter existing work on multi-hop wireless networks and their scalability

issues will be addressed in Section 1.1, followed by the motivation that drives this

thesis. Afterwards, in Section 1.2, the taken assumptions and raised research questions

are presented. Finally, the followed approach and given contributions are detailed in

Section 1.3, and the document structure is outlined in Section 1.4.

1.1 Background and Motivation

Recent technological advances have promoted a massive dissemination of wireless ca-

pable devices with greater processing power, higher memory and autonomy, increasing

the connectivity between users and different services and applications. As a result, in a

near future each person is expected to be surrounded by hundreds or even thousands of

these devices [Cimmino and Donadio, 2009], motivating the development of networks

capable of connecting them whilst supporting several applications’ requirements, de-

manding a considerable amount of physical resources from the available infrastructures.

The ad-hoc creation of wireless multi-hop networks to handle these demands may be a

solution. However, the management of a large scale infrastructure-less network is still

a challenge.

Another typical characteristic of the spreading wireless gadgets is their portability,

creating new challenges related with mobility. This aspect is crucial for users who ex-

pect seamless connectivity regardless of their movement and action. However, different

trajectories may reduce connectivity coverage or, on the other hand, increase the num-

ber of connections and consequently the number of packet collisions, resulting in the
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disruption of paths established by routing protocols.

Conventional routing used in wired and in infrastructure-based wireless networks

could not be applied to these spontaneously created wireless networks, due to their dy-

namics. Distance-vector and link-state routing approaches have been used to establish

routes in these networks, using techniques such as Multipoint Relay nodes, in order to

optimize the forwarding of topology-related routing packets. However, these proactive

routing schemes were not always suitable for networks where high mobility patterns

were registered, motivating the creation of reactive on-demand routing alternatives.

These protocols strive for typically having a reduced amount of control traffic, finding

paths solely when required. Since on-demand routing suffered from an initial delay

when retrieving paths and is prone to increased overhead in networks with high num-

ber of traffic flows, hybrid routing approaches were developed, trying to join the best

of both proactive and reactive routing approaches. Other routing schemes take advan-

tage of knowledge about nodes’ positions. This class of routing protocols, geographical

routing protocols [Beigh and Peer, 2012], are characterized for having low overhead and

memory requirements, however positioning information may not be available or it may

be inaccurate in several scenarios, such as indoor scenarios or large and dense urban

areas [Piran et al., 2011].

Wireless multi-hop networks have increasingly stood out for being available any-

where, without requiring any existing infra-structures, and for being self-organised,

self-administrated and self-maintained. For this purpose, as previously mentioned,

several works already exist on this topic. However, maintaining routing performance

for large scale networks is a critical issue [Jemili et al., 2011a]. Taking this problem

into account, different works propose schemes involving techniques such as dynamic

addressing, keeping network nodes organized in a well defined topology; geographic

partitioning, in order to easily create stable clusters; and also typical clustering solu-

tions, to simply reduce the total amount of routing traffic.

While some approaches aim at scalable routing using different approaches, they lack

a thorough evaluation of the impact of different mobility models. In fact, regarding

this aspect, most routing solutions disregard the dynamics of different mobility models,

focusing only on one mobility pattern. Nevertheless, in order to appropriately evaluate

the efficiency of an ad-hoc network and the performance of routing protocols, these

aspects have to be taken into account. Moreover, other works that study the impact of

mobility fail to provide an extensive evaluation with existing mobility models [Prasad

et al., 2009].

A different perspective on wireless multi-hop routing has been provided with the
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definition of Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs). In these networks, routing protocols are

designed to deliver traffic that is not delay sensitive, despite the sparse intermittently

connected properties of such network. Conventional routing in wireless multi-hop net-

works is not suitable for highly dynamic scenarios, as it needs to establish an end-to-end

path before starting the routing of data packets, which may not be possible at a given

moment.

Even though most wireless networks are in fact intermittently connected due to

interferences in the wireless medium, the mobility of nodes has also an important role

in this aspect. Typical DTN solutions such as PRoPHET [Lindgren et al., 2012] are ca-

pable of operating with delay tolerant traffic when wireless connections are not reliable,

but fails to perform well with completely unknown node mobility. Other approaches

focus on more stable parameters, such as social interactions between nodes. For in-

stance, the Friendship-based Routing (FBR) protocol [Bulut and Szymanski, 2010] or

the Social Aware Networking (SANE) scheme [Mei et al., 2011] take into account social

interactions, both physical and virtual, in order to make a packet forward decision.

Nonetheless, these schemes fail to determine a possible path to deliver their packets in

real time and are therefore not comparable with the presented routing solution. More-

over, scalability issues are not taken into consideration, rendering these approaches

useless in highly populated scenarios where a large amount of data traffic may depend

on one node alone.

Motivated by the lack of a routing scheme where large clusters of wireless nodes

may exist, a new routing approach that takes into account the increased interaction

between users within a same context, regardless of the used mobility pattern, should

be proposed. Previous studies show that content is exchanged between millions of

individuals resorting to phone interactions or on-line services. In this sense, clusters

of users can be identified in friendship circles, or in common interest groups where

clusters within clusters exist [Santo and Fortunato, 2010]. Therefore, and due to the

registered growth of wireless capable portable devices, a scalable routing scheme, which

is resilient to mobility phenomena and capable of taking advantage of existing clusters

and hierarchies, shall be defined.

1.2 Assumptions and Research Questions

Considering the dynamic nature and versatility of MANETs, both limited and enhanced

by the nature of the devices where they are likely to be used, such as smart-phones

and laptops, several restrictions must be contemplated when developing a scalable
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routing protocol. Due to the portability and availability of these wireless capable

devices it is assumed that they are both used in indoor and outdoor scenarios. For

instance, positioning information is expected not to be available in indoor scenarios,

since Global Positioning System (GPS) solutions are not reliable in such scenarios, nor

in urban scenarios where tall buildings exist. An alternative to GPS could be considered

through the use of cellular fingerprinting [Piran et al., 2011] or by using sensors such as

odometers [Grzonka et al., 2012], among other techniques. However, taking into account

the reduced size of mobile devices, limitations regarding memory and processing power,

as well as autonomy must be considered. Therefore, complex localization algorithms

which frequently involve graph theory and which require substantial computational

power, may not be suitable in many scenarios.

The identified limitations motivate the usage of a non-geographic protocol, to avoid

the dependency on the assumptions of location information availability. Moreover, they

further suggest that the overhead of the used routing protocol should be minimized, re-

ducing the number of sent and received routing messages, avoiding state changes in the

wireless card, therefore saving energy and increasing the devices’ autonomy [Bernardo

et al., 2011]. Taking this into account, reactive routing protocols aim at minimizing

the number of sent routing messages by only sending them when data needs to be

transmitted, finding routing paths on-demand. However simultaneous path requests

may result in a heavy flooding of routing packets, known as the Broadcast Storm prob-

lem [Chuang et al., 2012], introducing additional interferences and collisions, possibly

leading to a more expensive routing procedure than when compared with proactive

routing protocols.

Another important aspect to be considered is the size of the network. More and more

devices are expected to participate in networks where users exchange data amongst

themselves. In this scenario, there is no need for a centralized server and data may

be exchanged locally. There is a need, however, to balance the network load, using

for instance clusters where routing information is contained, maintaining the routing

operations scalable.

A well known scenario where MANETs are also considered important involves the

transmission of critical data that must be delivered. In disaster scenarios, infrastructure-

based communications are often unavailable and MANETs stand as an alternative. For

emergency teams and other authorities, having a backup network capable of delivering

sensitive information is paramount. Due to the nature of these networks, which are of-

ten intermittently connected, an important assumption is that the network’s paths are

self-repaired and that, even though some delay (i.e. a few seconds) may be introduced
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by these mechanisms, most of the important information is delivered instead of being

dropped.

In order to allow a proper definition of the identified problem, only realistic as-

sumptions were taken into consideration. These assumptions are expected to correctly

identify the existing problems with scalable routing in MANETs and are listed bellow:

Assumption 1: Increasing Number of Wireless Capable Devices. Taking into ac-

count the evolution in technology and the increasing portability of wireless capable

devices, each user is expected to individually own dozens of these devices [Cim-

mino and Donadio, 2009].

Assumption 2: Portable and Ubiquitous. Computers, phones and other gadgets

tend to become smaller, and are carried by people in their every-day life. This

results in constant changes in topology where some connections are broken and

others created. Moreover, the demand for the ubiquity of services is also greater

than ever, taking advantage of social-based interactions and professional net-

works.

Assumption 3: Limited Resources. A myriad of wireless technologies exists, how-

ever, off-the-shelf devices are considered in this work, since only mass produced

devices are likely to be disseminated. Even though the number of features in these

devices tends to increase, they still have a limited autonomy, which also limits

their processing power. Memory limitations may also exist, as well as limited

positioning information due to weak GPS modules. Usually these devices do not

provide more than one wireless interface per technology and have a simple omni-

directional antenna and wireless card, which does not provide many configuration

options.

Assumption 4: Intermittently Connected Networks. As a result of all the above

mentioned restrictions and of the dynamic nature of wireless multi-hop networks,

connectivity disruptions occur frequently [Nordemann and Tonjes, 2012]. Some

existing solutions focus on DTN in order to avoid dropping packets, however a

compromise must exist and protocols should consider a general constraint delay

D so that most of the possible applications for MANETs are still feasible [Zhou

and Ying, 2010]. Regarding these applications, most of them use unicast trans-

missions and therefore shall be considered during this work. Nevertheless, other

applications, such as group communication, may take advantage of the broad-

cast nature of wireless networks and protocols can either use multicast or anycast
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transmissions for their purposes.

Having identified the assumptions involved within the scope of this work, the prob-

lem statement becomes clearer and the need for a scalable routing protocol in future

autonomous MANETs is more obvious. However, several Research Questions arise in

order to correctly define it. These research questions influence the approach followed

in the development of a new routing scheme and are presented next.

Research Question 1: Protocol Design: How can the routing overhead be kept to a

minimum?

Research Question 1.1: Maintain a hierarchically organized clustered network.

x What is the appropriate topology for such a hierarchical tree?

x How can the clusters and their network views be correctly mapped to

each child node of the tree?

Research Question 1.2: Ensure routing amongst different clusters with light-

weight updates.

x What routing information is needed between different clusters?

x Which method for exchanging routing updates is more efficient?

Research Question 2: Forwarding Decisions: How can Gateway nodes be efficiently

selected according to their link quality?

Research Question 2.1: Define a realistic link quality metric.

x Are link metric extensions, such as those based on Received Signal

Strength Indication (RSSI) efficient enough for wireless multi-hop net-

works?

x How much do assumptions on node mobility and link behaviour influence

link-quality estimators?

Research Question 2.2: Determine a link quality estimator.

x Which modelling tools provide a more flexible and robust estimator?

x Are simulation traces valid for statistical-based models?

x Does the obtained model perform well in scenarios completely different

from those from where the traces were obtained?

Research Question 3: Protocol Performance: How can the performance of new pro-

tocol be assessed regarding future MANETs?
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Research Question 3.1: Communication and Storage Complexity.

x How can the protocol be tested? Are simulation based results accurate

enough?

x How expensive is the communication of routing packets?

x How complex are the routing tables of the routing protocol?

Research Question 3.2: Ability to Scale.

x In accordance with its expected complexity, is the protocol able to effi-

ciently handle large-scale networks?

Research Question 3.3: Resilience to Node Mobility.

x How much does a moving node disrupt the performance of the protocol?

x What is the impact of a moving node in the existing hierarchical orga-

nization?

x If a route is compromised should pending packets be dropped or re-

routed?

Research Question 3.4: Robust Traffic Delivery.

x In spite of all the existing mechanisms to keep the protocol scalable and

robust, does the traffic delivery performance improve?

x Which type traffic of patterns are expected? How much delay is reason-

able? Are traffic losses acceptable?

1.3 Approach and Contributions

In order to address the aforementioned research questions, the approach taken began by

identifying the scenarios where MANETs are potentially important and by performing

an in-depth analysis of related works in the state of the art of routing in multi-hop

wireless networks. Through this analysis it was revealed that there is a lack of efficient

scalable routing protocols for these networks and, therefore, the following steps involved

in the definition of a methodology to tackle this issue. Since a large number of wireless

nodes is required to assess such a protocol, the usage of a network simulator was defined

from the beginning. Nevertheless, the will to pursue a thorough evaluation of the

work to be developed motivated the usage of the OPNET Wireless Suite simulation

tool in order to use realistic propagation and interference models. Moreover, small

scale tests were also planned using off-the-shelf wireless devices, in, order to better

understand the behaviour of the wireless link and how a protocol may be influenced.
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These early decisions were helpful in the definition of a new routing scheme which

aims at reducing the impact of node mobility and link failure, aggregating several

clusters of nodes into different hierarchical views of the network. This process was

named Deferred Routing, as it presents an innovative approach towards routing in

MANETs, and is implemented in a protocol named Deferred Aggregated routing for

Scalable ad-Hoc networks (DASH). Additionally, taking into consideration the dynamic

behaviour of the wireless link, the routing process was further improved by devising a

link-quality estimator that allows an efficient gateway selection among different clusters.

The implementation of this solution in a well-known and validated simulator allowed an

extensive performance study of the protocol, analysing not only its traffic performance,

but also its scalability and resilience to network changes.

As a result of the work developed during the described process, several mechanisms

were defined and implemented in the used network simulator. From the defined routing

architecture the following contributions stand out:

Contribution 1, A new routing paradigm The definition of the Deferred Rout-

ing scheme represents a significant contribution, as it introduces a new per-

spective on how routing can be addressed in MANETs. This provides users

and future researchers an alternative to existing approaches such as delay-

tolerant, opportunistic or epidemic routing, efficiently dealing with mobility

disruptions in real-time, while maintaining the entire process extremely scal-

able. The presented paradigm defines an aggregated management of clusters

into hierarchical views which allows existing and future works to optimize

the handling of routing information in large scale networks. The proposed

scheme and hierarchy are capable of dealing autonomously with the tran-

sition of a node between clusters, requiring no additional routing messages

and limiting the number of routing table updates solely to the two clusters

involved in the node transition. Moreover, even though intra and inter clus-

ter routing exists, the only exchanged routing messages are issued by the

intra-cluster routing protocol. Whenever an intra-cluster routing packet is

received by a node in a different cluster, instead of simply dropping that

packet, the node “overhears” it and becomes a gateway node candidate, re-

covering all the relevant information about that cluster and its knowledge of

the network, using it for future inter-cluster routing decisions.

Contribution 2, Deferred Routing The most significant contribution, eponymous

of the routing scheme itself, is the process in which data packets are for-
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warded. The defined approach does not only take into account the end-to-

end number of hops, instead it focuses on minimizing the number of tra-

versed clusters (cluster hops), while choosing the most suitable gateways

within each cluster.

Contribution 3, Efficient Gateway Selection A crucial aspect in Deferred Rout-

ing is the choice of appropriate gateways. This process not only considers

the number of hops within the cluster but also the reliability of a gateway as

such and its link-quality. In order to correctly perform this task, an assump-

tion free Link-quality Model has been defined and validated, by using both

simulation and real wireless traces. The obtained results suggest that the

usage of Kernel Methods may provide robust estimators suitable for future

implementations of Mobile Ad-hoc Networks.

Contribution 4, Performance Evaluation of Ad-hoc Protocols The main ob-

ject under evaluation was the Deferred Routing (DefeR) protocol, however

the obtained comparisons show that existing protocols suffer from scalabil-

ity issues and fail to deliver traffic in challenging scenarios. The presented

simulation results in this work provide important insights on how existing

and future protocols can be correctly assessed, using new evaluation metrics,

different scenarios and mobility models which are usually disregarded.

1.4 Thesis Structure

The organisation and structure of the thesis is depicted in Figure 1.1, and is the fol-

lowing:

Chapter 2 – Multi-hop Routing in Wireless Ad-hoc Networks Already exist-

ing works on Multi-hop Routing in Wireless Ad-hoc Networks are presented in

Chapter 2, where the remaining open issues regarding scalability are analysed.

Chapter 3 – Deferred Routing In Chapter 3 the Deferred Routing approach is pre-

sented, detailing the proposal and the required steps to achieve scalable routing

in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks.

Chapter 4 – Gateway Selection in Deferred Routing An inherent aspect of the

DefeR routing protocol is the efficient selection of Gateway nodes, allowing a load-

balanced forwarding of data packets. This is presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 1.1: Thesis Structure

Chapter 5 – Deferred Routing Performance New and existing performance met-

rics are presented in Chapter 5, enabling a correct evaluation of the proposed

routing scheme. Moreover, through an extensive set of simulations, using several

different scenarios, this protocol is assessed and compared against two others.

Chapter 6 – Conclusion and Future Work Finally, in Chapter 6 the concluding

remarks and final thoughts are presented, as well as future steps to further improve

this work.
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Chapter 2

Multi-hop Routing in Wireless

Ad-hoc Networks

This chapter presents the State of the Art on Multi-hop Routing in Wireless Ad-hoc

Networks. There are several protocols that had a paramount importance in the

development of these networks, which will be described and analysed in this State of the

Art chapter. However, taking into account the research questions and assumptions of

this work, the main focus will be on hierarchical and cluster based protocols which aim

at increasing the scalability of ad-hoc networks. A taxonomy of these routing protocols

is depicted in Figure 2.1, showing the relationships between the different approaches to

routing.

This State of the Art on Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) does not consist on

an exhaustive listing of existing routing protocols, but instead on a thorough analysis of

works relevant to the development of a new scalable routing solution, based on realistic

assumptions as far as possible. Other developed works provide a more generalized

and broad list of routing protocols including position-based, multicast, multipath or

even power-aware approaches [Gupta and Gupta, 2010; Alotaibi and Mukherjee, 2012;

Boukerche et al., 2011]. However, these works do not focus on the routing concept and

present protocols which provide only minor changes to existing routing approaches.

Some of these works are solely concerned with network awareness and dynamic routing,

presenting extensions and new metrics to known routing protocols [Paillassa et al.,

2011]. Even though several other extensions and approaches exist for MANETs, such

as anycast routing [Chen and Wang, 2012] or store-carry-forward in Delay-Tolerant

Networks (DTNs) [Nordemann and Tonjes, 2012], such topics are beyond the scope of

this work.
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Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of MANET routing protocols

Despite all the provided mechanisms by each routing protocol, they are all subject to

certain limitations and may fail in their purpose of scaling in large networks. Regarding

the scalability of existing routing protocols their communication and storage complexity

play an important role. Even though hierarchical solutions aim at being more scalable,

this is not always true, since the complexity of these protocols is not necessarily better

than flat solutions. Therefore, for each class of routing protocols, a comparison table

highlighting the techniques used by each routing scheme as well as their complexity

communication and storage complexity will be provided.

2.1 Flat Routing Protocols

Flat Routing Protocols are characterized for not having any particular hierarchy to

help in the organization of the network. These are most the commonly found protocols

and represent the foundation of MANET routing, being usually divided into Proactive,

Reactive and Hybrid routing protocols.
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2.1.1 Proactive Routing Protocols

Following the inspiration provided by typical routing protocols used in wired networks,

proactive routing protocols are based on the periodic exchange of routing messages in

order to maintain updated routing tables. This paradigm allows a prompt retrieval of

the next-hop to where data should be forwarded. However, this periodic update always

occurs, even when there is no data to be transmitted, wasting resources without need.

2.1.1.1 Highly Dynamic Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing

Protocol

A routing protocol that results from a modification to the well known Distributed Bell-

man Ford algorithm [Hutson et al., 2007], the Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector

(DSDV) protocol [Perkins and Bhagwat, 1994] is a routing solution where looping re-

lated issues are efficiently solved. It is a multi-hop pro-active protocol where each node

stores a routing table with one entry to all possible destinations and the number of

hops to each node [Spaho et al., 2012]. In addition to this, not being dependent of any

intermodal coordination mechanism allows the DSDV protocol to be robust solution

for routing in MANETs. The protocol is also designed taking into account Medium

Access Control (MAC) Layer details and sleeping nodes which should not be disturbed

unless necessary, thus improving the total network lifetime.

The DSDV protocol periodically broadcasts update packets or whenever relevant

information is available. These packets contain a new sequence number and information

about the destination’s address, the number of hops required to reach the destination

and the sequence number of the previously received information regarding that des-

tination. Routes containing the most recent sequence numbers are preferred when a

path calculation is to be made.

A drawback from the standard DSDV implementation is observed when an existing

path becomes invalid due to one or more broken links. When this occurs, the DSDV

protocol assigns infinity to the path’s metric and an odd sequence number (greater

than the older one), which will be propagated through the network. However, while

the link failure information is being propagated, some nodes will still drop several pack-

ets due to inaccurate information. This phenomenon is referred in literature as a stale

route, requiring additional mechanisms to improve the response to a link failure. The

Improved DSDV protocol [Lu et al., 2011] tackles this problem by maintaining a sec-

ondary routing table, which contains alternative routes to all the available destinations.
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2.1.1.2 Optimized Link-State Routing Protocol

The Optimized Link-State Routing Protocol [Clausen and Jacquet, 2003] is a variant

of the typical link-state routing protocols which inherits the advantage of having routes

immediately available while, at the same time, providing adequate optimisations for Ad-

hoc Networks. The main mechanisms used by Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) to

improve its performance are the exchange of a reduced and non-synchronized amount of

control packets used for link sensing and neighbourhood detection. This improvement

consists of an efficient flooding technique based on the selection of Multipoint Relays

(MPRs), minimizing the required bandwidth for protocol operations and avoiding the

reception of redundant control messages [Aponte and Bohacek, 2012]. An additional

mechanism ensures that the required topology information is efficiently selected and

diffused throughout the network.

Link Sensing By periodically sending HELLO messages through the available wire-

less interfaces in which connectivity is confirmed (1-hop exchange between neighbour

nodes), the OLSR protocol performs a link sensing operation. From this operation

results a link set which contains the available information on “local” (1-hop) interfaces

and on “remote” (2-hop) interfaces. This procedure may be replaced by link-layer in-

formation, if such feature is both available and sufficient to populate the link set, thus

avoiding the exchange of HELLO messages.

Each link contained in the link set is described by a pair of interfaces, the local and

the remote interfaces, and it has associated to itself the status of being either symmetric

or asymmetric, depending on whether it can respectively send and receive data packets.

Neighbourhood Detection The neighbourhood detection process consists in main-

taining a set of neighbourhood tuples directly connected with the nodes’ main address.

The relationship between the OLSR main address and additional addresses is defined

through the exchange of Multiple Interface Declaration (MID) messages.

There is a clear relationship between the neighbourhood set and the link set earlier

described. In fact a node may only be considered “neighbour” of another iif there is

a link between each other.

In addition to the neighbour set, there is a 2-hop neighbour set consisting of a set of

nodes which have a symmetric link to a symmetric neighbour, being all this information

gathered from the exchanged HELLO messages.

Still contained within the neighbourhood detection process, the population of both

Multipoint Relay and Multipoint Relay Selector Sets is performed. MPRs are respon-
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sible for the existing flooding optimisation in OLSR as only them forward routing mes-

sages, avoiding a pure flooding approach where all nodes forward the protocol messages.

Additionally they also avoid the transmission of duplicate messages by maintaining a

Duplicate Set which records recently received messages as a “duplicate tuple” contain-

ing information about the originator address, message sequence number and a boolean

indicating whether the message has been transmitted or not.

The selection of the MPR set is performed individually by each node which is

responsible for selecting the most suitable nodes in its symmetric 1-hop set. This

selection is performed in such a way that the node populating the set is able to reach

all its strict 2-hop symmetric neighbours through the neighbours contained in the MPR

set. Whenever changes occur in the 1-hop or strict 2-hop symmetric neighbours set, a

complete recalculation of the MPR set is performed. Even though the MPR set does

not have to be minimal, all strict 2-hop neighbours have to be reached through the

selected MPR nodes and, in the worst case scenario, the MPR set may consist of the

entire neighbourhood set, resulting in a typical link-state routing full flooding strategy.

The calculated MPR set may vary depending on the existing neighbourhood and

on the nodes’ willingness to act as MPR. This parameter is defined by the node de-

pending on the available resources and other characteristics, being the values between

WILL NEVER and WILL ALWAYS.

Finally, the MPR Selector set of a node n consists of all the addresses of nodes

which have selected n as MPR.

Topology Discovery By performing the already mentioned link sensing and neigh-

bour detection procedures, each node is able to communicate with the directly con-

nected neighbour nodes and it can participate in an optimised flooding mechanism.

However, this information has to be disseminated through the entire network in or-

der to allow the construction of routes to every node. This is done by MPR nodes

which periodically send a Topology Control (TC ) message with a set of links, known

as Advertised Link Set, which contains the links to all the nodes in the MPR Selector

set.

MPRs broadcast TC messages, flooding them to all the nodes in the network using

other MPRs to efficiently improve the distribution of topology information, enabling

greater scalability.

The generation of Topology Control messages is periodically performed by all MPR

nodes in a time interval defined by the constant TC INTERVAL, which can have several

values such that, for a lower interval, a higher capacity of reaction to link failures is
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achieved. Related with failures, whenever a change to the MPR Selector set is detected,

possibly due to a link failure, a new TC message should be sent earlier than the next

interval generated message.

A common problem inherent to proactive protocols is the synchronization of control

messages such as HELLO and TC messages. This increases the network overhead and

may lead to losses due to collisions. In order to avoid this phenomenon, which typically

arises with periodically sent messages, the OLSR protocol randomly defines a value

named jitter which should be between 0 and MAXJITTER. This value is used in the

actual message interval by subtracting the jitter value to it, thus varying the period

in which messages are sent, and avoiding equal message transmission times which may

synchronize.

OLSR v2 Currently under development by the Internet Engineering Task Force

(IETF) MANET working group, a new version of the OLSR protocol, the Optimized

Link State Routing version 2 (OLSRv2) [Clausen et al., 2012], proposes an update to

the mechanisms of its predecessor. Even though the main algorithms are maintained,

this new version offers a more modular and therefore flexible architecture, allowing,

for instance, the addition of security extensions without compromising backwards and

forwards compatibility [Herberg and Clausen, 2011]. Moreover, it also uses the Neigh-

borhood Discovery Protocol (NHDP) [Herberg et al., 2012] for the discovery of 1-hop

and 2-hop neighbours, as well as discovering whether links are bi-directional, by sending

HELLO messages similarly to the standard version of OLSR. The OLSRv2 protocol

also implements the MPR Flooding process so that the link state information advertised

by the protocol is efficiently propagated.

2.1.1.3 Fisheye State Routing Protocol

The proactive Fisheye State Routing (FSR) protocol [Pei et al., 2000] is inspired and

takes its name from a well known technique proposed by Kleinrock et al. named Fish-

eye [Kleinrock and Stevens, 1971], originally used to reduce the size of samples required

to represent graphical data. Similarly to a fish’s eye, where the images are more detailed

closer to the eye’s focal point, a node using the FSR protocol has a better perception of

its closer neighbourhood, updating information about more distant nodes with a lower

periodicity.

As a link-state routing protocol, the FSR protocol maintains a topology map of the

network at each node. However, instead of flooding a network change when such is
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detected, it proposes a different scheme for information dissemination [Sivakumar and

Chelliah, 2012].

In order to reduce routing control overhead, instead of sending routing updates at

a fixed period, the FSR protocol uses different time intervals to exchange its routing

information with nodes at different distances. Each node receives routing updates from

further away nodes less frequently, maintaining a less accurate view of distant routes.

However, whenever data is forwarded through the network, the precision of the used

routes gradually improves as it gets closer to the desired destination.

2.1.1.4 Flat Proactive Routing Protocols – Comparison

Proactive routing protocols stand out for always maintaining routes to all the available

destinations. In flat organisations clustering is not typically used however other scala-

bility mechanisms can be found. Table 2.1 shows these mechanisms for the presented

routing protocols and analyses their complexity regarding storage and communication.

Table 2.1: Comparison of Flat Proactive Routing Protocols

Protocol Cluster-based Scalability Techniques Communication Storage

DSDV no n/a O(N2) O(N)

FSR no fisheye updates O(N2) O(N)

OLSR no MPR nodes O(M2) O(N)

N : Total number of nodes
M : Total number MPR nodes

2.1.2 Reactive Routing Protocols

Proposed as an alternative to the expensive periodic update of proactive routing schemes,

reactive protocols were introduced, performing route discoveries on-demand to avoid

the waste of resources experienced with proactive solutions. This approach seems more

suitable for mobile Ad-hoc networks where topology changes occur constantly. How-

ever, on-demand solutions suffer from an initial delay on retrieving a routing path which

may not be acceptable, while at the same time the flooding of Route Request (RREQ)

for route retrieval also adds an increased network overhead. In fact, several works aim
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solely at reducing the Broadcast Storm Problem (BSP), which was named after the

broadcasting process typically involved in the dissemination of routing information of

on-demand routing protocols [AlAamri et al., 2012].

2.1.2.1 Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol

Designed for mobile wireless ad-hoc networks, the Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector

(AODV) [Perkins et al., 2003b] routing protocol requires low memory and processing,

while providing quick adaptation to dynamic link conditions. In addition to this, AODV

has a low communication overhead and provides loop-free unicast routes in a reactive

way, without having to maintain routes to destinations that are not currently in use.

Upon a request of a route to a destination, RREQ Packets are broadcasted through-

out the network nodes until they reach their final destination or, alternatively, until

an intermediate forwarding node, already containing an active/updated path to the

destination, responds with a Route Reply (RREP) packet. Since each forwarding node

keeps a reference of the source node triggering a RREQ, as well as the neighbour node

likely to be used as next hop towards that destination, when processing a response

message (a RREP), a node will route it back along the expected hops until it reaches

the source node, making the new path available [Gandhi et al., 2012].

For efficiently managing the above described process, AODV uses sequence numbers

to avoid loops and keep awareness of updated routes. Additionally, an assumption of

bidirectional links is also present when a RREP is sent to its originating node. However,

if unidirectional links exist, an alternative procedure needs to be used, in order to allow

these packets to be correctly replied.

One important practice to be considered in AODV is the usage of an expanding

ring search technique. This measure aims at preventing unnecessary network-wide

dissemination of RREQ messages by controlling the extent to which these packets are

broadcasted. This optimisation can be achieved by effectively setting some AODV

specific parameters to the most appropriate level.

In order to keep accurate information about the active routes and avoid disruptive

failures, each node monitors the link status of their next hops in these paths. The

monitoring process is typically achieved by exchanging HELLO messages through the

links, even though other mechanisms may be used. Upon the detection of a link break,

a Route Error (RERR) message is used to notify the other nodes present in the path

that a link loss occurred. Then, after receiving this message, the source node may

decide to re-trigger a new RREQ, setting up a new route. Some extensions to AODV
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have already been proposed to address this specific point, for instance the Ad hoc

On-demand Distance Vector Backup Routing (AODV-BR) Protocol [Lee and Gerla,

2000].

The authors propose a modified version of the AODV protocol which not only

uses the Expanded Ring Search (ERS) mechanism, but also a new approach named

Hop Prediction, which improves the route search used by AODV. History records are

maintained to each discovered route in order to optimise the ERS and reduce the overall

routing overhead.

2.1.2.2 Dynamic Source Routing Protocol

An example of a completely reactive protocol with support of unidirectional links is the

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [Johnson et al., 2007] protocol proposed in the IETF

MANET working group [MANETWG, 2012]. Aiming at scalability, in a network of at

most two hundred nodes, the DSR protocol provides a soft-state approach where the two

basic operations are Route Discovery and Route Maintenance, supporting asymmetric

routes and assuming a typically small network diameter.

Designed for Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) addresses, provided by any mecha-

nism such as Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) for dynamic assignment

or static configurations, the DSR protocol is a loop-free protocol capable of quickly

adapting to network topology changes. These adjustments of the topology only have

an impact on the protocol when they affect paths currently active, being ignored by

any other nodes. However, in order to avoid routing based only on flooding, topology

changes related with mobility or other circumstances are not expected to happen so

fast that the DSR protocol cannot adapt.

DSR uses explicit source routing, where an ordered list of nodes through which

the discovery packet will pass, from source to destination, is used to allow multiple

paths that enable the usage of load balancing mechanisms [Rajkumar et al., 2012]. It

also enhances the protocol robustness by tolerating path failures, choosing alternative

ones immediately. Route caching is also an interesting feature that results from the

forwarding and overhearing nodes’ action of gathering information that can be used

in the future, avoiding the Route Discovery process. When queried about a path, by

performing a search in its local cache, a node can immediately retrieve the desired route

and avoid further overheads of a Route Discovery process.

In the worst case scenario, when a complete Route Discovery has to be performed,

the first node, the initiator, transmits a RREQ that will be broadcasted to all of the
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nodes until it reaches the destination node, the target. When this node is finally

reached, it checks for a previous path cached to the initiator and sends a RREP.

Otherwise it will start a new RREQ for the initiator, piggybacking the list retrieved

by the first Route Discovery. Optionally, the target could simply reverse the path

contained in the list given by the received RREQ, avoiding additional overhead but

losing the asymmetric path support property.

Route maintenance in DSR states that each node is responsible for managing the

flow over the link from that node to the next hop. This can be done either by using

software or hardware acknowledgements, and a limited number of retransmissions. Af-

ter the maximum number of retransmissions, a link is said broken and so the link is

removed from Route Cache and a RERR is returned. If an alternative path exists in

the initiator it shall be used, otherwise a new Route Discovery should be triggered.

2.1.2.3 Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm

Being a member of the link-reversal algorithms class, the multi-path and loop-free

Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) [Park and Corson, 2001], is an on-

demand source initiated routing protocol designed for multihop networks, which can

also have destination initiated proactive routing for path optimisation and maintenance

purposes.

Concerning routing, TORA routers only keep information about their one-hop

neighbours and perform on-demand routing when retrieving a path to a destination.

This operation performs best in networks with relatively sparse traffic patterns. At

the same time, destination oriented mechanisms can also be triggered to maintain and

monitor the path.

Summarizing TORA, it can be defined as four separate basic functions, namely

creating routes, maintaining routes, erasing routes and optimising routes. For this,

four different packet types are used: Query, Update, Clear and optimisation [Lim and

Datta, 2012]. TORA is an interesting protocol from the point of view that it does not

use shortest paths to support its decisions and neither does it follow a link-state nor

distance-vector algorithm.

2.1.2.4 Dynamic MANET On-demand Routing Protocol

Much resembling with DSR and AODV, Dynamic MANET On-demand (DYMO) rout-

ing protocol [Chakeres and Perkins, 2012] is a reactive loop-free routing protocol. De-

signed for networks with bidirectional links and capable of handling a wide range of
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mobility patterns, by dynamically determining routes in large scale networks, DYMO is

best suited for sparse traffic scenarios. Having only to maintain minimal routing state

information, it is a light-weight protocol applicable to devices with memory constraints.

The most relevant operations of the DYMO routing protocol are similar with DSR’s

Route Discovery and Route Maintenance. The former starts with the initiator node by

sending a RREQ Packet to be broadcasted by all nodes until it reaches the desired target

destination, which then replies with a RREP Packet through the best path, defined by a

list that contains all the RREQ forwarding nodes. In order to reduce RREQ overhead,

a forwarding node containing an active path to the destination may automatically

respond with a RREP packet on behalf of the target node, avoiding further propagation

of messages. An additional consideration is the usage of an adequate value for the

HopLimit parameter which, to delimit the expanding ring of a RREQ, may be defined

as described for the AODV protocol.

Complementing the above presented process, the Route Maintenance procedure is

responsible for safeguarding the existing routes in use [Kumar et al., 2012]. Route

lifetime is extended by routers whenever a packet is correctly forwarded or a RERR

packet is sent towards the packet source to indicate that the path contains an invalid

or missing node. Additionally, by monitoring links over which traffic is flowing, any

broken link detection should also immediately issue a RERR packet in order to swiftly

notify DYMO nodes that certain routes are no longer available.

2.1.2.5 Associativity Based Routing

The Associativity Based Routing (ABR) [Toh, 1996] principle consists on the fact that

after some migration process, where associativity ticks can be analysed, a certain sta-

bility time will exist, where a node will stay dormant within a cell before it moves again.

The associativity tickets are analysed on the link layer level allowing to understand the

degree of mobility of a node, where low associativity tickets are a synonym of a higher

state of mobility and, on the other hand, high associativity ticks represent a stable

state [Preveze and Safak, 2010].

Route Discovery and Route Re-Construction are the two phases that compose the

ABR protocol. During the Route Discovery phase a Query packet is broadcasted from

source to destination, which then replies with a Reply message. The Query message is

forwarded by every intermediate node that will keep the information of its upstream

peer, removing it from the original packet and adding its own. If a duplicate Query is

received by a node, it will be discarded. When a Reply message is sent back by the
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destination, nodes receiving this packet will set the path from source to destination as

valid and active. Other nodes containing alternative paths will have them marked as

invalid and will not relay packets to the destination, even if they hear the transmission.

Complementing the Route Discovery process, the Route Re-Construction phase

handles possible failures caused by mobility or other situations by performing a partial

route discovery, invalid route erasure, valid route update and, in the worst case scenario,

new route discovery, which consists in the repetition of the entire processes described

for the Route Discovery Phase.

2.1.2.6 Flat Reactive Routing Protocols – Comparison

Reactive routing protocols aim at being more lightweight than proactive ones by send-

ing routing information only when necessary. However, this approach may result in

expensive flooding of RREQ whenever a route is required. In additional to this limita-

tion, which more critical in scenarios with several traffic flows, these protocols also suffer

from a route retrieval delay. Even though the communication and storage complexity

of reactive protocols is expected to be lower than a proactive routing protocol, as they

only consider the necessary destinations. In a worst case scenario for reactive routing

protocols, each node may be a source and destination node, resulting in a complexity

similar to proactive protocols, as shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Comparison of Flat Reactive Routing Protocols

Protocol Cluster-based Scalability Techniques Communication Storage

ABR no Associativity Tickets O(N2) O(N)

AODV no modified ERS O(N2) O(N)

DSR no n/a O(N2) O(N)

DYMO no HopLimit O(N2) O(N)

TORA no Directed Acyclic Graph O(N2) O(N)

N : Total number of nodes

2.1.3 Hybrid Routing Protocols

Recognising both the advantages and disadvantages of proactive and reactive routing

protocols, hybrid routing protocols were proposed. The concept behind this new al-
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ternative is that the best of each approach (proactive and reactive) can be exploited

together in the different tasks performed by a routing protocol.

2.1.3.1 Zone Routing Protocol

Combining the advantages of the pro-active and reactive paradigms, the Zone Routing

Protocol (ZRP) [Haas et al., 2002], proposes a zone based architecture where three

embedded protocols, the Intra-zone Routing Protocol (IARP), the Inter-zone Routing

Protocol (IERP) and the Bordercast Resolution Protocol (BRP), are responsible for

maintaining the routing operation.

Assuming that a majority of the processed traffic occurs directly between neighbour

nodes, the strategy of ZRP is to reduce the scope of proactive traffic into a zone centred

on each node. The zones are defined as having a r radius expressed in hops, such that

a zone includes nodes whose distance from a given node is at most r hops. Since zones

overlap, ZRP is said to have a flat view of the network. This perspective results from

the authors’ statement that this approach can be used to detect optimal routes and to

reduce network congestion.

The IARP is the protocol used within ZRP zones to proactively maintain routing

tables up-to-date. In contrast, route discovery outside of a specific zone is made by

the reactive IERP protocol. Using the information of IARP, an additional routing

procedure is made by BRP, which consists in managing the packet delivery to the

peripheral nodes in the border of a zone (bordercasting). The usage of this approach

in conjunction with IERP allows a reactive route discovery to efficiently travel between

zones [Yelemou et al., 2012].

The size of the zones used by ZRP can be managed by regulating the transmission

power of devices (if such option is available). Additionally, mechanisms to efficiently

and possibly dynamically choose r should be used, ensuring that a zone is big enough

to provide a good connectivity between nodes, but not too big so that update traffic

does not become excessive. However, such a dynamic process is complex and not easy

to achieve [Patel and Srivastava, 2010]. Further works provide analytical models that

determine the routing overhead incurred by the ZRP protocol and its variants. Some

examples are the Independent Zone Routing Protocol (IZRP) [Samar et al., 2004],

which proposes mechanisms for calculating the optimal zone radius of the node, being

more efficient than the standard ZRP [Ravilla et al., 2011]. These mechanisms are

known as min-searching and adaptive traffic estimation, and allow each node to have

its own independent zone size. The Two-Zone Routing Protocol (TZRP) [Wang and
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Olariu, 2004], that presents a zone-based architecture that decouples the (basic hybrid)

protocol’s ability to adapt to changing traffic patterns from the ability to adapt to

different mobility models. And also the Fisheye Zone Routing Protocol (FZRP) [Yang

and Tseng, 2007], where the architecture defined by the ZRP uses Fisheye State Routing

in its proactive operations.

2.1.3.2 Tooska Scheme and Mobility Aware Hybrid Routing

The Tooska Routing scheme [Dargahi et al., 2008] is a hybrid node-centric protocol

which relies on AODV as its default routing protocol, switching to the Wireless Rout-

ing Protocol (WRP) [Murthy and Garcia-Luna-Aceves, 1996] when appropriate. By

selecting the nodes with more stable fixed neighbours, the core nodes, the protocol

defines these intermediate nodes when data needs to be sent, through the analysis of

the HELLO Message Counter (HMC) field stored by each node. Core nodes periodi-

cally update their routing tables by changing to the WRP protocol, informing all the

remaining nodes of this change. In order to reduce the overhead introduced by the

Tooska scheme, the number of core nodes is minimized by defining a minimum number

of required stable neighbours.

Due to node mobility, the selection of core nodes can become inefficient in the Tooska

scheme as it is proposed. Bearing this in mind, the Mobility Aware Hybrid Routing

(MAHR) [Kang et al., 2012] defines an alternative selection method for core nodes,

where the ratio of changing neighbour nodes is used. The routing process is similar

to Tooska relying on the AODV protocol for route discovery, where the core nodes are

responsible for the maintenance of routing tables by using the OLSR protocol.

2.1.3.3 Heat Routing for Ad-hoc Networks

Parallel to the behaviour of heat trails in the physical world, wireless nodes using the

Heat Routing for Ad-hoc Network (HRAN) protocol [Trindade and Vazao, 2011a,b]

emit a heat signal to be perceived by neighbour nodes. The amount of heat detected

by each node depends on a gradient function such that nodes further away from the

heat source register a lower level of heat when compared with 1-hop distant nodes.

The protocol’s main mechanisms consist on the creation of a heat overlay, where

each node proactively disseminates its topology information, with an amount of heat

defined by a Time Aware Bloom Filter (TAB) which is a new type of Bloom Filter

defined by the authors. The heat information is included in periodically sent HELLO

messages, as the size of the used TAB never changes regardless of network size, creating
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a heat overlay or heat trails.

By using an on-demand approach, the second stage of the HRAN protocol consists

on discovering a valid route from source to destination. This is achieved by issuing a

predetermined number of Random Walk Request (RwREQ) queries, to be sent through-

out the network. Upon receiving a RwREQ, a node checks if the received destination

identifier is present in any of its registered heat trails. If a match is obtained, the

random walk is terminated and a direct walk takes its place. This walk is started by

sending a Follow Heat (FoHEAT) message which is only forwarded by nodes in the

same heat trail, allowing the query to quickly reach the destination.

When a RwREQ reaches its intended destination node, it sends a Route Reply

(RoREP) message to the source, using the discovered route, inverted. If after sending

a RwREQ, a predefined time-out is reached and no RoREP is received by the source

node, the protocol falls back to a typical reactive source routing protocol such as AODV.

This mechanism is important as it allows the creation of heat tunnels which otherwise

are only created after a route establishment, during the route maintenance process.

The final contribution of the HRAN protocol is the maintenance of routes which

include the creation of heat tunnels, achieved by adding the destination’s identifier

in the proactively sent routing messages. This creates a “highway” for future route

requests to this destination. Moreover, this process also ensures that failed routes

are repaired by sending Route Repair (RoREPAIR) messages and it further aims at

improving the found routing path. Since the first retrieved path may not be the shortest

path due to the randomness of route discovery process, an additional message named

as Route Improvement (RoIMP) is sent by the source within the heat tunnel, until it

reaches the destination. In its turn, the destination sends back to the source a new

RoREP, using an inverted more efficient path.

2.1.3.4 Flat Hybrid Routing Protocols – Comparison

Table 2.3 presents a comparison of the main characteristics of the analysed hybrid

routing protocols with a flat network organisation. As a direct consequence of employ-

ing both proactive and reactive routing protocols their complexity is similar to these

protocols. However, these protocols also provide optimisations that may enhance the

protocols performance in many situations. Moreover, the usage of zones by the ZRP

reveals an alternative to achieve a more scalable routing process.
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Table 2.3: Comparison of Flat Hybrid Routing Protocols

Protocol Cluster-based Scalability Techniques Communication Storage

HRAN no Heat overlay O(N2) O(N)

Tooska no HMC O(N2) O(N)

ZRP yes (zones) Variable zone radius O(Z2) O(N
Z )

N : Total number of nodes

Z : Total number of zones or cluster-heads

2.2 Hierarchical Routing Protocols

The definition of specific hierarchies by different routing protocols has commonly been

used, aiming at keeping the protocols more scalable. In contrast with typical flat

routing protocols, hierarchical protocols usually exchange their routing information in

different ways, according to a cluster or node hierarchy level. Well defined hierarchies

are usually more common in hybrid routing protocols, however, hierarchical routing

can also be found in proactive and, even though less frequently, in reactive routing

protocols.

2.2.1 Proactive Routing Protocols

The usage of hierarchies in conjunction with proactive routing approaches can be ob-

served as a hierarchy of clusters, as an organized tree of addresses, or even as trees of

paths forming a topology. Several schemes exist and all attempt to efficiently handle

routing with the least overhead possible, as presented next.

2.2.1.1 Source-Tree Adaptive Routing Protocol

The Source-Tree Adaptive Routing (STAR) protocol [Garcia-Luna-Aceves and Spohn,

1999; Garcia-Luna-Aceves and Roy, 2005], is a link-state protocol which has on av-

erage less overhead than on-demand routing protocols. Its bandwidth efficiency is

accomplished by restraining the dissemination of link-state information only to the

routers in the data path towards the desired destinations. STAR also creates paths

that may not be optimal while avoiding loops, such that the total available bandwidth
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is increased. Moreover, STAR has specific mechanisms to know when update messages

must be transmitted to detect new destinations, unreachable destinations, and loops.

Despite being able to scale, as each node only maintains a partial topology graph

of the network, the STAR may suffer from large memory and processing overheads in

scenarios where constant mobility may report different source trees, and routing paths

are too big due to the network size.

2.2.1.2 Multimedia support in Mobile Wireless Networks

In the work entitled Multimedia support in Mobile Wireless Networks (MMWN) [Kasera

and Ramanathan, 1997], the authors propose an architecture consisting of two main

elements, corresponding to different node types, which can either be switches or end-

points. Both of these can be mobile, however only switch nodes can route packets and

only endpoints can be sources or destinations for packets. This protocol also keeps a

cluster hierarchy as a location management scheme, capable of obtaining the address

of an endpoint. This information is kept as a dynamic distributed database, such that

in each node there is a location manager node.

The proposed hierarchy allows the necessary amount of routing messages to be

reduced, as only location managers are required to update their information and only

then perform the location finding process [Sehgal and Gondal, 2007]. However, this

aspect is also negative on the overall performance of the protocol, as routing is strongly

related with the hierarchy of the network, making the routing process complex and

more vulnerable to disruptions when location managers change.

2.2.1.3 Cluster-head Gateway Switch Routing

Using the mechanisms introduced by DSDV, another proactive hierarchical routing

protocol is the Cluster-head Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR) protocol [Ching-Chuan

et al., 1997], which uses a routing approach where clusters are formed by electing a

cluster head node, aiming to reduce the communication overhead, and thus making

routing scalable and efficient. After the election of a cluster head, all nodes within its

range will be considered as belonging to that cluster and all route updates should be

done within its scope. All route discovery packets are forwarded through the cluster-

head node.

One important task of this protocol is, essentially, the clusterhead election pro-

cess. Authors argue that, when using distributed clustering algorithms, two possible

choices are the lowest-Identifier (ID) algorithm and the highest-connectivity (degree)
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algorithm. The most important aspect to be taken into consideration when picking a

clustering algorithm is stability. In order to avoid constant cluster head changes, which

can harmfully impact the performance of other underlying protocols being used (such

as DSDV), the algorithm chosen by the CGSR protocol is the Least Cluster Change

(LCC) clustering algorithm [Suresh and Duraiswamy, 2010]. This clustering algorithm

is proposed as an improvement to existing algorithms, achieving enhanced stability.

Even though the proposed two-level cluster hierarchy may reduce the amount of

flooding for dissemination of routing information, as only the cluster-heads are re-

sponsible for this task, the process of maintaining these clusters involves additional

overheads, in particular the election of an appropriate cluster-head node. Moreover,

this special node will always represent a bottleneck on each cluster, overloading it and

possibly leading to a faster energy depletion and consequent cluster-head re-election.

2.2.1.4 Cluster-based OLSR extensions to reduce control overhead in mo-

bile ad hoc networks

The work entitled “Cluster-based OLSR (C-OLSR) extensions to reduce control over-

head in mobile ad hoc networks” [Ros and Ruiz, 2007], proposes an extension to the

OLSR protocol by introducing a cluster organised network. The authors propose a

scheme where the existing clusters are considered as nodes themselves, using the MPR

concept created by OLSR applied to clusters. This structure, in conjunction with

the definition of Cluster HELLO (C-HELLO) and Cluster Topology Control (C-TC )

messages, allows the maintenance of paths among the existing clusters while reducing

the required amount of routing information, as only MPR Clusters generate C-TC

messages.

Even though this paper uses the OLSR protocol for intra-cluster routing, proposing

the mentioned C-HELLO and C-TC extensions to support a clustered network, the

propagation of these new messages across clusters may have a negative impact. More-

over, the proposed mechanisms may suffer from mobility phenomena which, as in other

approaches, require an additional overhead of updating the entire network structure.

2.2.1.5 Dynamic Address Routing for Scalable Ad-hoc and Mesh Networks

Inspired on a previously work on a Dynamic Addressing paradigm, the authors propose

Dynamic Address Routing (DART) for Scalable Ad-hoc and Mesh Networks [Eriksson

et al., 2007], a proactive hierarchical approach that efficiently manages the organization

of nodes into zones for large scale networks. Address allocation and lookup are the
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main drawbacks of this proposal. However, the published work presents schemes to

tackle these problems, showing how addresses can be allocated taking into account

node positioning, by building a tree with l levels where l is the number of bits used

in the routing address. A clear distinction is made between routing address and the

identity of a node (a unique identification tag) since the routing address is dynamic

and changes with node movement, contrasting with the node identifier which is always

the same.

The three most important functionalities in DART are, first, the address allocation

responsible for maintaining one routing address per network interface according to the

movement and current position of a node; second, the routing which determines how to

deliver packets from source to destination and, finally, the node lookup which consists

in a distributed lookup table in charge of mapping identifiers to network addresses.

The DART proposal reveals to be an efficient solution for routing in large scale

ad-hoc networks. However, for small networks the Dynamic Address Heuristic has a

strong overhead impact and in general it is difficult to implement, as the distributed

lookup table is hard to manage.

Tree-like Distance Vector Inspired by the work presented in DART, the Tree-like

Distance Vector (TLDV) routing protocol [Wang et al., 2010] uses a 2b − ary tree

locator and Distributed Hash Table (DHT), as opposed to DART’s binary tree. The

protocol also maintains at each node a routing and a neighbourhood table, being the

routing table organized into dlog2b Ne rows with (2b − 1) entries each, in a network

Table 2.4: Comparison of Hierarchical Proactive Routing Protocols

Protocol Cluster-based Scalability Techniques Communication Storage

CGSR yes Cluster-head O(C2) O(N)

C-OLSR yes Cluster-MPRs O(C2) O(N)

DART yes (zones) Dynamic Addresses O(log2N) O(N)

MMWN yes Location Managers O(N2) O(N)

STAR no Partial Topology O(N) O(D)

N : Total number of nodes
D : Total number of destinations
C : Average number of nodes per cluster
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with N nodes. A major contribution from the TLDV protocol is not being restricted

to the binary tree used by DART, exploiting a different space structure. However, the

choice of parameter b needs careful consideration and strongly depends on the network’s

intrinsic properties. A trade-off between lower and higher values of b must be achieved

between the size of the routing table, the amount of available locators and also route

efficiency.

2.2.1.6 Hierarchical Proactive Routing Protocols – Comparison

Even though hierarchical proactive routing protocols present more scalability oriented

features than flat ones, the communication and storage complexities are not necessarily

better. Moreover, the mechanisms used for this purpose, presented in Table 2.4 can be

quite complex and introduce additional overheads that are not accounted as routing

overheads. Nevertheless, the presented routing protocols require that all the presented

aspects are present and therefore may not be as flexible as desired.

2.2.2 Reactive Routing Protocols

The usage of Hierarchical Reactive Protocols is modest when compared with proactive

or hybrid routing approaches. This is likely due to the fact that most well defined

hierarchies require constant updates in order to be efficiently kept, going against the

concept behind Reactive Routing, which only exchanges routing information when re-

quired. Nevertheless, some Hierarchical Reactive protocols do exist and are described

in the following paragraphs.

2.2.2.1 Hierarchical AODV Routing Protocol

As the name indicates, the Hierarchical AODV (Hi-AODV) Routing Protocol [Ohta

et al., 2004; Oda et al., 2007] is a hierarchical version of the well known AODV routing

protocol, using a tree based on cluster-heads for the creation of the concept of virtual

nodes, which correspond to a typical cluster. The cluster-head is the only node respon-

sible for handling control packets and managing the routing table of its own internal

cluster. Having a tree composed of clusters seen as a virtual node allows Hi-AODV to

reduce the number of control packets and avoid additional overhead.

In addition to the already mentioned challenges and overheads related to the main-

tenance of clusters and their cluster-heads (e.g. the cluster-head election process), again,

it is clear that even though routing overheads can be reduced, the cluster-head will al-

ways have to be part of any routing path, leading to non-optimal paths, and additional
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interferences in the vicinities of cluster-heads.

2.2.2.2 Layered Cluster-based Routing

The Layered Cluster-based Routing (LCR) protocol [Jemili et al., 2010] is a hierarchical

reactive protocol which exploits the main features of the Tiered Based Clustering Algo-

rithm (TBCA) [Jemili et al., 2008] also proposed by the same authors. This clustering

scheme is organized into layered stages so that the number of nodes participating in the

clustering process, at a given instant, is reduced. By the end of the clustering process

a connected dominating set consisting of the elected Cluster-heads and Gateway nodes

is formed.

Using an on-demand approach, the LCR protocol restricts its search space to the

dominating set retrieved from TBCA. Whenever a new route is required to reach a

destination, the initiating or source node broadcasts a RREQ and waits for a specific

time interval before issuing a new request. This request is only propagated by domi-

nating nodes, which maintain a table of previous requests (Table request) in order to

refrain a duplicate request, thus avoiding additional overhead. When the destination

node receives a RREQ, similarly to the AODV protocol, it sends a RREP and initiates

a route maintenance process which periodically exchanges HELLO messages between

the nodes involved in the route, sending a RERR message if a route failure is detected.

Additional mechanisms used by LCR concern the sensing period of the source and

dominating nodes. In fact, the source node’s sensing wait time is set to a sensing period

equal to Short InterFrame Space (SIFS), where the cluster-head’s waiting time is equal

to Point coordination InterFrame Space (PIFS) and the Gateway (GW)’s waiting time

is equal to Distributed InterFrame Space (DIFS). These specific times are set in order

to reduce the probability of collisions during the discovery phase.

Optimized Layered Cluster-based Routing An update to the LCR protocol was

provided by its original authors [Jemili et al., 2011b], optimising the MAC-layer mech-

anisms to avoid collisions and defining a direction mechanism that reduces the number

of dominating nodes involved in the routing process. This direction-based mechanism is

free from any positioning techniques, such as Global Positioning System (GPS), using

information included in the resulting layers from the clustering process and allowing

dominating nodes to discard any RREQ when, for instance, it reaches higher layers

than the layer where the destination is expected to be. In certain scenarios where this

mechanism may not be available, the LCR protocol performs normally without any

disadvantages.
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Table 2.5: Comparison of Hierarchical Reactive Routing Protocols

Protocol Cluster-based Scalability Techniques Communication Storage

Hi-AODV yes Cluster-heads as Virtual Nodes O(C2) O(N)

LCR yes TBCA O(C2) O(N)

N : Total number of nodes

C : Total number of dominating nodes or cluster-heads

2.2.2.3 Hierarchical Reactive Routing Protocols – Comparison

In the existing literature there are few Hierarchical Reactive Routing protocols since

maintaining a hierarchy typically requires constant updates. Table 2.5 compares the

performance of the two protocols which depends entirely on the robustness of the used

clustering processes.

2.2.3 Hybrid Routing Protocols

Quite a few Hybrid Routing protocols for ad-hoc networks can be found in the literature,

however, despite the fact that many rely on clusters or well defined zones, not many

implement a hierarchical routing scheme. The following protocols propose a hybrid

routing scheme capable of retrieving inter-cluster information in a reactive approach,

avoiding the necessity of restraining routing information in cluster-heads to reduce the

overall overhead. However, on a downside, inter-cluster communication may be subject

to route retrieval delay if no previous path has been maintained in cache.

2.2.3.1 Zone-based Hierarchical Link-State Routing Protocol

The Zone-based Hierarchical Link-State (ZHLS) Routing Protocol [Joa-Ng and Lu,

1999], is characterized by dividing the network into non-overlapping zones where two

different routing paradigms are used: proactive routing within the zones and reactive

between different zones. This proposal alleviates single points of failure and bottlenecks

by not being dependent on cluster-head nodes and, at the same time, by maintaining

a scalable hierarchy based topology.

One important assumption, and a possible limitation from this protocol is that each

node knows its own position (for instance, by using GPS) and consequently its zone
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ID which is directly mapped to the node position. With this approach, packets are

forwarded by specifying in their header the zone ID and node ID of their destination.

The division of the network into a number of zones depends on factors such as

node mobility, network density, transmission power and propagation characteristics.

The geographic awareness is much more important in this partitioning process as it

facilitates it when compared to radio propagation partitioning [Song and Lutfiyya,

2009].

In addition to the limitation of requiring some positioning system, the ZHLS proto-

col requires that all nodes exchange inter-zone flooding information when only gateway

nodes need this routing information for calculating the shortest path between different

zones. Moreover, the ZHLS is susceptible to a route retrieval delay when establishing

inter-zone paths, as reactive routing is used for this purpose.

In ZHLS, each node contains an intrazone and interzone routing table to manage

routing between nodes from a same zone and from different zones respectively. The

update of these tables is performed, by sending two types of Link State Packets (LSPs),

node LSP and zone LSP for intrazone and interzone, in that order.

A proposal to enhance the routing, by ZHLS is given in [Hamma et al., 2006], where

the ZHLS Gateway Flooding (ZHLSGF) scheme is defined to reduce routing overheads

and reduce routing tables’ size. This modification is closely related with the nodes that

act as a border between different zones, since they are responsible for calculating the

shortest path between other gateway nodes, only sending interzone discovery packets

between each other, thus avoiding unnecessary packet forwarding to other nodes within

the zone.

2.2.3.2 Distributed Dynamic Routing

Another hierarchical hybrid routing protocol, the Distributed Dynamic Routing (DDR)

algorithm [Nikaein et al., 2000], for mobile ad-hoc networks, is a tree based routing pro-

tocol which consists of six different stages where an election of the preferred neighbour

is made, followed by the forest construction which creates a suitable structure for the

wireless network, allowing an improved resource utilisation. Afterwards intra and in-

ter tree clustering is performed, followed by zone naming and partitioning. Zones are

responsible for maintaining the protocol scalable and reducing the delay.

While DDR creates and maintains a dynamic logical structure of the wireless net-

work, the Hybrid Ad Hoc Routing Protocol (HARP) [Nikaein et al., 2001] finds and

maintains routing paths. The HARP protocol aims at discovering the most suitable
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end-to-end path from a source to a destination by using a proactive intra-zone routing

approach and a reactive inter-zone scheme, by performing an on demand path discovery

and by maintaining it while necessary.

Even though the DDR algorithm does not require any sort of cluster-head for cluster

maintenance, the possibility of some nodes being chosen as preferred neighbours by

other nodes may lead to the creation of bottlenecks, as they would be required to

transmit an increased amount of both routing and data packets. It is important that

the choice of preferred neighbours is balanced so that the overall performance of the

protocol does not get compromised. Moreover maintaining the entire logical structure

of the network may be somewhat heavy, depending on how dynamic nodes may be [Kim

and Lee, 2011].

2.2.3.3 Cluster Based Routing Protocol

Aiming at a scalable, loop free routing protocol with support for asymmetric links, the

Cluster Based Routing Protocol (CBRP) [Jian et al., 1999] proposes a variation of the

“Min-Id” [Gonzalez, 1993; Zhu et al., 2010] for cluster formation, in which the purpose

is to create a hierarchy consisting of overlapping 2-hop-diameter clusters where a node

is elected as cluster head, responsible for maintaining cluster membership information.

By exploiting the cluster architecture, flooding traffic used in the routing process is

minimized.

As a 2-level hierarchy, this protocol can be scalable to a certain extent, however, the

typical cluster formation and cluster-head election overhead still exists. Even though

node mobility does not necessarily lead to inaccurate routing table calculations, as it

would happen with a purely proactive approach, the inherent route retrieval propaga-

tion delay may lead to temporary loops.

In the Routing Process, RREQ packets are flooded from source to destination, but

only cluster head nodes are used in this process. When these packets reach the target,

a RREP is sent back to the initiator node [Parvathi, 2012]. Even though this process

is triggered by an on-demand request, additionally, every node within a cluster zone

periodically exchanges with its neighbours routing table information by using HELLO

packets. This pro-active behaviour in conjunction with the reactive on-demand requests

positions the CBRP within the hybrid family of routing protocols.

In addition to the Routing process, the CBRP also defines two other major com-

ponents which are Cluster Formation and Adjacent Cluster Discovery. The Cluster

Formation process consists on the usage of a variation of the “lowest ID” clustering
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Table 2.6: Comparison of Hierarchical Hybrid Routing Protocols

Protocol Cluster-based Scalability Techniques Communication Storage

CBRP yes 2-level Hierarchy O(N
Z

2
) O(N)

DSR yes (zones) Preferred Neighbours O(N2) O(N)

ZHLS yes (zones) No Cluster-heads O(N
Z

2
) O(N)

N : Total number of nodes

Z : Total number of zones or cluster-heads

algorithm where a set of rules for electing the cluster head are defined. Wrapping

the whole protocol, the Adjacent Cluster Discovery process aims at discovering all

bi-directionally linked adjacent nodes. The process is executed by broadcasting the

summarised Cluster Adjacent Table of each cluster head as Cluster Adjacency Exten-

sion to the HELLO messages.

2.2.3.4 Hierarchical Hybrid Routing Protocols – Comparison

Hierarchical Hybrid routing protocols provide most of the existing advantages in the

previously analysed protocols. Their mechanisms and complexity are presented in Ta-

ble 2.6, revealing that in a worst case scenario these protocols have similar complexities.

The tree-based DSR protocol has a higher communication complexity as it constructs

its own forest of connected zones, therefore being more complete than other protocols.

2.3 Open Issues

Regarding routing techniques and different approaches for , there is already a vast

amount of existing contributions. An important distinction between available routing

protocols is how the network is organized. On one hand, hierarchical routing is expected

to reduce overhead and improve resilience to mobility [Zhang and Chong, 2009], on the

other hand, flat topologies are more simple and flexible [Nikaein et al., 2000].

From the performed analysis of the State of the Art, hierarchical reactive protocols

stand out for being scarce. This fact is related with the difficulty in maintaining a

hierarchy without periodically exchanging messages. Hierarchical Proactive routing

protocols are more common and different approaches already exist. However, to the
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extent of our knowledge, there is still no hierarchical routing protocol that aggregates

cluster information with different granularity levels, similarly to FSR in flat routing,

being less prone to disruption when compared with other hierarchical protocols.

There is a lack of a routing concept more effective in supporting node mobility, ca-

pable of being oblivious to cluster specific changes that only affect the involved cluster.

In addition to avoid changes in the routing tables of nearby clusters, a new routing

concept should not relying on expensive on-demand RREQ between clusters, avoiding

overhead and inherent delay of RREQ messages. Being able to operate despite the

cluster organisation is also an important feature, as many protocols rely on complex

clustering algorithms (e.g. fixed number of hops, cluster-heads, different wireless inter-

faces, among others). Not requiring a specific clustering algorithm would allow, for

instance, having no need for the usage of cluster-heads in routing, reducing single fail-

ure points and making the entire network more flexible. Therefore, there is a need for

a flexible routing protocol able to deal with any clustering scheme.

2.4 Summary

In the existing literature several routing protocols existing for routing in Mobile Ad-

hoc Networks. However not all of these protocols provide a significant new approach

for routing, being many times small extensions of the most relevant routing schemes.

Moreover, many works rely on complex or even unrealistic assumptions which are not

suitable for dynamic networks such as MANETs.

The presented State of the Art highlighted the contributions provided by routing

protocols separated into different routing classes, taking also into account improve-

ments made to and provided by these protocols. Nevertheless, several issues still exist,

motivating the creation of new routing mechanisms for increasingly larger autonomous

networks.

A comparison of the analysed protocols showed that reactive routing protocols are

not necessarily more scalable in worst case scenarios where many flows exist. More-

over, it also demonstrated that cluster-based alternatives are able to maintain a smaller

communication complexity. Even though the most scalable approach is provided by the

DART protocol, regarding the communication complexity, the mechanisms necessary

for this scalability to be achieved involve themselves additional overhead which is nei-

ther accounted as communication nor storage complexity.

A more global analysis of the routing protocols, one that takes into account most of

the aspects related with routing in wireless ad-hoc networks, must also be considered
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for instance by using simulation-based or real implementations of the existing protocols.

Such an approach will allow a truthful analysis of a protocol’s behaviour in challenging

environments with node mobility and wireless interferences, validating its performance.
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Chapter 3

Deferred Routing

The paramount importance of Scalable Routing in Wireless Multi-hop Networks

has been stressed by many recent works in the area of Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

(MANETs). In fact, as previously identified, users are expected to be surrounded by

thousands of wireless capable devices in a near future [Cimmino and Donadio, 2009],

connecting people to their everyday objects, jobs and hobbies.

All these devices and services motivate the need for ubiquitous wireless networks.

Even though the number of deployed wireless access points has also increased with time,

few are available and organized to support this demand. The concept of Wireless Com-

munity Network (WCN) can be seen as an alternative [Frangoudis et al., 2011], where

several static Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11-enabled

devices are interconnected in urban areas, increasing the connectivity of Wireless Fi-

delity (Wi-Fi) networks offered to nomadic users. Private hotspot owners play an

important role in these networks, as they must share their Wireless Local Area Net-

works (WLANs) in order to increase coverage. However, without some sort of incentive

for sharing private access points, the emergence of these networks is limited.

Mobile Ad-hoc Networks offer a more flexible and ubiquitous network infrastructure,

as it consists of all the users interested in being part of such networks. Moreover, ad-hoc

networks can easily be configured to work in parallel with WCNs, creating additional

coverage for WLANs. A known limitation of these networks is the scalability of its

routing protocols. Since routing in MANETs needs to be resilient to mobility and

handle several nodes that individually act as routers, there is a need to improve the

performance of these protocols, for instance, in dense urban areas [Arora et al., 2012].

In this chapter, a new routing paradigm is presented in order to guarantee scalable

routing in Clustered MANETs. The Deferred Routing (DefeR) scheme is introduced,
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as well as all the necessary mechanisms to propagate routing information, select the

most suitable Gateways (GWs) and finally route and forward data packets.

3.1 Concept and Model Definition

Previous works addressing the topic of scalable multi-hop routing have relied on the

usage of a clustered network organisation. By using a clustering protocol, these ap-

proaches are able to restrain the propagation of routing messages throughout the entire

network and reduce the impact of node mobility within clusters (micro-mobility). How-

ever, a major drawback of these solutions is related with inter-cluster routing overhead

and poor support of node mobility between different clusters (macro-mobility).

The DefeR approach consists on efficiently handling routing in clustered networks

by defining a multiple view network hierarchy, achieved by aggregating clusters into

different levels and by postponing routing decisions throughout traversed clusters until

the final destination is reached.

This network organisation resembles the cartographic division of the world into

continents, countries and cities, assigning identifiers with different granularities to each

region. As an example, when travelling through different countries, people only consider

their destination in a broader view, setting their goal to it and gradually focusing on

their destination as they get closer. Another work with a similar approach, inspired by

computational geometry techniques, is the Greedy Distributed Spanning Tree Routing

protocol [Leong et al., 2006], which defines convex hull trees using nodes’ absolute

position information, which may not always be available, in order to optimize the

routing process by sending packets to hulls which contain the desired destination’s

position.

In Deferred Routing, a tree organisation of clusters is considered and, instead of

traversing the entire tree looking for the desired cluster destination, the search can

be optimized to a complexity of O(blog2(n + 1)c), for n clusters, without using any

geographical position information. Therefore, routes are established according to the

cluster hierarchy, exploiting the different granularity levels of clusters within clusters.

Moreover, the reliability of the links between clusters is taken into account, rather than

minimizing the total hop count from source to destination.

One key advantage of using Deferred Routing is that, by keeping its optimised

network hierarchy, it is able to limit not only the effects of micro but also macro-

mobility, as clusters not involved in the mobility process of nodes are oblivious to

changes in other clusters. Moreover, DefeR does not require additional routing messages
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Figure 3.1: Contexts with embedded clusters
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Figure 3.2: Hierarchical tree of clusters

for inter-cluster routing, being adaptable to any available link-state routing protocol

with small changes to their own routing messages.

Multiple View Cluster Hierarchy

In order to understand the mechanisms behind DefeR, it is important to firstly be

aware of how its hierarchy is defined. Similarly to an Autonomous System (AS) of the

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) in a more challenging environment, groups of nodes

are created in wireless networks [Zhou et al., 2009]. These groups of nodes, or clusters,

are presented in Figure 3.1. When considering mobile ad-hoc networks, this organisa-

tion can be achieved by using a clustering algorithm such as the generalised max-min

clustering algorithm [De Clauzade De Mazieux et al., 2007], where the management of

the clusters and their identification is ensured by the DefeR routing scheme. In order

to do so, each routing message used by the DefeR protocol includes a Cluster Identifier

(CID). Due to mobility, whenever a node changes its cluster, the DefeR routing scheme

will update the CID of that node and perform the required adjustments regarding the

existing routing tables.

The hierarchy employed by DefeR is based on a binary tree structure, motivated

by the bisection that occurs in growing clusters and also by the base-2 logarithmic

complexity of balanced binary-search-trees, illustrated by Figure 3.2. Moreover, it also

makes it simpler to compute the respective CID of each cluster. This organisation

defines different level clusters paired with virtual identifiers for each cluster of nodes
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7 8

4 5 6
Virtual Cluster 3

Virtual Cluster 2

Figure 3.3: Network View by Cluster 4

which correspond to different granularity levels of knowledge. In this example, the

higher level clusters, with the CID number 1 and 2, could correspond to two different

neighbourhoods. The remaining CIDs represent buildings or common areas within

the neighbourhood (CIDs 3, 4, 5 and 6), and finally the leaf clusters of the hierarchy

correspond to actual clusters of nodes, where users share similar interests and closely

interact (in this hierarchy: CIDs 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 27 and 28).

7 8

4

11 12

6
Virtual Cluster 3

Virtual Cluster 2

Figure 3.4: Network View by Cluster 4 (updated)

A different perspective on another possible hierarchy is depicted in Figure 3.3,

showing how nodes in Cluster 4 perceive the network hierarchy. With this perspective,

the routing information propagated within cluster 4 would include only clusters 2 and

3, ignoring completely the existence of clusters 7, 8, 5 and 6. Such aggregation of

clusters allows them to change without causing any disruption. For instance, if the

density of nodes in cluster 5 increases significantly, a bisection of the cluster, according

to the numbering convention of clusters detailed in Appendix A – Algorithm 6, would

originate clusters 11 and 12. However, in what concerns nodes in cluster 4, the network

perspective would not be changed, as shown in Figure 3.4.

As previously mentioned, the hierarchy defined for DefeR establishes a relation

between the virtual clusters and the real clusters, which represent the most detailed

level of knowledge about an existing cluster (represented by the leaf clusters). While
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(a) Network View for Clusters 7 and 8

(b) Network View for Clusters 9 and 10

Figure 3.5: Additional Network Views

other hierarchies simply take into account existing clusters, the virtual aggregation of

clusters allows the DefeR scheme to be more resilient to mobility phenomena, reducing

the undesirable effects of micro and macro mobility, thus maintaining routing more

scalable. As the movement is not expected to be entirely random [Cacciapuoti et al.,

2012], this organisation will reduce the number of registered cluster changes.

A relevant contribution of the presented hierarchy is related with the different per-

ception that nodes have of the entire network and all the existing clusters. In fact,

the nodes’ membership to each cluster provides them a different network perspective

according to their hierarchical position. Figure 3.5a depicts the network organisation

as it is perceived by clusters 7 and 8, following the hierarchy previously presented. As

sibling clusters, 7 and 8 recognise each other but acknowledge only two other clusters:

4 and 2. As previously explained, clusters 4 and 2 are the result of an aggregated view

of the network, being themselves virtual clusters. In a real scenario, clusters 7 and 8

could be for instance two groups of people within a building, whereas CID 4 would

correspond to a next door edification, being cluster 2 another infrastructure nearby.

The aggregation is performed according to the hierarchical relationship between

clusters, such that hierarchically closer clusters are less aggregated and further away

clusters are progressively more aggregated. A similar aggregation level is obtained for

clusters 9 and 10, as illustrated by figure 3.5b. By using broader parameters that bring
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(a) Network View for Clusters 27 and 28 (b) Network View for Clusters 11 and 12

(c) Network View for Cluster 14

Figure 3.6: Additional Network Views

clusters together, these different granularity perspectives allow the desired organisation

for the forwarding of packets through selected GWs. Moreover, as presented later in

this work, the GW selection will take into account the reliability of each GW link,

avoiding congestion in existing links. In this example, the given hierarchy reveals that

clusters 9 and 10 are more likely to interact with clusters 7 and 8 (aggregated into CID

3), rather than with any other node in the remaining clusters.

Another noteworthy example of this aggregation scheme is presented in Figure 3.6a,

which represents the view of clusters 27 and 28. These two clusters have an additional

hierarchical level, which may have resulted from a more detailed cluster division due

to an increasing number of nodes or separation of interests, resulting in an additional

cluster in their view. Moreover, in this particular example, even though cluster 14 is

the actual cluster, if one or more divisions were to occur, no changes would be noticed

by clusters 27 and 28. The remaining views for clusters 11 and 12, as well as for cluster

14 are presented in figures 3.6b and 3.6c, respectively.

The perspective of nodes is generalised in Algorithm 1, where brother clusters are at

the same level and directly connected by the same cluster, whereas ascendant clusters

are clusters at higher levels from which a cluster was originated. Further details about

this aspect are presented in Appendix A – Algorithm 7.

In addition to the already mentioned aspects of the DefeR Protocol Hierarchy,

the most important characteristic is how it is able to cope with mobility phenomena

and with changes in the clustered network. By using different network perspectives

to each cluster, the addition or deletion of clusters, as well as the changes in nodes’
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Algorithm 1 Hierarchical Cluster View

1: if received CID is from brother CID then
2: processed CID equals received CID
3: else
4: processed CID equals ascendant of received CID when brother of own ascendant
5: end if

cluster association, will only have an impact on hierarchical nearby clusters in which

the changes occur.

3.2 Deferred Routing Mechanisms

Having introduced the main characteristics of the DefeR routing protocol, in particular

regarding the optimisation of network views, efficient mechanisms for the propagation

of routing information must also be defined. This section introduces the approach of

packet overhearing in DefeR as well as the steps taken to robustly deliver data packets

in a deferred fashion. Moreover, an introduction to the selection of GW nodes is also

provided.

3.2.1 Reduced Routing Information Overhead

The DefeR protocol is an entirely proactive routing protocol, periodically exchanging

its routing messages with the CID of the cluster to which the nodes belong, included

in the header of sent routing messages. This allows routing messages received between

neighbour clusters to be processed differently than routing messages from the same

cluster.

Considering a link-state routing protocol such as Optimized Link State Routing

(OLSR) [Clausen and Jacquet, 2003] for intra-cluster routing, the same routing mes-

sages (HELLO and Topology Control (TC )) are used, requiring only minor changes.

No new messages are created and the existing messages are always contained within

their originating clusters. Since no routing message is forwarded across different clus-

ters, the most significant overhead introduced in the existing routing messages is a list

of Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and their corresponding CIDs (IP-CID mapping).

Nodes on the border of clusters, or GW nodes, often receive routing messages

from their neighbour clusters. However, these messages must not be forwarded nor

considered for intra-cluster routing and should be discarded. Even though this is the

typical approach taken by other cluster-based routing schemes, the DefeR protocol acts

differently retaining any routing information in these messages that can be useful for
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inter-cluster routing (Context Connectivity Information). When a node receives routing

information from a foreign cluster it automatically becomes a GW node, sharing its

inter-cluster connectivity with the nodes within its cluster. Algorithm 2 explains these

procedures, and they are explained in further detail in Appendix A – Algorithms 8, 9

and 10, where the complete specification steps are provided.

Algorithm 2 Sent and Received Routing Messages

1: procedure Send Routing Message(message)
2: Include CID in message header
3: Include Link-state routing information present in original message
4: Include Context Connectivity Information
5: Include IP-CID mapping information
6: Send message
7: end procedure
8:
9: procedure Received Routing Message(message) //Same for HELLO and TC messages

10: if received CID not equal to own CID then
11: Set node as GW
12: Process Context Connectivity Information and discard packet
13: else
14: Remove and process IP-CID mappings and Context Connectivity information
15: Process remaining message for intra-cluster routing
16: end if
17: end procedure

An additional improvement on the routing overhead is direct consequence of the

used hierarchy. The information added by GW nodes announcing their connectivity

is minimal, as it mainly corresponds to their Identifier (ID) and the CID to which

they are connected to. Since clusters are aggregated, the number of existing connec-

tions is reduced and changes in the hierarchy do not necessarily issue changes in the

sent routing information. The information about the association of each node to its

cluster behaves in a similar way, avoiding unnecessary updates when nodes move be-

tween nearby clusters. This aspect is particularly important since nodes’ associativity

information is only propagated when changes occur. However, it is important to note

that the IP-CID mapping included in routing messages could be completely removed

if the clustering protocol was developed for DefeR. Such an approach was considered

however, in order to guarantee a generic routing protocol capable of being used in any

circumstance, the DefeR protocol was developed so that it can operate in any type of

clustered network.
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3.2.2 Route Establishment in Deferred Routing

Despite its robust hierarchy, a fundamental feature of the Deferred Routing Protocol

is the ability to manage the routing process between the virtual and real clusters,

ensuring scalable routing between source and destination nodes. Similarly to other

routing protocols, the path establishment within clusters is performed by a link-state

routing protocol, such as the OLSR protocol which will be considered from this point

forward. However, this alone is not sufficient and additional procedures have to be

guaranteed so that packets are correctly forwarded between different clusters, as no

additional protocol is used.

The DefeR approach does not require additional routing messages for inter-cluster

routing and limits its overhead by inserting Gateway Information in a link-state’s spe-

cific routing messages, for instance OLSR. Moreover, the presented routing approach

maintains a mapping of each node’s cluster association, propagating this information

in existing routing messages only when changes occur.

As previously presented, the creation of Gateway Information occurs only when

a node in the vicinities of a neighbour cluster receives routing messages from other

clusters, becoming itself a GW node. While routing messages from foreign clusters

are typically discarded, the DefeR Protocol uses these foreign messages to overhear

the network topology information as perceived by other clusters. A foreign message is

processed when a routing message with different CID is received. This process, which

extracts foreign information for use inside the GW’s own cluster, is described in more

detail later in this section.

After processing this information, border nodes, or GWs, acquire their specific

network perspective, as well as their own reliability as GWs, announcing it to every

node within the cluster they belong to. This aspect results from the link quality of the

GW node, determined by using Kernel Estimators. An additional feature of the used

GW nodes is the store-and-forward capability [Nordemann and Tonjes, 2012]. This

allows gateways to temporarily store data packets with a maximum delay constraint

D, when for some reason a broken link is detected, or when a cluster changes and routes

are re-adjusted. By using this mechanism, less packets are lost and the healing process

of previous routes is automatically triggered as packets are forwarded.

When defining a routing path, a source node’s main concern is to identify where

the destination node can be found, taking into account the node’s perspective to what

concerns their own CID. Assuming that the destination node is within the same cluster

as the source node, the shortest path is already known according to the routing table
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Algorithm 3 Inter-Cluster Routing

1: procedure Data Packet Handle(packet)
2:

3: Retrieve the Packet’s destination
4: Determine destination’s Context ID
5: if Context ID not found then
6: //Invalid destination
7: return
8: else
9: Find most suitable GW for the destination’s CID

10: if GW not found then
11: //There is currently no connectivity
12: Resend packet later
13: return
14: end if
15:

16: Find next-hop towards GW
17: Send packet to next-hop
18:

19: end if
20:

21: end procedure

defined by the used link-state protocol. However, when a destination is found in a

different cluster, the next task of the source node is to find the most suitable GW

node. By analysing the provided information by each GW node in each cluster, and its

position in the hierarchical tree, the source node will choose the path with less cluster-

hops, forwarding packets to it. The processing of a new data packet received by any

node that is not the final destination is presented in Algorithm 3.

As previously presented, nodes within a cluster only perceive the network’s clusters

to a certain extent. This network perspective allows a very straightforward routing

decision, which aims at reducing routing complexity, maintaining scalability. However,

as nodes choose the shortest path taking into account cluster-hops, the total number of

hops may be penalized not only by choosing longer paths, but also by opting for routing

stability. This happens because the GW selection process thrives on choosing the GW

with the best link-quality, avoiding nodes under congestion or with unreliable links due

to mobility or interference, allowing load-balancing between the existing resources.

Even though the total number of hops achieved by DefeR may not always be the

lowest possible, as packets travel through clusters, their proximity to the destination

cluster unveils a more precise network view, thus shortest paths are more likely to be

established near the end. In addition to this, mobility phenomena which might render
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previously calculated paths impractical, are transparent throughout the packet for-

warding amongst different clusters. This straightforward approach allows the Deferred

Routing scheme to automatically repair routing paths such that an outdated routing

decision does not result in a packet drop. Hence, with this self-healing characteristic,

whenever a packet is incorrectly forwarded, the receiving nodes will re-forward it into

the correct path as long as it exists.

3.2.3 Efficient Gateway Selection

As previously mentioned, Gateway nodes are responsible for connecting different clus-

ters. Through the analysis per link of the time interval between each HELLO message

received from a node in a foreign cluster, a parameter for Link Quality is obtained

using Kernel Estimators, presented in the next chapter. In the process of choosing the

most suitable GWs, the DefeR protocol uses a metric that takes into account not only

the current link quality, but also the stored past link quality history, weighing both

in order to provide the best possible results. In equation 3.1 the Link Quality Metric

(LQM) is defined, where wcurrent and wpast represent the weight for the current and

past link quality respectively, with the following restriction wcurrent + wpast = 1.0.

LQM(x) = wcurrent × m̂(x; 1, h) + wpast × m̂t−1 (3.1)

Since this metric analyses the link quality between two nodes in real-time, an ef-

ficient GW selection can be achieved. Whenever a GW node is under a significant

amount of traffic load, its link quality will decrease and thus an alternative GW, if

existing, will be selected. Link disconnections due to mobility are another external

influence that can be predicted by this metric, since a departing link will progressively

lose its quality, leading to the selection of another GW node. By using this metric with

a well defined cluster hierarchy and low routing overhead, the DefeR protocol is able

to efficiently forward its packets throughout the network until the final destination is

reached.

3.3 Deferred Routing Examples

The concept behind the used hierarchy and the aggregation of cluster views was strongly

influenced by the community aspect that usually brings people together. This routing

approach takes into account the increased interaction between users within a same

context, regardless of the used mobility pattern, using a well defined network hierarchy
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(a) Forwarding steps 1 to 4 (b) Forwarding steps 5 and 6

(c) Forwarding steps 7 and 8

Figure 3.7: Forwarding Process – Path Taken

of real and virtual clusters. In fact, it has been proved by comparing real interactions

with existing mobility models, that proximity-based interactions are little influenced

by the specifics of a mobility pattern and that contact patterns should be considered

instead [Panisson et al., 2011].

Regarding the probability of users maintaining more frequent interactions with the

same users, or users in the same context, an analysis of the “Infectious SocioPatterns

dynamic contact networks” dataset, available from the experimental SocioPatterns1

framework [Isella et al., 2011], was performed. In this dataset the proximity informa-

tion of participants of an event has been registered, revealing that repeated interactions

between the same users are in fact highly probable. Considering the most frequent inter-

actions per user, it is possible to conclude that on average, 40% of the total interactions

occur with the same user.

In order to better illustrate the presented routing protocol, an example of how the

routing process occurs is presented next. While having a wireless network organized

according to the expected node interactions will allow routing protocols to perform more

efficiently, less common interactions between different clusters must also be handled.

For instance, referring back to the network hierarchy presented in figure 3.2, the worst

case scenario would occur with packets being sent from a source node S within cluster

7 to a destination node D in cluster 28. Even though such a social interaction is not

expected to be common, it might occur and the packet forwarding by DefeR is depicted

in figure 3.7. The presented GW and path choices are merely illustrative and, despite

1www.sociopatterns.org
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Algorithm 4 Packet Forwarding Step by Step

In Node: Source S
1: Identify the destination’s cluster (Cluster 2)
2: Forward the packets to the most suitable Gateway (2 hops)

In Node: Gateway G1

3: Identify the destination’s cluster (Cluster 2)
4: Forward the packets to the most reliable neighbour node in the following cluster

In Node: N1

5: Identify the destination’s cluster (Cluster 2)
6: Forward the packets to the most suitable Gateway (1 hop)

In Node: Gateway G2

7: Identify the destination’s cluster (Cluster 2)
8: Forward the packets to the most reliable neighbour node in the destination cluster (direct

connectivity)
In Node: N2

9: Identify the destination’s cluster (Cluster 6)
10: Forward the packets to the most suitable Gateway (1 hop)
In Node: Gateway G6

11: Identify the destination’s cluster (Cluster 6)
12: Forward the packets to the most reliable neighbour node in the destination cluster (direct

connectivity)
In Node: N6

13: Identify the destination’s cluster (Cluster 28)
14: Forward the packets to the most suitable Gateway (1 hop)
In Node: Gateway G28

15: Identify the destination’s cluster (Cluster 28)
16: Forward the packets to the most reliable neighbour node in the destination cluster (direct

connectivity)
In Node: N28

17: Link-state routing procedure

aiming at minimizing the number of cluster hops, different paths may exist and will be

chosen according to the existing load in each link. All the steps taken by the routing

protocol are presented in Algorithm 4.

In the previous example, the destination node D is expected to remain static in

cluster 28. However, if this node moved itself to a nearby cluster, only small parts of

the forwarding procedure would have to be changed. This transparent way of dealing

with mobility results from the usage of virtual clusters which enables a progressive or

deferred routing discovery. For instance, assuming that the destination node moves to

cluster 27, all the previous steps would be kept unchanged until step 13, which would

then be the final step, as shown in Algorithm 5. Moreover, if packets are sent to the

destination during the update of routing tables, no problem will be raised as nodes will

automatically re-direct the packets to the new destination’s cluster.
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Algorithm 5 Updated Packet Forwarding

In Node: N6

13: Link-state routing procedure

The reason for all the previous steps, before step 13, to remain the same is that

no change is detected by other clusters. As far as it is perceived by nodes in different

clusters other than 27 and 28, the destination node D has always been either in cluster 2,

cluster 6 or cluster 13, depending on the hierarchical position of the observing clusters.

In the described packet forwarding scheme, the GW nodes always have to identify

the current destination’s (D) Cluster. This is required since a GW node may be a

GW to several clusters at the same time and it needs to choose the appropriate one.

Another important aspect of packet forwarding is the choice of the most suitable GWs.

This parameter results directly from the reliability of the link between the nodes in

neighbour clusters and the GW.

3.4 Complexity Analysis

Scalable routing in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks has already been addressed by several other

works. These propose different schemes that, being more or less effective, introduce an

increased complexity and overhead to the routing protocols. The DefeR approach is

successful not only in reducing the complexity of the routing procedures, but also in

requiring a small amount of resources without introducing assumptions on hardware or

other functionalities.

Typically, routing approaches that handle clustered networks, as DefeR does, im-

mediately reduce the complexity and overhead of the routing protocol within these

clusters. However, the management of routing information between different clusters

is more challenging and the used inter-cluster routing approaches often have problems

of their own [Pang and Qin, 2006].

If the OLSR protocol is compared against the Cluster-based OLSR (C-OLSR) pro-

tocol and with DefeR, assuming that it also uses OLSR for intra-cluster routing, an

improvement on scalability will be registered in the latter two. However, the C-OLSR

protocol still has scalability issues, in particular when the cluster structure is changed.

In link-state routing protocols, the forwarding of routing messages is responsible for

most of the control traffic overhead. Bearing this in mind, it is important to analyse

the impact of the number of TC messages forwarded by the OLSR based protocols,

where a lower number of forwards will reflect the protocol’s scalability. Therefore, in
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order to compare the scalability of the three referred protocols, a wireless network shall

be represented by using a Poisson Point Process over the plan betoken by S and with

intensity γ.

In this network, assuming that the number of nodes N , follows a Poisson Law of

intensity γ×S, the total number of nodes per unit of area M , is represented by γ (M =

γ). This network layout ensures that each node has on average M neighbour nodes

and thus the radius of the network will be
√
N/M , since in a K-hop neighbourhood

the number of nodes in a disk radius K is on average K2M .

The number of forwarded TC s depends on the number of Multipoint Relay (MPR)

nodes in a K-hop neighbourhood, since the remaining nodes never forward them. As

demonstrated by Adjih et al. [Adjih et al., 2004] and Jacquet et al. [Jacquet et al., 2002],

the average number of MPRs selected by a node (MMPR) is defined by Equation 3.2

and further that for an increasingly large number of neighbour nodes (M →∞), MMPR

is represented by Equation 3.3.

MMPR ≤
3
√

9π3M (3.2)

MMPR ∼ β
3
√
M ∧ β ≈ 5 (3.3)

Taking into account the average number of MPRs selected by a node, it follows

that the probability of a node to be an MPR is MMPR/M [Canourgues et al., 2008].

Since the number of TC retransmissions corresponds to the number of MPRs times the

number of nodes in a K-hop network, the average number of retransmissions is defined

in Equation 3.4. Furthermore, the number of nodes that may retransmit a TC message,

at precisely K hops of a TC transmitting node, is on average defined by Equation 3.5.

TCretrans =
MMPR

M
×K2M = MMPRK

2 (3.4)

Khop TCretrans =
MMPR

M
× (K2 − (K − 1)2)M = MMPR(K2 − (K − 1)2) (3.5)

The previous equations assume an un-clustered network where OLSR is used for

routing purposes. However, despite using OLSR for intra-cluster routing, in a clustered

network with C clusters the radius of the network will be
√
N/(M × C). In fact, the

entire network can be considered as C distinct Poisson Point Processes, as DefeR does

not forward messages across different clusters. Therefore, the number of retransmissions
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for the DefeR approach is also defined by Equation 3.4.

In contrast with DefeR, even though other cluster based protocols using OLSR

(such as C-OLSR), have a similar perception of the network by grouping nodes, they

require routing specific messages to be sent across different clusters. However, in the

distributed version of the C-OLSR protocol, TC messages may be forwarded among

different clusters, such that, for the cluster-based radius, the average number of nodes

transmitting a TC message is defined by Equation 3.6. Moreover, this protocol uses its

own specific messages for maintaining the cluster structure, Cluster Topology Control

(C-TC ) and Cluster HELLO (C-HELLO) messages, thus having more overhead.

COLSR TCretrans = (C − 1)×MMPR(K2 − (K − 1)2) (3.6)

Despite the theoretical performance expected by each protocol, the MPR selection

process is NP-Complete [Jacquet et al., 2002] and therefore the actual number of MPR

nodes may vary, possibly resulting in additional forwards that will have more impact

in less scalable protocols. However, for an identical network organisation, the DefeR

scheme forwards less TC messages than other cluster-based protocols.

Regarding the overall communication and storage complexity of the DefeR protocol,

it is smaller when compared with a typical link-state routing protocol. Considering

that each cluster has kmax nodes, the number of clusters c, in a network of n nodes, is

represented by equation 3.7.

c =

⌈
n

kmax

⌉
(3.7)

Knowing the communication complexity of a typical link-state protocol, O(n2), in

DefeR a constant Communication Complexity (CC) value is expected to be achieved

(as shown in equation 3.8), since the link-state protocol is restricted inside each cluster.

This result can still be further improved if Multipoint Relay nodes are considered.

CC = O
(
n
c

2
)
⇔ CC = O

(
n
n

kmax

2

)
⇔ CC = O(k2

max) (3.8)

The overhearing approach which avoids DefeR from sending messages throughout

all the nodes in the network, allows it to be extremely scalable. Moreover, regarding the

storage complexity it does not require more resources than any other routing protocol,

maintaining only an entry for each node in each cluster with a complexity of O(n).
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3.5 Summary

The definition of a scalable routing scheme for MANETs involves different aspects such

as an efficient network organisation, resilience to mobility and robust path establish-

ment. In this chapter, the Deferred Routing Protocol is presented and its mechanisms

described. By reducing the number of sent and forwarded routing messages, this proto-

col is able to guarantee scalable routing while reducing the number of required routing

table changes, resorting to the aggregation of network views which masks the movement

of nodes across clusters. Moreover, by deferring complete routing decisions to nodes

closer to the destination’s cluster, less routing information is required and paths are

more easily adaptable to changes.

A theoretical analysis of DefeR protocol’s complexity was also provided, showing

that it requires less routing messages to be forwarded across the network. This results

from the protocol’s overhearing property in conjunction with a well defined hierarchy.

Resulting from the definition of the Deferred Routing approach an article entitled

“Onto scalable Ad-hoc networks: Deferred Routing”, 2012, has been published in El-

sevier’s Journal of Computer Communications, as well as an article entitled “DASH,

Deferred aggregated routing for scalable ad-hoc networks” published in the proceedings

of the Wireless Days conference.
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Chapter 4

Gateway Selection in Deferred

Routing

Deferred Routing, as any other routing protocol, relies on the quality of wireless

links between nodes participating in the network. However, Gateway nodes have

an important role in the Deferred Routing (DefeR) scheme as they are responsible for

the forwarding of packets along different clusters. Moreover, since nodes are expected

to be mobile, the borders of existing clusters may constantly change and Gateways

(GWs) may only be so occasionally. Consequently, finding the most stable GW nodes

and their link quality to other clusters is a prevalent task in DefeR.

4.1 Link Quality Estimation

Many works have been proposed for the creation of multi-hop wireless networks with

different routing protocols. Despite providing some insights on how to handle these

networks and find communication paths between different devices, the existing proto-

cols usually disregard the environment behind wireless communication, ignoring, for

instance, link quality or even the network’s load. With the purpose of solving this

issue, link metric extensions such as the Expected Transmission Time (ETT) among

many others [Bezahaf et al., 2012; Borges et al., 2011], have been added to these pro-

tocols. Furthermore, works more focused on modelling the wireless link specificities

have been proposed, depending on several assumptions in order to correctly operate in

this environment. However, many of these works’ assumptions render them unrealistic

in scenarios such as search and rescue, where information about mobility or position

awareness is not available.
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Existing Approaches

The estimation of link quality and its availability in wireless networks is an important

feature to consider in route establishment and particularly relevant in mobile ad-hoc

networks, where link quality variations are frequent. Several authors have proposed

different approaches concerning the analysis of link availability.

The main drawback of most of the existing works is either the usage of unreliable pa-

rameters, which are prone to errors and variations, such as signal strength and available

energy, or the requirement of unrealistic or complex assumptions such as positioning

knowledge (for instance Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates), specific mobil-

ity models and characteristics (i.e. constant speed, known direction, known epochs),

among many others parameters. However, a relevant contribution from these works is

the proposal of new routing protocols and thorough formal models which allow a better

comprehension of link related aspects.

Regarding the analysis of link quality, taking into account mobility aspects, Yu

et al. [Yu et al., 2007] rely on the assumption that nodes are able to assess their own

mobility parameters. For instance, knowledge of the nodes’ average speed, pause time,

direction and epoch time is necessary for predicting quality degradation, as well as the

assumption of perfectly symmetric links. Moreover, this work’s conclusions depend on

the used mobility model, which must be the Random Waypoint (RWP) Model with

particular specificities such as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) speeds,

epochs and directions.

Link Lifetime (LLT) estimation can be an extremely important feature to consider

in route establishment. This aspect is more relevant in network scenarios that con-

sider mobility where link breakages are frequent. The work presented by Huang and

Bai [Huang and Bai, 2008] suggests an approach which uses a Markov Chain Model

to determine the availability of a link between two nodes, by describing the relative

movement of both, knowing the initial distance between them. A comparison of the

proposed model with previous works shows that the Markov Chain model outperforms

other approaches that use the Rayleigh model [Qin et al., 2005] to predict node distri-

bution, being able to increase stability in the construction of clustered networks [Bai

et al., 2009]. However, this work relies on assumptions such as the knowledge of the

distance between two nodes (either by using GPS or by analysing signal strength) or

even assumptions on link characteristics considering them always bidirectional within

a distance of R meters and not considering radio irregularity [Bai and Gong, 2010].

Additionally, assumptions on the mobility model, the Random Walk Mobility (RWM)
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Model, are also required, such as a uniform distribution of speed and direction, as well

as the same mean epoch length for each node.

A two-state Markov Chain Model is also proposed by Wu et al. [Wu et al., 2009]

for the evaluation of a Single-Node Link Lifetime (S-LLT) using the Random Direction

Mobility (RDM) Model and assuming that the time duration of each epoch is denoted

by a random variable that is exponentially distributed with a known parameter λm.

Assumptions regarding bidirectional links, known mobility direction and speed are also

taken, both being uniformly distributed between [0, 2π] and [vmin, vmax].

Link availability is a parameter often considered as a suitable metric for increasing

routing performance in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks. By assuming knowledge about nodes’

direction and position while considering a constant speed within a Time Period (Tp)

and independent movements, Jiang et al. [Jiang et al., 2005] propose a link availability

quantity estimation. This estimation is achieved by exploiting the instantly available

velocity, reflecting the dynamic nature of the link status. The authors also propose a

Tp estimation, based on a mobility model that follows the assumption that terminal

mobility is uncorrelated and that epochs are exponentially distributed with a known

mean. In addition to the mobility related assumptions, all nodes are expected to know

their positions by using GPS devices.

Shu and Li [Shu and Li, 2007] consider node speed in a wireless network as being

responsible for link failure and therefore poor network performance. A link quality

estimation is achieved by using a simplified version of the RWP mobility model, where

nodes move in an arbitrary large area with no obstacles (i.e. no boundaries). It is also

assumed that all nodes constantly move at the same speed with no pause times and,

similarly to other works, that every link is bidirectional within a radius of R meters.

Another work regarding link evaluation is presented by Manoj et al. [Manoj et al.,

2001], which estimates link lifetime by using a simple linear regression for path choice

in a reactive routing protocol. However, this work relies on the used propagation model

and link specificities such as the transmit power, channel and frequency, in order to

obtain node positioning knowledge, which is required for the performed link estimates.

The work presented by Zhang et al. [Zhang et al., 2010] has a slightly different

perspective trying to consider LLT determination taking into account the energy drain

rate and relative mobility estimation of wireless nodes. The presented estimation of

route lifetime relies on the assumptions of no energy limitations in any of the observed

nodes and of nodes moving in the same direction at a constant speed considering a

short enough period of time. Moreover, it requires node positioning awareness, either

by using GPS or by assuming that transmitted packets are sent with the same power
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Table 4.1: Wireless Link Modelling

Existing Assumptions on Formal
Approaches Mobility Link Positioning Validation Model

Yu et al. " " % " %

Huang and Bai " " " % "

Wu et al. " " " " "

Jiang et al. " " " " "

Shu and Li " " % % "

Manoj et al. % " " % "

Zhang et al. " " " " %

level as perceived by the receiver, which then can apply the radio propagation model

for distance calculation.

A comparison summary of the presented link modelling works is shown in Table 4.1,

using as comparison parameters the assumptions of each proposal - which can be related

with the mobility model, link characteristics or positioning knowledge. The accuracy

of the used validation scheme and contribution with a correct formal model are also

taken into account. This table confirms that most of the existing models have strong

and unrealistic assumptions and, in addition, some fail to provide a proper validation

and formal model.

Not directly related with link quality evaluation, but closely concerned with mo-

bile network modelling, an innovative work is presented by Saeed et al. [Saeed et al.,

2008] which consists on using Neuro-Fuzzy Modeling and Neural Network Model-

ing for analysing the behaviour of different routing protocols, namely the Dynamic

Source Routing (DSR) [Johnson et al., 2007], the Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector

(AODV) [Perkins et al., 2003a] and the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [Clausen

and Jacquet, 2003] protocols in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) with variable and

attainable parameters, such as the number of nodes or mobility. This work provides Em-

pirical Equation Models by analysing quantitative data using polynomial and multiple

linear regressions. The authors use the network’s context (node number and mobility)

as inputs in conjunction with the network’s performance (delay, routing delivery rate,

routing packets delivery rate and routing load) as outputs for modelling. The modelled

results are obtained by using simulation data for each parameter and routing protocol,

showing the main differences between the empirical equations, neural networks and

neuro-fuzzy models. Despite not presenting validation results compared against the

presented models, the proposed models (Neural Networks and Neuro-Fuzzy) are both
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efficient and accurate in representing wireless networks’ features without requiring any

simplifications of their complex and dynamic aspects. The main disadvantage of using

these methods is that they require previous training.

In the following section a new link quality estimator is presented, using kernel meth-

ods in conjunction with existing information obtained from a typical routing protocol.

This scheme provides a feasible and robust alternative to the existing models.

4.2 An Accurate Model for Link Quality Estimation

Taking into account the considered assumptions and research questions, local poly-

nomial Kernel Estimators were used for the determination of link quality. In fact,

by simply analysing the time interval ∆t reception of periodical routing messages, an

accurate model for link quality estimation is derived.

Kernel Estimators are applied by Kushki et al. [Kushki et al., 2007] for positioning

purposes in Wireless Local Area Networks, by creating “fingerprints” using the Re-

ceived Signal Strength (RSS). The results presented show that Kernel Regression is an

efficient solution for such scenarios, thus motivating further usage of Kernel Methods

in wireless modelling. Considering Link Quality, Kernel Methods will allow, the de-

termination of a link quality model estimator by using existing routing or signalling

messages. The purpose is to analyse the interval between these periodically received

messages and, based upon them, estimate the quality of the used wireless link. These

periodic messages can be obtained for instance from the routing protocol or from Layer-

2 messages, such as beacons.

Focusing in particular on the OLSR protocol, it periodically sends HELLO messages

with an interval of 2 ± d, d ∈ X ∼ U(0, 0.5) seconds, width d being an added delay

following a uniform distribution between 0 and 0.5 seconds. These messages are sent

so that new links and lost links are regularly detected. The random factor is added

in order to try to avoid nodes from sending routing packets at the same time, which

would cause several collisions in the wireless medium. The expected average interval

between HELLO messages in a perfect connection would be exactly E(X = ∆̂t) = 2s.

However, since packet collisions and interferences exist, errors may occur, resulting

in lost packets. Thus, throughout this work the Quality of a Link will depend on the

number of lost packets between two received HELLO messages, such that a link without

packet losses has perfect link quality. The link quality is defined by equation 4.1.

LinkQuality∆t =
1

1 + packets lost
. (4.1)
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The time interval between a packet being sent and received depends not only on

propagation characteristics, but also on the number of required packets sent until one

is properly received, as depicted in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.1a represents a link quality of

100% for ∆t1, ∆t2 and ∆t3, while in Figure 4.1b, ∆t1 has a link quality of 100% and in

∆t2 the link quality is only of 50%. These errors are more prone to occur when a poor

link quality is registered. Thus, by measuring the interval between consecutive HELLO

messages, an estimation of the link quality can be retrieved using Kernel Regression

Estimation.

(a) No Lost Packets (b) Packet Loss

Figure 4.1: Periodic Routing Message Exchange

As previously mentioned, the estimators used in this work are from the class of

kernel-type regression, which allows the estimation of a least-squared weighted regres-

sion function m̂(x; p, h), that “locally” fits a pth degree polynomial, for a given data

set (x, y) [Wand and Jones, 1994], where h is the smoothing or bandwidth param-

eter. Kernel methods and, in particular, kernel regression methods are also called

memory-based methods because they require keeping or storing the entire training set

to estimate or compute future data points. Indeed, these methods fit a model sepa-

rately at each data point xi and only data points close to xi are used to fit the above

mentioned model. This fitting process is such that the resulting estimated function is

smooth in <.

Other regression functions related with Kernel Regression are the K-Nearest Neigh-

bour (KNN) classification, State Vector Machines (SVM), Neuro-Fuzzy Models and

Radial Basis Functions (RBF), which may not be so robust. For instance, on the clas-

sification of RSS based fingerprints, Kushki et al. [Kushki et al., 2007] do not consider

the KNN approach as it presents a poor performance when training vectors that are

nonconvex and multimodal. Also, previously used SVMs and RBFs have shown no

resilience in scenarios with highly dynamic wireless settings, where MANETs should

be included.

Being m the true regression function of the real link quality observed, the random

regression model can be written as m(x) = E(Q|X = x), representing the conditional

expectation of variable Q relative to a variable X. From this point forward, q will
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4.2 An Accurate Model for Link Quality Estimation

correspond to the link’s quality observed between two nodes and x will be the ∆t

between measured routing messages (Q and X will be the estimated values).

The Kernel function K is a non-negative real-valued integrable function, defined to

be smooth with a maximum at 0 and with the following constraint:∫ +∞

−∞
K(x) dx = 1 and K(−x) = K(x), ∀x ∈ < . (4.2)

Two commonly used Kernels are the Epanechnikov Kernel and the Gaussian Ker-

nel [Wand and Jones, 1994], presented in equations 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.

Kh(xi − x) =
3

4

(
1− |xi − x|

h

2
)
{
|xi−x|

h
≤1
} . (4.3)

Kh(xi − x) =
1√
2π
e−

1
2

|xi−x|
h

2

. (4.4)

As previously mentioned, the Kernel Regression fitting depends on a smoothing

parameter h, usually referred to as bandwidth. The choice of a correct bandwidth is

extremely important to prevent under or over fitted estimations. A bandwidth selector,

as defined by Wand and Jones [Wand and Jones, 1994], is a method that uses the data

X1, . . ., Xn to produce a bandwidth ĥ. Typically, bandwidth selectors are divided in two

different classes – the quick and simple ones, which provide an acceptable bandwidth

value without any mathematical guarantees, thus being disregarded in this work. Other

selectors that are computationally more complex and aim at finding optimal bandwidth

values, belong to a different class referred by Wand and Jones [Wand and Jones, 1994]

as hi-tech, presented later.

Using Kernel Regression, at point x, the estimator m̂(x; p, h) is obtained through

the fitting of β0 + β1(· −x) + . . . + βp(· −x)p to (xi, Qi) using the least squares with

Kh(xi − x) such that β̂ = (β̂0, . . . , β̂p)
T minimises

n∑
i=1

{Qi − β0 − . . .− βp(xi − x)p}2Kh(xi − x) . (4.5)

Considering β̂ = (XT
xWxXx)−1XT

xWxQ, as defined by Wand and Jones [Wand

and Jones, 1994], it is the solution obtained by the standard weighted least squares

theory, assuming that XT
xWxXx is invertible, where Q = (Q1, . . ., Qn)T is the vector
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of responses,

Xx =


1 x1 − x . . . (x1 − x)p

... · · · . . .
...

1 xn − x . . . (xn − x)p

 . (4.6)

is a n × (p + 1) matrix and Wx = diag{Kh(x1 − x), . . ., Kh(xn − x)} is a n × n
diagonal matrix of weights.

In this work a 1st degree polynomial estimation was used, thus the local linear

estimator m̂(x; 1, h) is defined by the following equation:

n−1
n∑

i=1

{ŝ2(x;h)− ŝ1(x;h)(xi − x)}Kh(xi − x)Qi

ŝ2(x;h)ŝ0(x;h)− ŝ1(x;h)2
.

where:

ŝr(x;h) = n−1
n∑

i=1

(xi − x)rKh(xi − x) . (4.7)

In order to guarantee the quality of the obtained Kernels, some of the most com-

monly used optimality hi-tech criteria for selecting a bandwidth matrix will be con-

sidered. These are for instance the Mean Integrated Squared Error (MISE) and the

Averaged Squared Error (ASE), which is used in this work.

ASE(h) = m̂h =
1

n

n∑
j=1

{m̂h(Xj)−m(Xj)}2w(Xj) . (4.8)

The ASE is a discrete approximation of the Integrated Squared Error (ISE), which

has been shown by [Marron and Härdle, 1986] to lead asymptotically to the same level

of smoothing as the ISE and MISE. Thus, without significant loss of performance and

knowing that it is the easiest to calculate and handle [Härdle et al., 2004], the ASE is

clearly an appropriate bandwidth selector.

4.3 Model Parametrisation

Having defined the main theoretical aspects of the proposed Link Quality Estimator

Model, this section aims at presenting the necessary steps to obtain traces generated

by both resorting to simulation and realistic traces. These traces allow the definition

of distinct estimators, which provide not only the estimation of a wireless link quality,

but also a comparison between real and simulation based wireless links. Moreover, an
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Table 4.2: Obtained Kernels (simulation)

Epanechnikov Gaussian

Bandwidth 0.4000202 0.1157357
ASE 6.165× 10−5 5.981997× 10−5

implementation of the obtained Kernel Estimator is also presented, using the OPNET

Modeler Wireless Suite® [OPNET Technologies, 2012] network simulator with the

purpose of validating the estimated link quality values.

4.3.1 Link Quality Estimator Calculation through Simulation

In order to obtain data traces for the pair (x, q) required by the previously defined

model, x being time interval ∆t between routing messages and q the link quality, several

simulations were performed using the OPNET simulator. These traces were obtained

between two nodes placed at several fixed distances (60m, 65m, . . ., 120m). The Kernel

Based Model will be calculated using the traces and its robustness is presented later in

this section.

For each measured distance, 10 hours of routing traffic were simulated using the

OLSR Protocol with a total of 50 runs using different seed values. The physical layer of

the wireless nodes follows the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

802.11g (54Mbit/s) standard, uses a transmit power of 3.6 × 10−4W and a packet

reception-power threshold of -95dBm, which results in a theoretical maximum range of

100m [Ortiz, 2009]. The actual range may vary as the OPNET simulator implements

by default an accurate radio model, where asymmetric links or even unidirectional links

may occur, as well as channel errors and multi-path interferences.

The R statistical language [R Development Core Team, 2010] was used together

with the “locpol” package [Cabrera, 2009] in order to perform the required bandwidth

computations and regression fitting. The obtained bandwidths and ASE errors are

presented in Table 4.2. Both Epanechnikov and Gaussian Kernels were used in order

to analyse the main differences between them. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 depict these two

kernels and their main characteristics. These two figures include the time intervals up

to a maximum of 6s which corresponds to the OLSR maximum hold time for a link

and thus, not being registered, the link error percentage is always bellow 100%.

Figure 4.2 presents the Regression obtained by using the Epanechnikov Kernel. The

density of values obtained for each time interval, x density, is depicted in Figure 4.2b. It

is clear that the density is higher for lower time intervals, between 1.5 and 2.5 seconds,
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Figure 4.2: The Epanechnikov Kernel Regression Results (simulation)

since they correspond to a better link quality with less errors and thus more delivered

packets. On the other hand, for higher time intervals, density variations occur due to

the physical layer specific operations such as transmission retries, which influence the

final packet delivery. As it would be expected, higher time intervals were registered

at larger distances [Anastasi et al., 2003; Pham et al., 2005], and there is never a

time overlap between no lost packets and one lost packet, which will take at least 3s,

therefore a steep increase of the number of losses is registered in this interval.

In order to better understand the significance of the provided estimation, Fig-
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Figure 4.3: The Gaussian Kernel Regression Results (simulation)

ures 4.2c and 4.2d depict, respectively, the calculated variance for each estimated value

as well as a 95% confidence interval, showing that the chosen bandwidth value, obtained

by minimizing the ASE, provides good final estimations. The results also show that

the time difference between no lost packets and one lost packet, the difference between

one and two lost packets is more challenging, being kernel regression a suitable tool to

estimate these values.

Figure 4.3 depicts the obtained results using a Gaussian Kernel for the same trace

values. It is possible to verify that the Gaussian Kernel Estimation provides a slightly
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Table 4.3: Obtained Kernels (real)

Epanechnikov Gaussian

Bandwidth 0.45 0.14
ASE 1.174× 10−4 1.088× 10−4

smoother regression while keeping similar estimated values throughout the x-axis.

Nonetheless, it is noticeable in Figures 4.3c and 4.3d that the obtained estimation,

when compared with the Epanechnikov Kernel, suffers from a minor increase on the

variance for higher time intervals. This difference is irrelevant for the desired estimation

as it depends on the specific used kernel function. However it is interesting to observe

that despite both kernels have used the same method for bandwidth calculation, the

Gaussian Estimator has the smallest calculated ASE.

4.3.2 Link Quality Estimator Calculation Using Real Traces

Similarly to the simulation-based traces, data traces for the pair (x, q), where x is the

time interval ∆t between routing messages and q is the link quality, were obtained by

placing two nodes at several fixed distances (60m, 65m, . . ., 90m) with a clear Line-of-

Sight (LOS). Beyond 70m of distance a degradation of the wireless link was registered.

The maximum range for the used wireless equipment was found to be set at 85m, after

which no further packets were received.

In order to obtain valid and useful traces, without requiring any specific hardware,

two off-the-shelf Asus EEE netbooks were used. In particular, the used EEE model was

the 1001 PX with an Intel Atom 450, 1GB Ram and an Atheros Communication Wire-

less Card (model AR9285, ath9k driver), running the Linux distribution Ubuntu 11.10

(using kernel 3.0.0-16-generic-pae). No modifications were performed to the hardware,

using the default embedded antennas.

For each used distance, 2 hours of routing traffic were obtained using an implementa-

tion of OLSR Protocol, the OLSRd implementation by Tnnesen et al. [Tnnesen et al.,

2012], with only minor modifications in order to register the time interval between

received HELLO messages. These modifications were compliant with the protocol’s

specification, having no impact in the performance or interoperability of the protocol.

The physical layer of the netbooks was configured similarly to the simulation scenarios,

using the IEEE 802.11g (54Mbit/s) standard, configured to use channel 13, which was

clear from interferences from other equipments. The height from the ground of the

two nodes was set at 50cm approximately, as the wireless link is known to be strongly
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Figure 4.4: The Epanechnikov Kernel Regression Results (real)

influenced by height [Gaertner and Cahill, 2004], and therefore the ground was avoided.

The R statistical language was once again used in conjunction with the “locpol”

package. Just like in the results obtained through simulation-based traces, the used

bandwidths and ASE errors are presented in Table 4.3. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 depict

the estimators obtained for the Epanechnikov and Gaussian Kernels, along with their

main characteristics. The same link hold time characteristic for the OLSR protocol is

maintained, resulting in a link error percentage always bellow 100%, with a maximum

time interval of 6s.
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Figure 4.5: The Gaussian Kernel Regression Results (real)

The obtained Regression using the Epanechnikov Kernel is presented in Figure 4.4

and shows that it is comparable to the simulation-based regression. The most obvious

difference is that the obtained data traces, depicted by the “+” symbols, are more

erratic and provide a wider range of values. For instance, since the minimum time

interval between two consecutive HELLO messages is 1.5s, there should never be 0.5

link-error percentage in less than 3s as a message must have been lost first. However,

due to propagation delays inherent to the wireless link and also retransmissions, in

these situations, the first valid message has been received with a considerable delay,
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4.3 Model Parametrisation

Table 4.4: Obtained Kernels for 3 Packets

Epanechnikov Gaussian

Bandwidth 0.2999571 0.1331059
ASE 7.909× 10−4 7.877× 10−4

therefore reducing the total interval time until the next valid message is received.

The density of values obtained for each time interval, x density, is depicted in

Figure 4.4b, where clear density peaks are registered at 2, 3.5 and 5.5 seconds, being

the first more prominent since it corresponds to a better link quality and therefore more

packets are received.

The significance of the presented estimation can be perceived by analysing calcu-

lated variance for each estimated value, as well as a 95% confidence interval for the

regression, shown in Figures 4.4c and 4.4d respectively. When compared with the

simulation results it is clear that a higher uncertainty exists. However, the obtained

estimator is still very accurate and reflects the true dynamic nature of wireless ad-hoc

networks which can not be provided by any simulator.

The usage of a Gaussian Kernel for the regression calculation, with the obtained real

traces, is presented in Figure 4.5. Resembling what was observed with the simulation-

based traces, the Gaussian Kernel Estimation seems to provide a more subtle fitting,

without being over-smoothed, with a considerably lower bandwidth. Moreover, sim-

ilarly to the simulation-based estimator, the Gaussian Kernel has a slightly higher

variance comparing with the Epanechnikov Kernel, as shown in Figures 4.5c and 4.5d,

even though it has a smaller ASE.

4.3.3 Additional Results

Using the same simulation-based traces, a different analysis could be performed, taking

into account more than the interval between two received packets. For instance, if

three HELLOs were used, a more detailed link quality estimation could be obtained.

However, waiting for a third packet adds more delay in the estimation, such that the

time interval between the first and the third message could be up to 12 seconds.

By using 3 packets for the determination of a wireless link’s quality, the link quality

is defined by the following equation 4.9:

LinkQuality∆t =
2

2 + packets lost
. (4.9)
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Figure 4.6: The Epanechnikov Kernel Regression Results for 3 Packets

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the obtained regression for the previously analysed traces,

allowing a more finely grained assessment of a link’s quality. These results show that the

confidence interval is not as good as for 2 packets, since they require a higher number

of traces. Nevertheless, it is interesting to conclude that by having only a slightly less

updated assessment of the wireless link still allows a good estimator with more detail.

The analysis of the time interval of the traces for different link errors shows an

overlap for the same time interval. This is due to the addition of an extra routing packet

in the analysis, reflecting the dynamic nature of the wireless medium. However, the
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Figure 4.7: The Gaussian Kernel Regression Results for 3 Packets

obtained regressions resulted into reliable models, capable of providing precise estimates

for the different time intervals. Comparing the results obtained through the usage of

Epanechnikov and Gaussian kernels, the latter provided a regression with a smaller

error for the same confidence interval of 95%, being therefore more accurate.

4.3.4 Model Validation

While a formal model is itself a contribution for the representation of a reality, its

final application in a realistic scenario is also important, along with its precision. The
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4. Gateway Selection in Deferred Routing

proposed Link Estimation model has no unrealistic assumptions, requiring only the

measurement of the time elapsed between receiving two consecutive routing messages,

disregarding the protocol itself. Having this in mind, the obtained Kernel Estimators

were implemented in the OPNET simulator and link quality estimations were performed

in real time in two different scenarios with mobility, presented next. It is important

to note, though, that any other scenario and mobility models could be used without

requiring any recalculation of the obtained models, as long as the wireless physical layer

specifications are maintained.

A simulation based study was performed to evaluate the obtained estimators, be-

cause it would not be feasible to have several real nodes available for a significant

amount of time, nor would the scenarios be sufficiently manageable in order to allow

the repetition of measurements and their validation.

Despite having used traces from static nodes to perform the Kernels Calculation,

they are still suitable for any scenarios with or without mobility. An exhaustive evalu-

ation was performed, where each simulation-based Link Quality Kernel Estimation was

ran 50 times, using different seed values, with a total time of 10 simulated hours per

run for each scenario.

4.3.4.1 High Density Scenario

For the validation process, a scenario was created with ten nodes moving freely in an

area that exceeds more than twice the area covered by the nodes’ maximum range

(240× 240 meters). The nodes follow the RWP Mobility Model [Shakeri and Hosseini,

2010], with a uniform speed between 3 and 30km/h, corresponding to pedestrians’

walking speed or moderate driving [3GPP, 2008], with a pause time of 100 seconds. This

scenario represents a significantly dense area which is prone to more packet collisions

and errors. While it is a more academic scenario, it allows a thorough validation of the

obtained Kernel Estimators.

4.3.4.2 Oulu Scenario

A more complex but realistic scenario was also created using Synthetic Map-based

Mobility Traces [Aschenbruck and Schwamborn, 2010], which allows the definition of

mobility traces according to real-world locations. This was obtained using the bonn-

motion tool [Aschenbruck et al., 2010] and the Random Street Model, specifying a total

area of 3000 × 3500 meters with 30 moving nodes in Oulu, Finland. Again, the used

speed corresponds to pedestrian walking (uniform speed between 3 and 30km/h with
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4.3 Model Parametrisation

Figure 4.8: Oulu Mobility Trajectories

a pause time of 100s), creating a fairly realistic scenario. The obtained trajectories are

depicted in Figure 4.8.

4.3.4.3 Validation Results

As previously mentioned, wireless link quality is influenced by the amount of errors that

may occur when transmitting a packet. These errors result from many aspects such

as the transmission power, interferences and collisions which may vary from packet to

packet. For each simulated run, all the generated packets have been registered as well

as all the link quality estimations made by the used models. By comparing the amount

of packets with errors (i.e. not received) per link and the determined link quality for

each pair of received HELLO messages, it is possible to determine the performance of

the obtained models.

Comprising all the validation results, Table 4.5 presents the overall link error per-

centage for both Kernel Based Estimations and real values. This table presents the

actual average link quality and standard deviation, registered by analysing all the

generated packets next to the results obtained by both the presented link quality esti-

mator models for both scenarios. As it can be seen, both Kernel Estimators performed

extremely well in a realistic implementation in two different scenarios with different

mobility models and characteristics. In particular, it is worth noting that the differ-

ence between real and estimated errors is small, proving that Kernel Methods are good

estimators and provide a good generalization. Moreover, it has been shown that the
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4. Gateway Selection in Deferred Routing

Table 4.5: Combined Results (50 runs)

Random Waypoint Random Street

Average Standard Total Average Standard Total
Link Errors Deviation Difference Link Errors Deviation Difference

Real Values 0.0198374 0.00254325 - 0.0190814 0.0211598 -
Epanechnikov 0.0193507 0.00234906 0.0004867 0.0184662 0.0196664 0.0006152

Gaussian 0.0195183 0.00234445 0.0003191 0.0186297 0.0195614 0.0004517

calculation of the proposed model does not require traces with mobility in order to

obtain a good performance, further proving the quality of the provided models and

their applicability.

Being able to determine the amount of link errors in real-time is an important fea-

ture of link quality estimators. All the presented results were obtained instantaneously

during the performed simulations, since no recalculation is needed for any scenario.

For example, in the high density scenario, the average difference between the real link

errors and the estimated errors, obtained for one run, is represented in Figure 4.9.

This figure shows the performance of both the Epanechnikov and Gaussian Kernel Es-

timators and, despite being quite small even in the beginning of the simulation (less

than 0.12%), the difference between the estimated and true error percentage gets even

smaller throughout the time for both Kernels.

Similar results are presented in Figure 4.10, showing that for a more realistic sce-

nario the performance is maintained. However, despite very small, a fluctuation is

registered suggesting that the dynamic characteristic of this scenario may present dif-

ferent link behaviours that the used model estimators were still able to cope with.

The proposed link model using Kernel Estimators proved that by taking into ac-

count the feedback from the protocols’ own routing messages, which are periodically

sent and received, the protocol could improve its own routing decisions by incorporating

link quality in the used path calculation algorithms.

4.4 Summary

A new model for link quality estimation, which requires no unrealistic assumptions, has

been proposed. This model was derived from Kernel Regression Estimation techniques,

resulting in an accurate estimation of the wireless link quality by analysing routing

packets’ inter-arrival times. Such results are extremely relevant for future wireless

communications, allowing routing protocols to choose the best available links without
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Figure 4.9: High Density Scenario - Real-time Performance
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Figure 4.10: Oulu Scenario - Real-time Performance

additional messages overhead or imposed limitations.

The presented results were obtained by using the OLSR protocol routing messages.

However, any routing protocol or periodically sent messages (e.g. Layer-2 messages)
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4. Gateway Selection in Deferred Routing

can be used. Taking these messages into account, two different Kernel Regression

Estimators were used to determine in real-time the quality of a link. Moreover, it has

been shown that it is possible, using only simple traces (i.e. fixed distances and no

mobility), to calculate such estimators for any given scenario.

An important conclusion is that both the resulting kernel estimators were able to

provide realistic estimates in scenarios with different types of mobility and node density.

This suggests that in a real scenario the required traces can easily be obtained and used

in a myriad of situations. In addition to this, kernel methods do not require any training

(supervised or not), being more efficient than other techniques such as neural networks.

Most importantly, the obtained link quality estimator can be directly employed in

Deferred Routing by using it in the “metric” parameter, defined by each GW when

creating new Context Connectivity Information. This will allow the best GWs to be

chosen, ensuring that poor wireless links are less likely to be used.

The work presented in this chapter has been published in Elsevier’s Computer

Networks Journal, with the title “Link quality estimation in wireless multi-hop networks

using Kernel based methods”, 2012.
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Chapter 5

Deferred Routing Performance

The performance of a routing protocol can be assessed through several parameters.

Typically, a protocol’s competency to deliver data packets successfully, paired

with the end-to-end delay of the chosen path, determines whether a protocol has a

good performance or not. However, in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks there are several other

metrics and characteristics that must be analysed, such as scalability and resilience to

mobility. Bearing this in mind, the performance of the Deferred Routing (DefeR) pro-

tocol was evaluated by using seven distinct metrics that are indicative of the protocol’s

behaviour.

In order to evaluate the protocol with a greater degree, a set of different scenarios

sustaining distinguishable features was used to portray the protocol’s abilities. In

particular, the scalable properties of the protocol will be assessed, as well as the validity

of routes when subject to different mobility models, exploring the robustness of the

proposed hierarchy and routing scheme.

Regarding all the provided results, they were obtained using the OPNET Mod-

eler Wireless Simulator [OPNET Technologies, 2012], where the considered wireless

nodes follow the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11g stan-

dard [Ortiz, 2009] at 2.4Ghz, and have a maximum range of 100 meters (Transmit Power

of 3.7e−4W ), which corresponds to the maximum obtainable range of common wireless

cards [Anastasi et al., 2004; Xing et al., 2009], unless stated otherwise. Nonetheless,

due to the accurate radio model implemented by default in the OPNET Simulator,

asymmetric links or even unidirectional links may occur, as well as channel errors and

multi-path interferences respectively. Moreover, the Consultative Committee on Inter-

national Radio (CCIR) propagation model was used, configured to represent a small to

medium city with a building coverage of 15.8 percent, as it is considered as an appropri-
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5. Deferred Routing Performance

ate propagation model for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) [Myers and Richard-

son, 1999]. The usage of this simulation environment strives for being more realistic

when compared with other works, which use the outdated 802.11b with non-standard

Medium Access Control (MAC) layers and unlikely ranges (for instance, 250m). Each

evaluated scenario has specific variations of several simulation parameters since they

independently assess different characteristics. Simulation parameters not mentioned

here or in the definition of the scenarios are defined with the values used by default in

the OPNET Modeler Wireless Suite Simulator, version 16.0.A PL1.

All the different parameters varied in each of the defined scenarios were obtained af-

ter 30 runs per parameter, always using different seed values and the Linear-Congruential

Random Number Generator Algorithm, for a total simulated time of 15 minutes (900

seconds per run), which allows routing protocols to be appropriately evaluated by guar-

anteeing enough mobility [Sagar et al., 2012].

Taking into account the defined objectives of this evaluation and their statistical va-

lidity, all the presented results have a 95% confidence interval obtained from the central

limit theorem, which states that regardless of a random variable’s actual distribution,

as the number of samples (i.e. runs) grows larger, the random variable has a distribu-

tion that approaches that of a Normal random variable of mean m, corresponding to

the same mean as the random variable itself.

5.1 Evaluation Metrics

As previously mentioned, in order to provide a thorough evaluation of the DefeR routing

protocol and its behaviour in large scale networks, it is important to assess the perfor-

mance of different routing aspects, choosing appropriate comparison metrics. For this

purpose the following items were considered in provided evaluation:

• Traffic Delivery Performance

– Losses

– End-to-end Delay.

• Routing Performance

– Path Length

– Routing Stability

– Control Traffic Overhead.
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5.1 Evaluation Metrics

Taking these different aspects into consideration, this performance assessment must

involve the evaluation of a large scale network, measuring the stability and overhead of

this concept, as well as its overall traffic delivery performance. Moreover, in order to

allow a more exhaustive evaluation it is important to determine the protocol’s ability

to handle mobility phenomena, introducing dynamic scenarios with different mobility

models.

The average percentage of losses and end-to-end delay reflect a protocol’s com-

petency to choose suitable paths and are taken into account in this evaluation in all

the presented scenarios. The percentage of losses strongly influences the applicability

of a routing protocol in different scenarios. However, in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks a

high number of losses is expected due to its inherent nature, where nodes are inter-

mittently connected and where interferences and collisions are frequent [Cao and Sun,

2012]. Moreover, the delay metric is also subject to these interferences, limiting the

usage of real-time applications in some scenarios. Nonetheless, in an extreme outlook,

where only MANETs may be available, the registered losses may not be significant and

retransmission mechanisms can be used to successfully deliver the required data.

A different routing metric considers the path length (hop count), from source to

destination, which typically is minimized by routing protocols in order to reduce the

number of nodes that intervene in the data delivery process. By reducing the number

of hops, protocols are expected to be more energy efficient. However, this is not always

the best option, as bottlenecks may arise and collisions will not only originate more

losses but also a faster energy depletion on nodes in “popular” paths. Regarding this

aspect, the DefeR protocol follows a different approach, choosing paths that minimize

the total number of cluster-hops, selecting the most suitable Gateway (GW) nodes

according to their quality.

In addition to these metrics, it is also important to measure the required resources

and, therefore, routing traffic overhead, as well as the stability of the existing routes.

Regarding the latter aspect, mobility of nodes is responsible for most of the topology

changes and it is the protocol’s task to efficiently handle these changes.

The topology awareness of a routing protocol is a metric representative of a routing

protocol’s stability and knowledge about the network’s structure, registering topology

changes during the simulation. A topology change occurs whenever a new Topology

Control (TC ) or a TC with a higher sequence number is received and also when a TC

entry is deleted after expiry. Each topology change triggers a routing table recalcu-

lation, however, in order to reduce computational overhead, the routing table is only

recalculated by default at most every 1 second, processing all the received topology
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5. Deferred Routing Performance

changes between each recalculation. Such technique is compliant with the Optimized

Link State Routing (OLSR) specification and used in existing implementations [Gol-

ubenco, 2012; Tnnesen et al., 2012]. Moreover, all the analysed protocols use this

improvement in order ensure a fair comparison between them.

The amount of processed topology changes in routing table calculation reflects a

protocol’s stability and will also be analysed, referred as Average Topology Changes

per Routing Table calculation (AToCRT) and defined by equation 5.1.

AToCRT =
Number of Topology Changes

Number of Routing Table Calculations
(5.1)

The number of routing table calculations possible in a T seconds simulation is

defined in equation 5.2, with i being the simulation instant where n Topology Changes

occur. Since the number of topology changes is influenced by the mobility of nodes, the

different speeds used in an evaluation will be reflected in the AToCRT metric and also

on the total number of routing table calculations. In particular, with higher speeds,

an increased number of Topology Changes throughout the time will trigger a higher

number of routing table calculations, with a maximum of 1 per second, as defined by

f(n) .

Routing Table Calcs =
T∑
i=1

f(TopologyChangesi), f(n) =

{
0 if n = 0

1 if n > 0
(5.2)

Topology Changes are propagated by TC messages sent by Multipoint Relay (MPR)

nodes. These messages are forwarded to all the elected MPR nodes and represent most

of the routing overhead, as they are the only forwarded messages sent throughout the

network. The number of forwards per TC messages must then be analysed, in order

to correctly assess the scalability of a protocol.

The overall routing overhead must also be considered taking into account the peri-

odically sent and received routing traffic from both HELLO and TC messages. This

will also reflect the protocol’s ability to handle a large number of nodes.

For comparison purposes, all the presented scenarios have been used to evaluate the

DefeR, OLSR and Cluster-based OLSR (C-OLSR) protocols. These comprise respec-

tively the different approaches available for proactive protocols, employing hierarchical

clustered routing, flat un-clustered routing and flat clustered routing. By analysing

the three approaches it is easier to understand which one is more suitable for large
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scale networks. The OLSR protocol was chosen as a control subject, providing a basis

for comparison due to its popularity in MANETs, being a standard protocol currently

under improvement by the MANETs Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) working

group in its second version [Clausen et al., 2012].

Regarding the creation of clusters used by both the DefeR and C-OLSR protocols,

a static definition of the areas comprised by each cluster was used and a mechanism

for the nodes to automatically update their Cluster Identifier (CID) was implemented.

However, this approach does not guarantee a constant density of nodes within each

cluster. Such limitation impacts the performance of both protocols, since, in a worst

case scenario, all the nodes might move into one single cluster. Nonetheless, in a

realistic scenario clustering algorithms may not be able to guarantee constant density

unless they introduce limitations of their own (such a single-hop cluster coverage) [Yang

et al., 2007].

5.2 Scalability Assessment

In order to assess how scalable the mechanisms of a protocol are, a set of results where

the total number of nodes increases should be obtained. By increasing the number of

traffic flows, it is also possible to understand how the protocol handles not only the size

of the network, but also how it copes with a demanding network where several routes

must be established.

5.2.1 Description

Following an approach where a growing size network is used, the total number of

node clusters is incremented presenting a scalability evaluation of the DefeR scheme.

This evaluation depicts the behaviour of this protocol with both small and large-scale

networks. It is a straightforward assessment which somewhat disregards the nature of

MANETs, as it does not take into account the natural behaviour of moving people,

being entirely random regarding both mobility and traffic flows.

A set of results from 1 cluster up to 10 clusters is provided, where each cluster has

49 nodes (which is the best number of nodes handled by OLSR [Palma and Curado,

2009]). The dimension of each cluster is of 500 × 500m, ensuring an initial constant

density of the network. Figure 5.1 depicts the configuration of the network used in this

scenario.

Regarding the smaller simulated networks with one cluster, both C-OLSR and De-

feR behave exactly like OLSR, as both use it for intra-clustering and no inter-cluster
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5. Deferred Routing Performance

Figure 5.1: Increasing Number of Clusters

operations are required. The provided results for smaller networks are important as

other protocols designed for large-scale networks, such as Dynamic Address Routing,

are known not to perform well in smaller networks [Eriksson et al., 2007].

In order to assess how the DefeR protocol handles networks with a different number

of traffic flows, the different size networks were also evaluated with 1, 4, 8 and 16 traffic

flows. Each flow begins randomly after an interval between 50 and 250 seconds of sim-

ulation time, uniformly distributed, being concluded by the end of the simulation. The

destination of each flow was randomly chosen, using a User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

traffic type, with a constant bit rate of 8 packets of 4kbit per second, representative of

typical interactive gaming, simple file transfers or information exchange [ITU-T, 2003].

As previously mentioned, in this scenario the DefeR protocol’s ability to maintain

a reduced overhead in scenarios where nodes are likely to move within nearby contexts

is disregarded. All nodes randomly start their movement after an initial warm-up

time, between 100 and 250 seconds (following an uniform distribution). The used

mobility model is the Random Waypoint with a pause time of 60 seconds, without

any distance or cluster restrictions, such that nodes are able to move freely across the

entire network. The nodes’ speed is uniform between 2 and 6km/h, corresponding to

pedestrians’ walking speed [3GPP, 2008].

5.2.2 Obtained Results

Taking into account the discussed evaluation metrics, the obtained results in the defined

scenario are presented next. Each metric is presented with the four different number

of flows, side-by-side, in order to allow a better comparison.

5.2.2.1 Percentage of Losses

In any routing evaluation, the percentage of registered losses can be considered as an

indicator of how a routing protocol performs. This is presented in Figure 5.2, where

the obtained percentage of losses is clearly influenced by the number of clusters in the
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Figure 5.2: Average Percentage of Losses

network. In a 1-cluster network, the three protocols have a similar performance, as

all of them simply use the OLSR protocol for maintaining routing paths. While the

growing number of flows varies only slightly the data traffic delivery performance, the

increasing number of clusters has a higher impact, such that the C-OLSR protocol

registers more than 80% of losses in networks with 4 or more clusters.

Regarding the overall percentage of losses, the DefeR protocol registers the best

performance being able to constantly deliver more data packets than its competitors.

However, the DefeR protocol still has a significant amount of losses in larger networks,

which is consistent with the performance of other protocols such as the Destination-

Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) or the Dynamic MANET On-demand (DYMO)

routing protocols [Nordemann and Tonjes, 2012]. Though many losses are not desir-

able, this results from the intrinsic nature of MANETs. It is important to take into

account that the proposed scenario is extremely demanding, where a path from source
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Figure 5.3: Average End-to-end Delay

to destination may often not exist. Despite this fact, the proposed routing approach

managed to perform two times better than the C-OLSR protocol in some network

configurations.

5.2.2.2 End-to-end Delay

In realistic multi-hop wireless networks, as previously discussed, the constraint of an

existing path between any two nodes cannot be guaranteed. As a result Delay-Tolerant

Networks have been proposed [Nordemann and Tonjes, 2012], focusing on the delivery

of data packets, regardless of the time interval it might take between source and desti-

nation. While the OLSR and C-OLSR protocols simply discard packets when a route

is not found, the DefeR gateways are able to re-route packets if alternative paths exist.

As a result of an improved traffic delivery, the DefeR protocol has a higher end-to-end
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delay, as seen in Figure 5.3. A similar delay is found in the C-OLSR protocol for an

eight cluster scenario with solely 1 traffic flow, where this protocol has an abnormal

improvement in traffic delivery (see Figure 5.2a).

Considering the class of reactive routing protocols, the path discovery process is

responsible for initial delays even higher than the ones registered by any of the tree

analysed protocols [Trindade and Vazao, 2011b].

Even though the DefeR scheme is outperformed by the other two protocols, when

delay is considered, its increased traffic delivery must not be disregarded as it helps to

understand its origin. In fact, after a closer analysis of the obtained results, the high

standard deviation reveals that the registered delay is only introduced by some flows,

which are likely to be failed by the other protocols. This is the only reason for such

a standard deviation, as the three protocols were equally simulated 30 times and only

DefeR was this dynamic.

5.2.2.3 Path Length

A different evaluation metric that confirms the DefeR ability to deliver packets to more

challenging destinations is the average path length. The number of hops from source to

destination is presented in Figure 5.4, where the OLSR protocol stands out for being

able to achieve shorter routes. Regarding the cluster-based routing protocols, the DefeR

protocol is able to keep up or even surpass the C-OLSR protocol’s performance, while

always delivering more data packets.

Once again, the increasing network size proportionally affects the metric results.

However, while the average path length increases with the number of nodes, it decreases

with a higher number of traffic flows. A similar behaviour was found with the delay

metric, as it is also influenced by the number of intervening nodes in the deliver of data

packets.

5.2.2.4 Topology Changes Per Routing Table Calculation

In MANETs, topology changes are likely to occur very often, not only due to interfer-

ences but mainly due to the mobility of nodes. It is the routing protocol’s responsibility

to detect existing topology changes and reflect them when updating its routing table.

However, too many topology changes have a strong impact on the overhead introduced

by a routing protocol and may reveal that the protocol suffers from instability.

In Figure 5.5 the lack of scalability of the OLSR protocol becomes clear, resulting

in a growing number of registered topology changes in networks with a higher number
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Figure 5.4: Average Number of Hops

of nodes. On the other hand, the use of clusters by the DefeR and C-OLSR protocols

allows them to achieve a more stable routing performance, keeping a fairly constant

number of topology changes per routing table calculation. However, important topology

changes cannot be disregarded by routing protocols. Regarding the overall routing

performance of the C-OLSR protocol when compared with its unclustered version,

even though it is more stable, it fails to achieve a similar traffic delivery, suggesting

that its handling of topology changes does not have the same efficacy.

5.2.2.5 Number of Forwards Per TC message

Closely related with the detected number of topology changes, the ratio between sent

and forwarded Topology Control messages is also a token of a protocol’s ability to scale.

The forwarding of TC messages deals with a large amount of overhead in the network
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Figure 5.5: Topology Changes per Routing Table Calculation (AToCRT)

and should be kept to a minimum. Due to containment of routing information within

clusters, the DefeR and C-OLSR protocols require a rather small number of forwards in

order to disseminate their routing information – though the C-OLSR protocol requires

the smallest amount of forwards. However, once more, an excessively low number of

updates may indicate that existing routes are not entirely valid.

Regarding the number of traffic flows, there is no obvious impact on this metric,

as it only depends on the existing number of nodes and topology changes. The latter

aspect is clearer in the OLSR protocol, as seen in Figure 5.6 which shows that it requires

its TC messages to be forwarded to most of the nodes in the network.
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(c) 8 Flows
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(d) 16 Flows

Figure 5.6: Number of Forwards per TC message

5.2.2.6 Control Traffic Overhead

Since only purely proactive routing protocols are being considered in this evaluation, the

number of traffic flows does not influence significantly the number of required routing

messages. Figure 5.7 shows the total overhead of routing control traffic issued by each

protocol in the scenario with 16 Flows. As the number of nodes increases, the amount

of existing routing information also increases for any proactive protocol. However, the

DefeR protocol increases its overhead slower than its competitors, since it requires less

routing messages. Moreover, the performance of the proposed protocol can be further

improved by using a clustering algorithm that provides a table with the mappings of

each node to its CID, as they usually use such a table for cluster maintenance purposes.

The overhead felt by the sent routing messages is more clearly noticed by the re-

ceived routing information in the entire network. While HELLO messages are only
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Figure 5.7: Sent Routing Traffic Overhead

sent locally, the previously analysed ratio between sent and forwarded TC messages

determines how much more overhead is propagated through the network. Even though

the C-OLSR protocol has a slightly lower ratio of forwarded TC s, when compared with

DefeR, it has a higher received routing traffic overhead, as it sends more routing data

per message. The received control traffic overhead for each protocol is presented in

Figure 5.8.

5.3 Resilience to Mobility

The considered performance assessment must involve not only the evaluation of a large

scale network, measuring the stability, overhead and overall traffic delivery performance,

but also its ability to handle mobility phenomena, introducing dynamic scenarios with

different mobility models.

Regarding this last aspect, even though many mobility models have been proposed

in previous works, each one of them has unique characteristics, therefore not replacing

one other.

5.3.1 Description

In this evaluation, several mobility patterns will be taken into consideration. In order

to do so, the BonnMotion tool [Aschenbruck et al., 2010] has been used to generate
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Figure 5.8: Received Routing Traffic Overhead

different node trajectories, later employed in conjunction with the OPNET Modeler

Wireless Simulator. These trajectories were created assuming a plausible speed for a

person walking [3GPP, 2008], between 0.5 and 1.5 m/s and a pause time of 60 seconds,

when applicable. The mobility generation disregarded the first 3600 seconds, solely

using the follows 900 seconds of path randomization, avoiding the initial warm-up from

the random number generations, thus achieving a more stable scenario. Moreover, the

area of motion was of 1500 by 1500 meters, for a total number of 541 nodes. Higher

speeds were not considered, as the sense of clusters would be faded away and the realm of

vehicular ad-hoc networks would be entered. Even though new mobility models already

present similarities with human mobility, the used mobility patterns were chosen for

the sake of comparison with existing works on this subject. Moreover, being the DefeR

protocol designed to explore spatial locality, it would benefit from non-random mobility

models, rendering this comparison unfair.

For illustration purposes, after being imported to the simulator, the resulting tra-

jectories were then converted to image files and are depicted in figure 5.9, representing

the Gauss-Markov (figure 5.9a), Manhattan (figure 5.9b), Nomadic Community (fig-

ure 5.9c), Random Direction (figure 5.9d), Random Waypoint (figure 5.9e) and Random

Street (figure 5.9f) Mobility Models. These different mobility models are entirely ran-

dom, but each one has its own specificities. By using them the intent is to demonstrate

that the DefeR paradigm is suitable in the most diverse scenarios.
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(a) Gauss-Markov (b) Manhattan (c) Nomadic Community

(d) Random Direction (e) Random Waypoint (f) Random Street Map

Figure 5.9: Mobile Models’ Trajectories

In order to evaluate the performance of the presented routing paradigm (DefeR

in the presented figures), six scenarios incorporating different mobility models and an

additional one with static nodes have been used. All these scenarios have the same

area and number of nodes, using the trajectories defined by the BonnMotion tool, as

previously detailed.

Since the nodes move freely across the entire scenario, their cluster association has

to be changed. These changes are handled by the DefeR protocol which considers a

total of 9 clusters, divided across the scenario, updating the nodes’ CID when they move

to a different cluster. As a result of nodes not being constrained to specific clusters,

different node densities per cluster exist throughout the simulation time, while nodes

follow their trajectories. These different densities impact the DefeR protocol negatively,

since clusters are expected to be equally balanced throughout the simulation. However,

the same conditions are maintained to all the used protocols.

Another important aspect that motivates and influences wireless multi-hop networks
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is the establishment of data flows between nodes. In the defined scenarios, 24 traffic

flows with different destinations were generated in each run. From these flows, 50%

were randomly chosen throughout the network, while the remaining traffic destinations

were set to nodes within the cluster of the source node. By using this approach, both

interactions within and outside clusters were assessed, providing a complete evaluation

of the protocol’s performance.

Each flow was defined with a constant bit rate of 8 packets of 4kbit per second

(using UDP), representative of typical interactive gaming, simple file transfers or infor-

mation exchange [ITU-T, 2003], which are all well suited applications for mobile ad-hoc

networks. The start time of each flow is randomly determined following a uniform dis-

tribution between 50 and 250 seconds of simulation time, being concluded by the end

of the simulation.

5.3.2 Obtained Results

The purpose of this scenario is to clearly understand the impact of different mobility

models on DefeR routing. Even though the presented concept handles inter-cluster

routes in a completely different fashion from what other protocols propose, the following

results show its efficiency in dealing with several distinct patterns of mobility.

5.3.2.1 Percentage of Losses

Figure 5.10 illustrates the percentage of losses registered by the routing protocols in

all the defined mobility variations. In these, the DefeR protocol stands out by dint of

having almost less than half of the losses than the remaining protocols. Conversely,

the C-OLSR protocol registers the worst performance, having always more lost packets

than the remaining protocols.

Regarding the Static scenario, the OLSR and C-OLSR protocols unexpectedly show

worse delivery performance than in some mobile scenarios. This is a consequence of

their inability to scale, as in the Static scenario more paths exist, whereas in the

Manhattan scenario, for example, nodes are separated by the arrangement of the streets.

However, the DefeR scheme is oblivious to the nodes’ placement and has a similar

performance in all the scenarios.

5.3.2.2 End-to-end Delay

The average end-to-end delay is presented in figure 5.11 for all the proposed mobility

models. Being the static scenario the only exception, in the remaining scenarios the
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Figure 5.10: Average Percentage of Losses
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Figure 5.11: Average End-to-end Delay
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DefeR protocol presents a higher delay. This aspect may not be desirable for certain

types of traffic, such as voice, which are not well suited for ad-hoc networks. The

explanation for the higher delay registered by the DefeR protocol repeats itself – as a

consequence of the additional traffic delivery achieved, an increased load of traffic is

forwarded instead of being dropped.

In fact, while the end-to-end delay is typically a result of a higher path length,

the used metrics will show that this is not the case. Specifically, when analysing the

Manhattan scenario, where the highest hop count of the all mobile scenarios is registered

for DefeR (see Figure 5.12), it has at the same time the lowest delay of all the mobile

scenarios. This confirms that the approach taken by DefeR, which sometimes uses

longer but more stable paths, registers less losses and is efficient, not introducing any

delay by itself. The higher delay times are not registered in the Manhattan model,

as the nodes follow well defined trajectories, where the additional delay overhead in

the other mobile scenarios is due only to the repairing of broken paths, allowing the

increased performance in traffic delivery registered by DefeR.

The self-restoring property of the DefeR protocol may occur in demanding situations

where, due to the mobility phenomena, instead of dropping packets while routing tables

change, packets are held and re-forwarded to the appropriate route. Thus, as previously

concluded, a higher total delay average is expectable. Moreover, when bottlenecks are

avoided due to load-balancing, the re-routing process may also introduce a slight delay.

However, as the DefeR scheme is able to reach more challenging destinations than its

competitors, the additional delay overhead is justifiable and still suitable for many

different applications.

5.3.2.3 Path Length

Minimizing the path length is a typical target of routing protocols, with the purpose

of reducing the network load and optimising packet delivery. However, due to network

dynamics strongly influenced by node mobility, such a routing approach may reduce

the protocols’ traffic delivery as it disregards the stability of the chosen routes.

In most scenarios, the DefeR scheme is able to achieve a better path length than the

remaining protocols while maintaining lower losses, as depicted in figure 5.12. Never-

theless, for the Manhattan, Random Waypoint and Static mobility models, the Deferred

Routing Protocol has a slightly higher path length. This is a consequence of the sce-

narios’ specificities and increased traffic performance of the DefeR, as it reaches more

demanding destination nodes. The trade-off between path length and traffic efficiency,
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Figure 5.12: Average Number of Hops

in order to achieve an increased traffic performance, should be therefore regarded as an

important feature in DefeR.

As a result of the randomly chosen destinations and of the wireless medium inter-

actions, the confidence interval registered for the path length is higher than for other

parameters. However, this interval is still similar to all the analysed routing protocols,

validating the outcome of the parameter. The only observed exception worth of tak-

ing note occurs with the OLSR protocol in the Random Street Mobility Model. This

mobility pattern is highly complex and it is clear that the OLSR protocol is not capa-

ble of dealing with the constant and close interactions between the moving nodes. In

particular, the obtained standard deviation suggests that in certain occasions routing

loops occur, drastically increasing the total number of hops.

5.3.2.4 Topology Changes Per Routing Table Calculation

When considering the scalability of a routing protocol, the stability of its routing tables

is a key aspect on how it performs. The update of a routing table may be a costly

procedure in terms of processing power and required energy, possibly leading to the

creation and dissemination of additional routing messages, depleting the batteries of

mobile devices faster than desirable.

Regarding this aspect, the OLSR protocol is clearly less scalable than the C-OLSR

and DefeR protocols, which register a significantly smaller number of topology changes
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Figure 5.13: Topology Changes per Routing Table Calculation (AToCRT)

per routing table calculation, as shown in figure 5.13. In particular, the OLSR protocol

has its worse performance in the static scenario. Such behaviour is a direct consequence

of the wireless medium interactions of the nodes which are strongly connected in this

scenario. In fact, in the mobile scenarios, where connectivity is often scarce, there is

a clear reduction of the number of topology changes, suggesting once more that the

OLSR protocol does not scale appropriately.

Considering the C-OLSR protocol, which benefits from the usage of clusters such

as DefeR, it achieves a greater stability when compared with the standard OLSR. The

number of topology changes per routing table calculation registered by this protocol

is only slightly higher than the ones obtained from Deferred Routing. However, the

overall performance of the C-OLSR protocol regarding traffic delivery suggests that

its ability to timely register important topology changes is not appropriate, resulting

in wrong or outdated routing paths. On the other hand, the DefeR awareness of the

network is entirely different, detecting only the required amount of topology changes

thus being more stable, leading to an increased traffic delivery performance, lower

routing overhead and better energy efficiency.

5.3.2.5 Number of Forwards Per TC message

The three considered routing protocols rely on Topology Control routing messages

to propagate the required information. These messages are issued periodically and
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Figure 5.14: Number of Forwards per TC message

whenever a topology change is detected. Similarly to the previously analysed metric,

the OLSR protocol is the worst performer, being at its lowest in the static scenario

(Figure 5.14). The way that the OLSR routing protocol handles its routing information

leads to an expensive propagation of its TC messages throughout the network.

On the other hand, the C-OLSR protocol requires less forwards per TC message

than any of the other two protocols. Even though both C-OLSR and DefeR routing use

the same clusters, it is clear that the usage of Cluster HELLO (C-HELLO) and Cluster

Topology Control (C-TC ) messages by the C-OLSR protocol is able to reduce the ratio

between forwarded and sent TC messages. However, the amount of information and

validity contained in these messages, also needs to be considered, as the previously

analysed metrics reveal.

5.3.2.6 Control Traffic Overhead

Figure 5.15 shows the total amount of routing traffic sent by each routing protocol using

the different mobility models. The OLSR protocol once again stands out for having the

worst performance. The lack of a well defined network structure, which can be more

easily obtained by using clusters, originates an increased overhead. While in the Static

scenario this protocol has a bad performance, it is in the Random Street model that

more routing traffic is sent.

While the clustered version of the OLSR protocol is able to provide an improve-
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Figure 5.15: Sent Routing Traffic Overhead

ment regarding sent routing traffic, as seen before, it is not capable of maintaining

this improvement in terms of data traffic delivery. On the other hand, the proposed

DefeR protocol not only outperforms the C-OLSR by having less overhead, but it also

outperforms the OLSR protocol in traffic delivery, registering less losses.

Since the sent routing messages may be forwarded through several nodes, Fig-

ure 5.16 presents the control traffic overhead received throughout the network. These

results confirm the superiority of Deferred Routing in the handling of different mobility

models, being in accordance with the verified ratio between sent and forwarded TC

messages. Moreover, these results are obtained without guaranteeing a uniform density

of nodes within clusters, which would benefit the performance of the DefeR protocol

even further, as presented in the following scenarios.

5.4 Hierarchy Robustness

Flat un-clustered protocols such as OLSR, do not usually scale and even protocols

with flat but clustered views of the network, such as C-OLSR, may suffer from costly

overheads when handling routes between clusters, usually relying on cluster-heads. On

the other hand, routing protocols that manage a network using a hierarchy for clustered

nodes require a lower communication overhead in order to maintain their routes.

While hierarchical organisations may reduce the overall routing overhead, keeping
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Figure 5.16: Received Routing Traffic Overhead

a hierarchy updated may introduce additional costs, resulting from required complex

mechanisms such as dynamic addressing [Eriksson et al., 2007]. The hierarchy presented

by DefeR aims at avoiding similar overheads, resorting to a virtual aggregation of

the existing clusters. However, it is important to define a proper evaluation of this

approach in order to validate it. For this purpose, different self-contained scenarios will

be defined so that several hierarchies and hierarchical transitions are assessed in DefeR.

By analysing in detail the overhead involved in each hierarchical transition, as well as

the remaining defined metrics, the robustness of the DefeR hierarchy and its virtual

views can be verified.

5.4.1 Description

Bearing in mind that the DefeR protocol is cluster-based and that it uses the OLSR

protocol for intra-cluster routing, the differences between these two protocols will only

be noticeable in a network with at least two clusters. Therefore, three different scenarios

with 2, 3 and 4 clusters are presented. These scenarios will allow the evaluation of the

impact of node mobility between clusters on the routing performance. In particular,

since the DefeR protocol has a well defined hierarchy, a node moving between two

different clusters will trigger a hierarchical transition, also allowing an assessment of

the impact rendered by different level transitions.

In each of the defined scenarios a single node moves between two different clusters,
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Figure 5.17: Network Hierarchy for a Different Number of Clusters

where each cluster has a total of 49 nodes distributed using a Poisson Point Process

over the plan betoken by S and with intensity γ, along a square area of 500× 500m2.

It starts off, by being stationary for 250 seconds and after that it moves in the direc-

tion of a destination cluster at a speed of 12km/h, similarly to travelling by bicycle

or walking [3GPP, 2008], travelling a total distance of 600 meters. Since the purpose

of this work is to evaluate the performance of the DefeR protocol, the moving node

was also the destination for a constant bit rate using UDP flow of 32 kbit/s (8 packets

per second) and all the remaining nodes were static. Once again, this type of traffic

flows is representative of typical interactive gaming, simple file transfers or informa-

tion exchange [ITU-T, 2003], which are all well suited applications for mobile ad-hoc

networks.

By specifying a moving node which is part of a traffic flow, while keeping all the other

nodes static, a more accurate understanding of the impact of different level transitions

will be obtained. This will reveal how efficient a routing protocol is when updating its

existing routes, allowing not only the analysis of its scalability, but also overall routing

performance regarding delivered traffic. Moreover, it is important not to introduce any

other mobile nodes, as it would likely reduce the connectivity between nodes, influencing

the intended scalability analysis.

5.4.1.1 Two-Cluster Network

The most straightforward hierarchy in DefeR is found in a network with two clusters.

In this hierarchy the only possible transitions will occur in the same hierarchical level

(0 Level Transition), when nodes move from the cluster with CID 1 to CID 2 and vice-

versa. Figure 5.18 shows the configuration of such network, where the fully circled CID
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Figure 5.18: Same-Level Transition Example for 2 Clusters
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Figure 5.19: Same-Level Transition Example for 3 Clusters

and the end of the arrow respectively correspond to the origin and destination clusters.

Since there are two possible transitions, this scenario was evaluated twice, one where

the node moves from cluster 1 to 2 and the other from cluster 2 to 1.

In this scenario all the clusters are affected by any occurring transition, since they

are sibling clusters. However, in a scenario with more clusters this will not always

occur, as shown in the three-cluster network.

5.4.1.2 Three-Cluster Network

As the number of clusters increases in a network, so does the number of possible transi-

tions in the DefeR hierarchy. In a network with three clusters, in addition to Same-Level

transitions between clusters 3 and 4, there is also a One-Level transition between CIDs

3 or 4 and 2. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 depict some of these transitions, when a node

moves from cluster 3 to 4 and from cluster 3 to 2. Moreover, in order to better illus-

trate the protocol’s behaviour, in these figures the clusters which are affected by each

transition, in addition to the source and destination, are depicted in a shaded box.

This highlights the existing aggregated views used by DefeR, such that for Same-Level

transitions nothing is changed for nodes in cluster 2.

Since there are three clusters in this scenario, six different transitions may occur -

from cluster 3 to 4 and 2, from cluster 4 to 3 and 2 and finally from cluster 2 to 3 and

4. Similarly to the previous scenario, all these transitions were individually simulated,

leading to four One-Level transitions and two Same-Level transitions.
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Figure 5.20: One-Level Transition Example for 3 Clusters
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Figure 5.21: Same-Level Transition Example for 4 Clusters

5.4.1.3 Four-Cluster Network

In a network with a total of 4 clusters, Two-Level transitions may occur when a node

changes its cluster association to a cluster in a different branch of the network. Even

though Same-Level transitions still exist (Figure 5.21), One-Level transitions will never

occur, since a node moving to a non-sibling cluster will have to go one level higher into

the hierarchy and then lower to a leaf cluster. In Figure 5.22 a Two-Level transition is

presented, where a node from cluster 3 moves to cluster 6, affecting not only the source

and destination clusters, but also their sibling brothers. This transition represents the

worst case scenario, since Same-Level transitions only affect 2 clusters. This reduced

impact is related with the adoption of the Deferred Routing concept, where in a network

with 4 clusters, each node perceives only 2 clusters. In fact, for a network with C

clusters, at any given point a node recognizes at most dlog2Ce, which also corresponds

to the number of levels in the hierarchy. Thus, for an l-level transition in a network

with C clusters, knowing that l ≤ log2C, the maximum number of clusters affected by

a transition is 2 + l.

Once again, since several transitions among the four different clusters exist (12

possibilities), this scenario was evaluated individually for each transition, leading to a

total of 4 Same-Level transitions and 8 Two-Level transitions.
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Figure 5.22: Two-Level Transition Example for 4 Clusters
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Figure 5.23: Average Percentage of Losses

5.4.2 Obtained Results

This scenario offers a more controlled environment, where most of the randomness

introduced by the mobility of nodes was removed, allowing a better understanding of

how routing protocols handle their paths. In particular, a more detailed analysis of the

innovative hierarchy presented by Deferred Routing can be achieved.

The presented results comprise the three different hierarchical transitions that occur

with 2, 3 and 4 clusters. The Same-Level transition results aggregate the information

obtained for the three network sizes, while One-Level and Two-Level transitions repre-

sent respectively networks with tree and four clusters.
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Figure 5.24: Average End-to-end Delay

5.4.2.1 Percentage of Losses

In some hierarchical routing protocols the route update of a moving node can be more

problematic if a large “distance” is travelled within the used hierarchy. Due to the De-

ferred paradigm used by the proposed protocol, this does not occur. Figure 5.23 depicts

the percentage of losses of a node moving between two clusters. In the defined scenario

this cluster change may issue different hierarchical transitions, which are distinguished

by the DefeR protocol. This protocol clearly outperforms the remaining two protocols,

which do not have any hierarchy but fail to efficiently deliver most of the data packets

to a moving destination.

Focusing more on the DefeR performance, less packets were delivered to the One

Level transition. This results from the fact that the specific transition only occurs in

the network with 3 clusters, which has a slightly different configuration. Even though,

the usage of square clusters limits the contact area between the three clusters, the same

conditions were kept to all the evaluated protocols.

5.4.2.2 End-to-end Delay

In Figure 5.24, the end-to-end delay registered by each protocol is presented. While

the DefeR scheme presents a higher delay, as observed in other scenarios, it results

yet again from the improved traffic delivery performed and the self-healing property
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between different clusters.

Regarding the two other protocols, the C-OLSR protocol not only has a smaller

delay than its non-clustered version, but it also registers less losses. Comparing with the

other scenarios analysed so far, this is an important result for the C-OLSR protocol, as

it is the first time that it outperforms the OLSR protocol. A routing protocol must not

only be scalable but also capable of efficiently delivering the required routing packets.

Such results indicate that the C-OLSR protocol has issues with handling mobility, since

this scenario is considerably static.

5.4.2.3 Path Length

The characteristics of the defined scenario should render a fairly constant path length,

as the moving node follows a pre-defined movement. However, due to the different

management of routing information, as well the dynamics of the wireless links, this is

not always the case. In Figure 5.25 the number of hops between source and destination,

with the exception of the C-OLSR protocol in the One-Level transition, is similar for

the three protocols. A possible explanation for this abnormal behaviour is related with

the different topology of the 3 cluster network. However, the particular behaviour of

the C-OLSR protocol is related with its distributed mechanisms to propagate routing

changes among different clusters, leading to the momentary creation routing loops.

Despite this fact, the C-OLSR still manages to deliver more data packets than the

OLSR protocol.

5.4.2.4 Topology Changes per Routing Table Calculation

The number of topology changes in each routing table calculation reflects the stability

of the overall routing process of a protocol. Figure 5.26 depicts this parameter, show-

ing that the DefeR protocol is more stable regardless of the taken transition. Such

results further prove the advantages of the used hierarchy, being more stable than its

competitors.

In the particular case of One-Level transitions, for the tree cluster scenario, the

C-OLSR protocol repeats its unexpected behaviour and has a significant drop in the

number of topology changes. This observation helps to better understand the previously

analysed increase in the number of hops, re-enforcing the likeliness of temporary routing

loops.
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Figure 5.25: Average Number of Hops
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Figure 5.26: Topology Changes per Routing Table Calculation (AToCRT)
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Figure 5.27: Number of Forwards per TC message

5.4.2.5 Number of Forwards Per TC message

As previously stated, a protocol using OLSR should minimize the average number of

forwards per TC message, avoiding an expensive flooding of routing data. As it is

shown in Figure 5.27, the pure OLSR performs worse than the other two protocols. In

particular, the DefeR protocol has a constant number of forwards for all the transitions,

revealing yet again the scalable properties of the DefeR protocol.

Same-Level transitions occur in 2, 3 and 4 cluster networks, while One-Level tran-

sitions are only possible in the 3 cluster network. As a result, it is expectable that

the OLSR protocol has less forwards in the One-Level transition. However, regarding

the C-OLSR protocol, an anomaly occurs in these transitions, as the protocol should,

similarly to the DefeR scheme, maintain a constant number of forwards per sent TC .

After analysing in detail the behaviour of the C-OLSR protocol, it was found that

due its instability and for cluster organization purposes, additional TC messages were

created, lowering the average number of forwards. This reflects an issue with the

usage of Cluster MPRs by C-OLSR. While a certain number of MPRs are expected

for a well behaved network, in reality, and even through simulation, the volatility of

the wireless links renders the task extremely complex. This dependency on the MPR

election algorithm makes C-OLSR vulnerable to the typical changes in Mobile Ad-hoc

Networks.
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Figure 5.28: Sent Routing Traffic Overhead
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Figure 5.29: Received Routing Traffic Overhead

5.4.2.6 Control Traffic Overhead

After showing that the hierarchy used by the DefeR routing protocol is not influenced

by the different hierarchical transitions that might occur, the analysis of the control

traffic will reinforce the scalable properties of the protocol. Figures 5.28 and 5.29
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corroborate what has been found so far. The DefeR is clearly more lightweight than

any of its competitors.

When comparing the C-OLSR and OLSR protocols it is not so obvious which one

performs best, as in certain situations the C-OLSR protocol reveals unexpected results.

Nonetheless, in this scenario the clustered version of the OLSR protocol generally has

a smaller overhead and it manages to have a better traffic delivery performance.

5.5 Realistic Scenario

Regarding the defined Deferred Routing characteristics, a thorough evaluation of its

performance should consider aspects such as the existence of communities. The protocol

should take advantage of existing contexts and maintain itself scalable. The performed

assessment must involve the evaluation of a large scale network with dynamic char-

acteristics, determining the concept’s ability to handle different mobility patterns and

network characteristics, without increasing the routing overhead.

5.5.1 Description

In order to evaluate the performance of the presented Deferred Routing paradigm, a

complex scenario with 3 distinct mobility behaviours, following the Random Waypoint

Mobility Model, and another one without mobility, was defined. The Random Waypoint

(RWP) mobility model has been extensively used in literature and, while some works

have shown some disadvantages in using it [Shakeri and Hosseini, 2010], it is still widely

used in recent works [Zhou and Ying, 2010; Qin and Zimmermann, 2010], as it provides

a generic form of mobility without being tied to particular applications. Moreover, the

random waypoint implemented in OPNET Modeler Wireless Simulator guarantees a

uniform distribution of the x and y coordinates within the boundaries of the scenario,

as well as different initial states (Pause or Moving) for each node, ensuring a “steady-

state” distribution of the random waypoint model [Navidi and Camp, 2004]. Different

node densities per cluster, as well as different traffic flows throughout the simulation

time, were defined, as presented in this description.

Similarly to the other presented scenarios, in this scenario the considered wireless

nodes follow the IEEE 802.11g standard [Ortiz, 2009]. However, since an indoor-based

simulation is being defined, the wireless nodes have a maximum range of 25 meters

(Transmit Power of 2.27e−5W ), which should correspond to a realistic range within a

building. Moreover, due to the accurate radio model implemented by default in the
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Figure 5.30: Defined Scenarios Representation

Table 5.1: Clusters’ Description

Room Area Mobility Characteristics

Type (m x m) Speed (ms−1) Pause Time (s)

Class Room 20 x 20 static static
Cafeteria 22 x 35 0.2 - 1.0 60 - 120
Library 22 x 35 0.2 - 1.0 180 - 600
Corridor 25 x 120 0.2 - 1.0 10 - 60

Table 5.2: Flows’ Characteristics

Flow Simulation Time Packet Size Inter-arrival Time

1 (6x) start:160;stop:280 sec 4kb 2 - 6 sec
2 (6x) start:280;stop:520 sec 4kb 2 - 6 sec
3 (6x) start:520;stop:760 sec exponential(1kb) exponential(1)

OPNET Simulator, asymmetric links or even unidirectional links may occur, as well as

channel errors and multi-path interferences, among others.

The chosen scenario is intended to be dynamic and it has been inspired in a Univer-

sity Department, representing one floor, where different clusters exist due to different

rooms (such as class rooms, a library, a cafeteria and a big corridor connecting all the

rooms). All the clusters have 49 nodes and their specifications are described in Ta-

ble 5.1, where the speed and pause time intervals follow a uniform distribution. There

are 6 Class Rooms with the same characteristics, summing up, with the other rooms,

to a total of 9 clusters. Traffic flows are the same for all the rooms, with 6 UDP

source nodes which send data to nodes in their own cluster, and an additional source

node which randomly chooses a destination node in the network, exploring the sense

of community [Kim and Yoo, 2007]. Every source node creates 3 different flows during

the simulation, representing simple file transfers, interactive gaming and information

exchange [ITU-T, 2003], as described in Table 5.2. All the speed and pause values
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Table 5.3: Traffic Delivery Perfomance

Metrics OLSR C-OLSR DefeR

Percentage of Losses 6.29 5.82 1.26

End-to-end Delay (s) 0.023 0.002 0.002

presented within an interval are randomly chosen following a uniform distribution.

5.5.2 Obtained Results

In this scenario, the most significant contribution is the attempt to recreate a realistic

scenario with dynamic traffic flows and variations of the same mobility pattern.

5.5.2.1 Percentage of Losses

Due to the proximity between the source and destination nodes in the defined traffic

flows, the amount of registered losses is very small for any of the three protocols, as

seen in Table 5.3. The DefeR protocol still registers the best performance with nearly

no losses, though the remaining protocols also have a satisfying traffic delivery. It is

important to note though, that no node moves from its originating cluster, reducing the

number of topology changes that strongly influences the OLSR and C-OLSR protocols

in the previously analysed scenarios.

5.5.2.2 End-to-end Delay

Similarly to the obtained percentage of losses, and for the same reasons, a low end-to-

end delay was registered for the three protocols, presented in the same table. However,

the OLSR protocol shows how its lack of scalability influences traffic paths, suggesting

that less up-to-date paths are used.

5.5.2.3 Path Length

The properties of the defined scenario are once again clear, portrayed the Routing

Performance results, presented in Table 5.4, highlighting the locality of the used traffic

flows with a low number of hops. Despite the increased delay, the OLSR protocol

performs as well as any of the other routing protocols, proving that not always does

the path length directly influence the delay found in a route.
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Table 5.4: Routing Performance

Metrics OLSR C-OLSR DefeR

Path Length (hops) 1.424 1.427 1.424

Topology Changes per Routing
47.74 1.99 1.06

Table Calculation (AToCRT)

Number of Forwards per TC 195.29 6.66 14.84

5.5.2.4 Topology Changes per Routing Table Calculation

The fairly stable behaviour of the wireless nodes is also registered in Table 5.4, which

shows that only a small number of topology changes are required in each routing table

recalculation. The DefeR protocol is slightly more stable than the C-OLSR protocol,

but it is the OLSR protocol that requires a higher number of topology changes. The lack

of containment of the routing information leads to a higher instability of the protocol

as otherwise seen in other scenarios.

5.5.2.5 Number of Forwards Per TC message

The average of number times that each TC is forwarded by each protocol is also present

in the Routing Performance table. The lack of scalability of the OLSR protocol is

evident, requiring at least 13 times more forwards than its competitors. Regarding this

aspect, the C-OLSR protocol was the most efficient, outperforming the DefeR scheme.

However, the amount of information contained in each routing message has a significant

importance in the overall routing traffic overhead, as seen next.

5.5.2.6 Control Traffic Overhead

The amount of control traffic overhead, introduced in a network by a routing protocol,

strongly influences the overall network’s performance. In particular, when too much

routing traffic exists, interferences may lead to an increased number of losses and total

energy consumption by each node.

By not requiring additional routing messages, only but some minor changes to a

proactive routing protocol, the Deferred Routing approach is able to send significantly

less control traffic overhead than other routing protocols. This is clear in Figure 5.31,

which also reveals that the C-OLSR protocol is not as scalable as expected. While this
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Figure 5.31: Sent and Received Routing Traffic Overhead

protocol issues less forwards per TC message, it does require the exchange of cluster

HELLO and cluster TC messages.

The impact of the specific routing messages used by the C-OLSR protocol is even

more pronounced in received routing traffic. In Figure 5.31 it is also possible to see

that the overall received control traffic is even higher than the OLSR protocol. On the

other hand, a network using the DefeR protocol receives 5 times less routing traffic,

showing that it can be more easily used by wireless mobile nodes with lower resources.

5.6 Summary

The versatility of Mobile Ad-hoc Networks makes them suitable for a wide range of

scenarios. Moreover, the dynamic nature of the wireless medium involves a large set

of variables which influence the behaviour of these networks. In this Chapter, several

parameters were considered for the assessment of the proposed routing protocol, as

well as 4 different scenarios with different characteristics. The protocols’ scalability

was tested by using a scenario with different size networks, while the effects of different

mobile patters were assessed in a scenario using seven different mobility models. In

addition to the more conventional scenarios, the hierarchical nature of the proposed

protocol was evaluated in a scenario with controlled hierarchical transitions and a

useful scenario where MANETs can be helpful for ubiquitous communication, were
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5. Deferred Routing Performance

considered.

In the performance evaluation of the DefeR protocol, the OLSR and C-OLSR proto-

cols were also considered for comparison purposes. Between these protocols, the DefeR

scheme revealed that it is able to deliver more traffic than its competitors, even though

it introduces some delay with the path repairing mechanism. Despite having a slightly

higher delay, this protocol is still useful for many possible applications, being more sta-

ble regarding the number of required routing operations and having an overall smaller

overhead.

The thorough evaluation obtained from all the defined scenarios and complete sim-

ulation environment, provided a complete understanding of the protocols’ performance,

which could not be acquired from simplistic wireless models. Moreover, the empirical

results from the simulated scenarios also revealed that the DefeR is more lightweight

than the remaining protocols, always completing the performed simulations faster and

with less resources than the remaining protocols.

Resulting from the analysis of the impact of moving nodes in hierarchy-based proto-

cols, two publications entitled “Impact Analysis of Hierarchical Transitions in Multi-hop

Clustered Networks” and “Scalability and Routing Performance of Future Autonomous

Networks” have been respectively included in the proceedings of the Network Opera-

tions and Management Symposium (NOMS), 2012, and of the 3rd IEEE International

Workshop on SmArt COmmunications in NEtwork Technologies (SaCoNeT-III), 2012.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

The usage of wireless multi-hop networks is undeniably important for a future world

where thousands of wireless capable devices are expected to be connected. De-

spite the existing work on this topic, open issues such as routing scalability still exist.

Throughout this thesis, improved routing mechanisms, as well as scalability techniques

for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks, have been described. In this chapter the addressed prob-

lems are revisited, highlighting the major contributions of this work, setting the direc-

tion for future improvements and additional contributions.

6.1 Synthesis of the Thesis

The subject of routing in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks has long been addressed by several

authors, who proposed many different approaches. There is in fact an Internet Engi-

neering Task Force (IETF) working group entirely dedicated to this topic, the Mobile

Ad-hoc Network (MANET) working group, guaranteeing two main routing classes of

routing – proactive and reactive. These and other approaches are analysed in Chap-

ter 2, where the most relevant features and open issues are identified. Such analysis

motivated the definition of an alternative routing paradigm.

Taking into consideration the nature of MANETs, the Deferred Routing protocol is

presented in Chapter 3. Aiming at handling the increasing demand of wireless capable

devices, this protocol offers highly scalable mechanisms that are also able to cope with

the mobility of such devices. These new mechanisms are explained in detail and all the

required changes to adapt any link-state routing protocol are also specified, tackling

Research Question number 1, identified in the introduction chapter.

Awareness of link quality in a wireless network is another aspect capable of improv-
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ing the performance of a routing protocol in MANETs. In particular, due to usage

of clusters, the Deferred Routing (DefeR) protocol takes advantage of a link quality

estimator for gateway selection, modelled in Chapter 4. The defined estimator resulted

from traces obtained from both real and simulation-based environments, using kernel-

based methods for its calculation. The issues raised by Research Question number 2

are handled in this Chapter.

In order to validate the contribution of the presented routing protocol an extensive

set of different scenarios is defined in Chapter 5, where the protocol’s performance is

assessed regarding its scalability, stability and traffic delivery capabilities –answering

Research Question number 3. The provided results were obtained from several simula-

tions, taking into account the dynamic characteristics of the wireless link and different

mobility patterns, which significantly influence MANETs.

6.2 Contributions

The contributions provided by this work have already been briefly discussed in the

introduction chapter, laying the foundations for the remaining of the thesis. In this

section these contributions are revisited and further detailed, taking into considera-

tion the analysed aspects of existing protocols regarding scalable routing, and also the

performance obtained by the DefeR protocol.

A new routing paradigm The presented Deferred Routing Protocol introduces an

entirely different perspective towards scalable routing in highly dynamic wireless net-

works, handling existing routing information in different perspectives of the network,

without requiring additional routing messages. Furthermore, the DefeR protocol is

able to efficiently deal with mobility disruptions in real-time, holding and re-routing

packets towards the most suitable Gateways as data packets reach their destination.

Moreover, by resorting to a hierarchical organisation of clusters, the DefeR scheme

is able to provide different network perspectives to each node, according to its own

position in the hierarchy. This approach allows routing information to be appropri-

ately aggregated, limiting the effect of macro-mobility which strongly affects other

cluster-based protocols. In fact, the performed evaluation shows that this hierarchy is

able to efficiently handle different cluster transitions without disrupting the protocol’s

performance. Typically, cluster-based routing protocols discard packets arriving from

foreign clusters, however the proposing routing scheme handles these routing packets

differently, overhearing existing information and reducing propagation overheads. The
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packet is firstly analysed and all the relevant information is retrieved before discarding

the packet, with no issued forwards. This allows routing information to autonomously

be propagated through the network without the need for additional routing messages,

increasing the performance of the DefeR protocol, which may only suffer from a slight

increase on delay when changes occur.

Deferred Routing The name of the presented routing protocol comes from the

approach by which data packets are forwarded. Instead of maintaining complete end-

to-end routing paths, which require more routing information and are more prone

to disruption, the DefeR protocol is only concerned with the forwarding of packets

across the appropriate clusters. Knowing the destination’s containing cluster, and by

consulting the maintained hierarchy, the DefeR protocol focuses its forwarding decisions

on the choice of the most suitable Gateways (GWs) that minimize the total number of

traversed clusters.

Efficient Gateway Selection Link quality estimation provides the DefeR protocol

an optimised way to select the most suitable GWs, involved in the packet forward-

ing process. Instead of minimising only the number of cluster hops from source to

destination, the overall quality of a gateway’s link is considered. This parameter is

obtained from a Link-quality Model, defined by using Kernel-based Methods for Re-

gression which, through the analysis of the time interval between periodically sent

HELLO messages, estimates the performance of a wireless link. The defined model

is completely assumption free and the obtained results show its robustness with both

simulation-based and realistic traces.

Performance Evaluation Even though the main objective of the presented per-

formance evaluation is the assessment of the Deferred Routing characteristics, this

work provides a comprehensive and thorough evaluation that can be used to assess

any routing protocol for MANETs. Several scenarios with different purposes are de-

fined, scrutinising different aspects of the performance of a routing protocol, such as

its scalability, regarding both the number of nodes and an increasing of flows, as well

as its resilience to several distinct mobility patterns. Moreover, the presented evalua-

tion further analyses the impact of the transition of a mobile node between different

hierarchical levels of a protocol. Finally, a less academic scenario is also defined, using

a topology likely to be found on a daily basis, motivating the usage of MANETs in

alternative, but realistic, scenarios.
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6.3 Future Work

The importance of Mobile Ad-hoc Networks in a near future has been discussed through-

out this thesis, unveiling a new routing paradigm capable of handling the dynamic na-

ture of these networks in a scalable fashion. The provided evaluation revealed that the

Deferred Routings protocol is capable of outperforming existing solutions, motivating

its usage in a wide range of scenarios. However, despite the optimistic results, there

are still unresolved aspects that should be addressed in the future.

Regarding the performance of the DefeR approach, as with other cluster-based

protocols, it results from the usage of clustered wireless networks, which allows routing

information to be contained within limited contexts. Even though several other routing

protocols also rely on this aspect, and considering that many clustering algorithms have

already been proposed, there is no clustering scheme that truly reflects the concept

behind DefeR. The modification of an existing clustering approach or even the definition

of a new one should be addressed in a future work, taking advantage of the increasing

availability of contextual information provided by sensors, databases, mobility and

traffic patterns or even by the users themselves. An analysis of the user’s own experience

can also be considered in order to further improve the performance of the Deferred

Routing scheme.

Following the purpose of better exploring the paradigm proposed by Deferred Rout-

ing, a further improvement should consider the real interactions between users, combin-

ing the routing process with the social context of users and their favourite applications.

This would allow a more focused and even more lightweight implementation of DefeR,

which could be developed for standard wireless capable devices such as smart-phones,

gaming or media stations. Moreover, in the future Internet of Things where increased

Machine-to-Machine interactions will exist [Attwood et al., 2011], overlays of robust

and scalable mobile and mesh Ad-hoc networks will further motivate the continuation

of the presented work.

Future work for the DefeR protocol should also consider a more environmentally

friendly approach. Bearing this in mind, works have already been proposed towards

“green computing”, defining incentives and mechanisms for energy accounting [Siekki-

nen et al., 2012]. The improvement of the overall energy efficiency of wireless ad-hoc

networks can be achieved by enhancing routing decisions, for instance with the selection

of the most appropriate GW nodes in DefeR, according to their wireless characteris-

tics [Chorppath and Alpcan, 2011]. Nowadays people are more and more focused on

the creation of a sustainable society, where energy efficiency is becoming an increasing
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concern and where wireless technologies play an important part.
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Appendix A

Deferred Routing Specification

Having presented the Deferred Routing scheme and its mechanisms in Chapter 3, fur-

ther details are required in order to better understand how routing information is

handled and how data packets are correctly forwarded throughout the network. For

this purpose, several algorithms in pseudocode are presented in this Chapter, in con-

junction with a description of their main objective. Due to usage of virtual clusters

by Deferred Routing (DefeR), which aggregate different contexts into new ones, the

terms cluster and context will be used interchangeably. The provided algorithms are

suited to be used with any link-state routing protocol, which will be held responsible

for intra-cluster routing.
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Figure A.1: DefeR Procedures in the Network
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A. Deferred Routing Specification

A.1 Required Algorithms

In DefeR the most important procedures handle the routing messages exchanged be-

tween Gateway (GW) nodes, which create new context connectivity information, and

between normal nodes which propagate it, as shown in figure A.1. However, in all

these procedures, the contextualization of the received Cluster Identifiers (CIDs) is of

extreme importance. In each received routing message a CID needs to be processed.

Nonetheless, despite the value of this CID, it must be computed according to each

node’s own perspective. The procedure taken with each received CID is detailed in

Algorithm 6, which returns the correct view of the received CID, regarding the node

where it was received.

Algorithm 6 View Determination Procedure

1: procedure Determine View(CIDforeign)
2:
3: levelown ← Get Level(own contextid)
4: levelforeign ← Get Level(CIDforeign)
5: if levelforeign > levelown then //Needs to be Raised
6: CIDforeign ← Join View(CIDforeign, levelforeign − levelown)
7: else if levelforeign < levelown then
8: own contextid ← Join View(own contextid, levelown − levelforeign)
9: end if

10:
11: if own contextid mod 2 = 0 then //To check if the CIDs are “brothers”
12: even← −1
13: else
14: even← 1
15: end if
16: while own contextid + even 6= CIDforeign and own contextid 6= CIDforeign do
17: //Perform a join until both CIDs are at the same level
18: CIDforeign ← Join View(CIDforeign, 1)
19: own contextid ← Join View(CIDforeign, 1)
20: if own contextid mod 2 = 0 then
21: even← −1
22: else
23: even← 1
24: end if
25:
26: end while
27: return own contextid
28:
29: end procedure
30:
31: procedure Join View(CID, nlevel)
32: CIDnew ←

⌈
[CID − (2nlevel+1 − 2)]/2nlevel

⌉
33: return CIDnew

34:
35: end procedure
36:
37: procedure Get Level(CID)
38: Level←

⌊
log2(CID + 1)

⌋
39: return Level
40: end procedure
41:
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An important part of the view determination of each CID is the assignment of CIDs

in the first place. The binary hierarchy is used not only for performance purposes, but

also to accommodate the creation and deletion of clusters. Whenever a new cluster

is added, or when an existing one grows enough and divides itself, two new CIDs are

created. The existing Cluster Identifier of the dividing cluster, or of the cluster to

where the new one is attached, is kept unchanged becoming a virtual cluster. The

remaining two CIDs are calculated using the old CID: New CIDleft = Old CID× 2 +

1;New CIDright = Old CID × 2 + 2. This simple but efficient numbering of clusters

allows the determination of the hierarchical level of each CID directly and it also allows

to determine which clusters are contained within each virtual cluster without difficulty,

as detailed in Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7 Cluster Containment Procedure

1: procedure Contains Context(container, contained)
2: if contained < container then
3: return FALSE
4: end if
5: containerlevel ← Get Level(container)
6: containedlevel ← Get Level(contained)
7: gap← containedlevel − containerlevel
8: contained← Join View(contained, gap)
9: if contained = container then

10: return TRUE
11: else
12: return FALSE
13: end if
14: end procedure

Having defined how cluster information must be handled, the remaining processes

still need to gather and share this information so that it can be used in the routing

process. Being a purely proactive protocol, the DefeR scheme relies on periodic mes-

sages such as HELLO messages to propagate routing information. These messages have

their typical role of link sensing, such as in Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR), but

in addition to this they also include information about adjacent clusters and the ex-

isting GWs capable of reaching them. The number of adjacent clusters is limited to

blog2(CID + 1)c due to the used aggregation scheme, thus having little overhead on

these messages.

Another task to be carried by these messages is the dissemination of the mapping

Identifier (ID)-CID of each node in the network. Typically the used ID will be the

Internet Protocol (IP) address of the nodes, but any other identification can be used.

It is important to highlight that this duty could be assigned to the clustering protocol

as it already manages this information, however, in order to be completely independent
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from any clustering algorithm, the DefeR protocol will include this information. As a

scalability measure, each mapping will only be included in these messages, for a limited

amount of time when for instance, a change occurs due to mobility. Algorithm 8 details

how the necessary information is processed and included in HELLO messages.

Algorithm 8 Periodic HELLO messages

1: procedure Send HELLO Message
2: . . .
3: //Share IP Mappings
4: message.ip mappingsshared ← List Create()
5: for each mappingentry in temp ip context mappingtable do
6: newtuple ← Pmo Alloc(Ip Context Mappingpmh)
7: newtuple.srcaddr ← mappingentry .ipaddr
8: newtuple.contextid ← mappingentry .contextid
9: List Insert(message.ip mappingsshared, newtuple, TAIL)

10: end for
11: //Share Context Connectivity
12: message.contextconnectivity ← List Create()
13: for each contextentry in context connectivitytable do
14: conntuple ← Pmo Alloc(Connectivity Tuplepmh)
15: conntuple.gateways← List Create()
16: for each gwentry in contextentry .gwtable do
17: if gwentry .exptime < 0 then
18: break
19: end if
20: if gwentry .seqnum = −1 then
21: gwentry .seqnum = message.seqnum

22: end if
23: newtuple ← Pmo Alloc(Context Connectivity Tuplepmh)
24: newtuple.hopcount ← gwentry .hopcount

25: newtuple.gwaddr ← gwentry .gateway
26: newtuple.age← gwentry .metric
27: newtuple.originator ← gwentry .originator
28: newtuple.seqnum ← gwentry .seqnum

29: newtuple.exptime ← gwentry .exptime − currenttime

30: List Insert(conntuple.gateways, newtuple, TAIL)
31: end for
32: List Insert(message.contextconnectivity , conntuple, TAIL)
33: end for
34: . . .
35: end procedure

In proactive routing protocols such as OLSR, HELLO messages are simply ex-

changed between neighbour nodes and only Topology Control (TC ) messages are for-

warded through the network, using Multipoint Relay (MPR) nodes, propagating net-

work topology information. In the DefeR scheme the same approach in intra-cluster

routing is used aiming at reducing communication overhead. Additionally, only con-

text connectivity information is added to these messages (Algorithm 9), including the

ID-CID mapping information in HELLO messages only.

As a result of nodes being separated into different Routing Contexts, each message

must be processed according to its own Context. Therefore, a routing message is only
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Algorithm 9 Topology Control Messages

1: procedure Send TC Message
2: . . .
3: //Share Context Connectivity
4: message.contextconnectivity ← List Create()
5: for each contextentry in context connectivitytable do
6: conntuple ← Pmo Alloc(Connectivity Tuplepmh)
7: conntuple.gateways← List Create()
8: for each gwentry in contextentry .gwtable do
9: if gwentry .exptime < 0 then

10: continue
11: end if
12: if gwentry .seqnum = −1 then
13: gwentry .seqnum = message.seqnum

14: end if
15: newtuple ← Pmo Alloc(Context Connectivity Tuplepmh)
16: newtuple.hopcount ← gwentry .hopcount

17: newtuple.gwaddr ← gwentry .gateway
18: newtuple.age← gwentry .metric
19: newtuple.originator ← gwentry .originator
20: newtuple.seqnum ← gwentry .seqnum

21: newtuple.exptime ← gwentry .exptime − currenttime

22: List Insert(conntuple.gateways, newtuple, TAIL)
23: end for
24: List Insert(message.contextconnectivity , conntuple, TAIL)
25: end for
26: . . .
27: end procedure

considered for intra-cluster routing if it belongs to the same Context of the node that

received it. In order to implement this behaviour, the DefeR procedures for routing

messages processing were modified to firstly, obtain all the known ID Mappings and

secondly, the existing Context Information.

The context connectivity information is created by border nodes which, upon re-

ceiving foreign routing messages (from a different cluster), extract the previously men-

tioned content and discard the packet, so that intra-cluster routing procedures may be

unaware of such message. From the obtained content, the gathered ID-CID tuples are

modified in order to reflect the node’s own network perspective and finally, the entire

GW information is absorbed by the new GW node for future connections with different

clusters.

Whenever routing messages are received within the same context, nodes retrieve and

process the complete DefeR routing information, letting the packet then be processed

by the used link-state protocol, which uses the remaining information for maintaining

the routing tables within the context, as specified in Algorithm 10.

Having obtained the necessary knowledge about the existing contexts and how they

can be reached through the available GWs, the remaining process required is to properly

route data packets. Whenever the destination node is within the same context as
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Algorithm 10 Processing Received Routing Messages

1: procedure Process Routing Message(message) //The same code for HELLO and TC messages
2: . . .
3: srcaddr ← message.srcip
4: contextid ← message.contextid
5: Ip Context Mapping Create(ip context mappingtable, srcaddr, contextid, true)
6:
7: for each mappingentry in message.ip mappingsshared do
8: //If this information comes from within the same context, it will be always processed
9: //otherwise only if it does not contain an aggregated view of this context

10: if contextid 6= own contextid and
11: Contains Context(mappingentry .contextid, own contextid) then
12: continue
13: end if
14:
15: Ip Context Mapping Create(ip context mappingtable,mappingentry .ipaddr,

mappingentry .contextid, false)
16: end for
17:
18: if contextid 6= own contextid then //This Node is a Gateway
19: Gw Connectivity Create(gw connectivitytable, srcaddr, contextid, 1,

ownaddr,−1, GW TIMEC)
20: for each contextentry in message.contextconnectivity do
21: //Ignore information regarding the same context, as well as
22: //information about the received context’s message
23: if Determine View(contextid) = Determine View(contextentry .contextid)
24: and Contains Context(contextentry .contextid, own contextid) then
25: continue
26: end if
27: for each gwentry in contextentry .gateways do
28: Gw Connectivity Create(gw connectivitytable,

srcaddr, contextentry .contextid, gwentry .hopcount + 1,
gwentry .originator, gwentry .seqnum, gwentry .exptime)

29: end for
30: end for
31:
32: //Since this message comes from a different context, it must not be processed
33: //by the Link-state protocol which only handles Intra-Context Messages
34: return //Consequently, end the procedure
35:
36: else//Message received from the same context
37: for each contextentry in message.contextconnectivity do
38: //Ignore information regarding the own context
39: //(should only occur with out-of-date moving nodes)
40: if Contains Context(contextentry .contextid, own contextid) then
41: continue
42: end if
43: for each gwentry in contextentry .gateways do
44: //A node does not need information about its own connectivity
45: if gwentry .gwaddr = own addr then
46: continue
47: end if
48: Context Connectivity Create(context connectivitytable,

gwentry .gwaddr, contextentry .contextid, gwentry .hopcount,
gwentry .originator, gwentry .seqnum, gwentry .metric, gwentry .exptime)

49: end for
50: end for
51: end if
52: . . .
53: end procedure
54:
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the source node, the used link-state routing protocol should be able to immediately

retrieve an appropriate route for incoming packets. However, if source and destination

are in different contexts, all the gathered Context information will be used by the

Inter-Cluster procedures, responsible for ensuring that the packets are able to reach

their destination. Since the routing paradigm is different from typical Link-State or

Distance-Vector protocols, an end-to-end path is not established and the packets are

rather forwarded to the most suitable GW capable of reaching the desired context with

the smallest number of cluster-hops. The necessary steps to accomplish this task are

detailed in Algorithms 11 and 12.

Algorithm 11 Inter-Cluster Routing

1: procedure Packet Arrival Handle(PacketPtr, resend)
2: . . .
3: Get Packet Information
4:
5: //Look up the destination’s Context ID
6: if Context Id Lookup(Packetptr.destaddr)= −1 then //Context not found!
7: return
8: else if (nexthop ← Next Hop Finder(Packetptr.destaddr)) = −1 then
9: //Next hop not found!

10: if not resend then
11: Add Packet Resend(PacketPtr)
12: end if
13: return
14: end if
15:
16: Send Packet(Packetptr, nexthop)
17: end procedure

The previously presented procedures depict the overall mechanisms of the DefeR

protocol so that routing messages are sent and received appropriately, and are then used

for the routing of incoming data packets. Despite this, in order to handle and process

all the gathered information, other extremely important procedures are required.

The details of mapping a node to its Context are crucial for the forwarding of a

packet to its destination. Even though this mapping could be done with any unique

node identifier, the IP address of each node is used in conjunction with its own Con-

text, so that this DefeR specification is compatible with most of the existing routing

protocols.

As previously seen, IP-CID cluster information is propagated in each HELLO mes-

sage. However, since nodes are not likely to constantly change Context, this information

is only propagated for a certain amount of time and only when a change is detected,

for instance when a node changes its context. This propagation contains only the reg-

istered changes stored in a temporary table, not the entire mapping set, and it is only
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Algorithm 12 Inter-Cluster Routing (continued)

1: procedure Next Hop Finder(destaddr)
2:
3: //Get the destination’s Context ID
4: if (contextid ←Context Id Lookup(destaddr)) = −1 then
5: //Context not found!
6: return
7: else if contextid = owncontext then
8: //Intra-Cluster Routing failure detected!
9: return −1

10: end if
11: //Find the most suitable next hop
12: if gwentry ←Hash Table Get(gwtable, contextid) then
13: //This node is a possible Gateway
14: //Get the next hop information from an ordered list
15: //(the first occurrence will be the best entry)
16: next hop tuple← List Access(gwentry .gateway table, 0)
17: numberhops ← next hop tuple.hop count
18: nexthop ← next hop tuple.gateway
19: end if
20: if numberhops 6= 1 then
21: //This node is not a GW, or it may not be the best within its context
22: //Check if any other node has better connectivity
23: if gwentry ←Hash Table Get(connectivitytable, contextid) then
24: //Get the next hop information from an ordered list
25: //(the first occurrence will be the best entry since it is ordered)
26: next hop tuple← List Access(gwentry .gateway table, 0)
27: if next hop tuple→ hop count < numberhops then
28: numberhops ← next hop tuple.hop count
29: nexthop ← next hop tuple.gateway
30: end if
31: end if
32: end if
33:
34: return nexthop
35: end procedure
36: procedure Context Id Lookup(destaddr)
37: if mappingentry ←Hash Table Get(ip context mappingtable, destaddr) then
38: return mappingentry .contextid
39: else
40: return −1
41: end if
42: end procedure
43: procedure Add Packet Resend(PacketPtr)
44: //Save the packet for later resend
45: packetentry ← Pmo Alloc(Held Packetspmh)
46: packetentry .exptime ← current time + MAX TIMEC
47: List Insert(pending packetstable, packetentry , TAIL)
48: Interrupt Schedule Call(currenttime + RETRANSMIT TIMEC,

packetentry , Packet Send Retry Handle)
49: end procedure
50: procedure Packet Send Retry Handle(packetptr)
51: if Packet Arrival Handle(packetptr, TRUE) = −1 and packetptr.exptime > currenttime then
52: //Route still not available, resend later
53: Interrupt Schedule Call(2× currenttime + MAX TIMEC − packetptr.exptime

+RETRANSMIT TIMEC, packetptr, Packet Send Retry Handle)
54: else
55: //Route found or entry expired
56: List Remove(pending packetstable, packetptr)
57: end if
58: end procedure
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local, since Context aggregation will restrain the number of Contexts affected by a node

changing Context. This behaviour is presented in Algorithms 13 and 14.

Algorithm 13 IP-Context Mapping Procedure

1: procedure Ip Context Mapping Create(mappingtable, ipaddr, contextid, neighbour)
2: newview ←Determine View(contextid)
3: if mappingentry ←Hash Table Get(mappingtable, ipaddr) then
4: //Same mapping, nothing to be done
5: if newview = mappingentry .contextid then
6: return
7: end if
8: if ipaddr = own ipaddr and own contextid = contextid

and contextid 6= mappingentry .contextid then
9: //Current node changed context

10: for each mappingentry in mappingtable do
11: //Update each entry to the new context
12: mappingentry .contextid ←Determine View(mappingentry .contextid)
13: end for
14: end if
15: if Contains Context(contextentry .contextid, own contextid)

and contextid = own contextid then
16: return mappingentry

17: else
18: mappingentry .contextid ← newview

19: end if
20: //New updated view received!
21: if contextid = own contextid and neighbour then
22: for each temp mappingentry in temp ip context mappingtable do
23: //Check if this entry is already in the temporary table
24: if temp mappingentry ←Hash Table Get(mappingtable, ipaddr) then
25: //Update temporary Context ID
26: temp mappingentry .contextid ← mappingentry .contextid
27: Interrupt Schedule Call(currenttime + IP TIMEC, ipaddr,

T emp Ip Mapping Expiry Handle)
28: continue
29: end if
30: temp mappingentry ← Pmo Alloc(Ip Context Mappingpmh)
31: temp mappingentry .ipaddr ← mapping entry.ipaddr
32: temp mappingentry .contextid ← mapping entry.contextid
33: Interrupt Schedule Call(currenttime + IP TIMEC,

temp mappingentry .ipaddr, T emp Ip Mapping Expiry Handle)
34: Hash Table Insert(temp ip context mappingtable,

temp mappingentry .ipaddr, temp mappingentry)
35: end for
36: else
37: //Simple Update
38: if not(temp mappingentry ← Hash Table Get(temp ip context mappingtable, ipaddr)) then
39: temp mappingentry ← Pmo Alloc(Ip Context Mappingpmh)
40: temp mappingentry .ipaddr ← ipaddr
41: Hash Table Insert(temp ip context mappingtable, ipaddr, temp mappingentry)
42: end if
43: temp mappingentry .contextid ← newview

44: Interrupt Schedule Call(currenttime + IP TIMEC,
ipaddr, T emp Ip Mapping Expiry Handle)

45: end if
46: else
47: . . . (continues)
48: end if
49: end procedure
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Context Connectivity information is shared within each cluster and overheard by

nodes in different clusters. This information is created by gateway nodes for the clusters

they are directly connected with, and for clusters that can be reached through other

clusters. Since each GW performs the same way, it is important to check the validity

of the information. In order to avoid out-of-order messages, a sequence number and

the identifier of the originator GW of such information is used to check if it has already

been received, being discarded if so. However, in certain occasions, despite having

already been received, information consistent with the existing one may have a more

accurate expiry time, due to delays, and should be taken into account as explained in

Algorithm 15. These problems do not occur when context connectivity information is

obtained from within the same context.

Algorithm 14 IP-Context Mapping Procedure (continued)

1: procedure Ip Context Mapping Create(mappingtable, ipaddr, contextid, neighbour)
2: if mappingentry ←Hash Table Get(mappingtable, ipaddr) then
3: . . . (previous code)
4: else
5: . . . (continuation)
6: //There is no previous knowledge about this IP
7: //Allocate memory first and add the new entry
8: temp mappingentry ← Pmo Alloc(Ip Context Mappingpmh)
9: temp mappingentry .contextid ← newview

10: temp mappingentry .ipaddr ← ipaddr
11: Hash Table Insert(temp ip context mappingtable, ipaddr, temp mappingentry)
12: Interrupt Schedule Call(currenttime + IP TIMEC, ipaddr,

T emp Ip Mapping Expiry Handle)
13:
14: //Do the same to the actual mapping table
15: mappingentry ← Pmo Alloc(Ip Context Mappingpmh)
16: mappingentry .contextid ← newview

17: mappingentry .ipaddr ← ipaddr
18: Hash Table Insert(mappingtable, ipaddr,mappingentry)
19:
20: if neighbour then
21: //A new node has been found, existing mapping information must be shared
22: for each mappingentry in mappingtable do
23: if (temp mappingentry ←Hash Table Get(temp ip context mappingtable, ipaddr)) then
24: //Reset the existing timer
25: Interrupt Schedule Call(currenttime + IP TIMEC, ipaddr,

T emp Ip Mapping Expiry Handle)
26: continue
27: else//Create a new Temp Entry
28: temp mappingentry ← Pmo Alloc(Ip Context Mappingpmh)
29: temp mappingentry .contextid ← mappingentry .contextid
30: temp mappingentry .ipaddr ← mappingentry .ipaddr
31: Hash Table Insert(temp ip context mappingtable, ipaddr, temp mappingentry)
32: Interrupt Schedule Call(currenttime + IP TIMEC, ipaddr,

T emp Ip Mapping Expiry Handle)
33: end if
34: end for
35: end if
36: end if
37: end procedure
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Algorithm 15 Creation of Context Connectivity

1: procedure Context Connectivity Create(connectivitytable, ipaddr, contextid, hopcount,
originator, seqnum,metric, exptime)

2: ownview ←Determine View(contextid)
3: if connectivityentry ←Hash Table Get(connectivitytable, ownview) then
4: for each gwtuple in connectivityentry .gatewaytable do
5: if gwtuple.gateway = ipaddr then
6: if seqnum > 0 and gwtuple.originator = originator then
7: //Discard out of order messages
8: if gwtuple.seqnum > seqnum or
9: (gwtuple.seqnum = seqnum and gwtuple.hopcount < hopcount) or

10: (gwtuple.seqnum = seqnum and gwtuple.hopcount = hopcount

11: and gwtuple.exptime ≤ exptime) then
12: return
13: end if
14: end if
15: gwtuple.exptime ← exptime

16: gwtuple.hopcount ← hopcount

17: gwtuple.seqnum ← seqnum

18: gwtuple.originator ← originator
19: gwtuple.metric← metric
20: Interrupt Schedule Call(exptime, gwtuple,

Context Connectivity Expiry Handle)
21: orderedposition ← Connectivity InsertSort(ipaddr, hopcount,metric)
22: //Re-insert this entry in an ordered position
23: List Insert(connectivityentry .gatewaytable, gwtuple, orderedposition)
24: return
25: end if
26: end for
27: //There is still no entry for this GW
28: gwtuple ← Pmo Alloc(Gw Connectivity Tuplepmh)
29: gwtuple.gateway ← ipaddr
30: gwtuple.hopcount ← hopcount

31: gwtuple.seqnum ← seqnum

32: gwtuple.originator ← originator
33: gwtuple.metric← metric
34: gwtuple.exptime ← exptime

35: Interrupt Schedule Call(exptime, gwtuple,
Context Connectivity Expiry Handle)

36: orderedposition ← Connectivity InsertSort(ipaddr, hopcount,metric)
37: List Insert(connectivityentry .gatewaytable, gwtuple, orderedposition)
38: else
39: //There is still no entry for this Context
40: connectivityentry ← Pmo Alloc(Context Connectivity Tuplepmh)
41: connectivityentry .gatewaytable ← List Create()
42: gwtuple ← Pmo Alloc(Gw Connectivity Tuplepmh)
43: gwtuple.gateway ← ipaddr
44: gwtuple.hopcount ← hopcount

45: gwtuple.seqnum ← seqnum

46: gwtuple.originator ← originator
47: gwtuple.metric← metric
48: gwtuple.exptime ← exptime

49: Interrupt Schedule Call(exptime, gwtuple,
Context Connectivity Expiry Handle)

50: List Insert(connectivityentry .gatewaytable, gwtuple, TAIL)
51: Hash Table Insert(connectivitytable, ownview, connectivityentry)
52: end if
53: end procedure
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A node becomes a Gw when it receives routing messages from different Contexts,

announcing it to all other nodes in its own Context, by creating new Context Con-

nectivity information, as previously seen. New gateways must also create their own

information database of foreign gateways to which they can connect. This information

is named Gateway Connectivity and its kept for each gateway, giving origin to the

Context Connectivity information, as seen in Algorithms 16, 17 and 18.

Algorithm 16 Creation of Gateway Connectivity

1: procedure Gw Connectivity Create(connectivitytable, ipaddr, contextid,
hopcount, originator, seqnum, exptime)

2: ownview ←Determine View(contextid)
3: //Check the Context Connectivity Table to avoid already existing information
4: if connectivityentry ←Hash Table Get(context connectivitytable, ownview) then
5: for each gwtuple in connectivityentry .gatewaytable do
6: if seqnum < 0 and numberhops = 1 then //This node is a direct gateway
7: break
8: end if
9: if gwtuple.originator = originator then

10: if gwtuple.seqnum ≥ seqnum and gwtuple.numberhops < numberhops then
11: //This connectivity information was already known
12: return
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: end if
17:
18: if connectivityentry ←Hash Table Get(connectivitytable, ownview) then
19: for each gwtuple in connectivityentry .gatewaytable do
20: if gwtuple.gateway = ipaddr then
21: if seqnum > 0 and gwtuple.originator = originator then
22: //Discard out of order messages
23: if gwtuple.seqnum > seqnum or
24: (gwtuple.seqnum = seqnum and gwtuple.hopcount < hopcount) or
25: (gwtuple.seqnum = seqnum and gwtuple.hopcount = hopcount

26: and gwtuple.exptime ≤ exptime) then
27: return
28: end if
29: end if
30: gwtuple.exptime ← exptime

31: gwtuple.hopcount ← hopcount

32: gwtuple.seqnum ← seqnum

33: gwtuple.originator ← originator
34: Interrupt Schedule Call(exptime, gwtuple, Context Gw Expiry Handle)
35: . . .
36: end if
37: end for
38: . . .
39: end if
40: end procedure

When a Gw is created it should share its connectivity with the remaining nodes

in its own Context. However, until a routing message containing this information is

sent, it must not be considered for routing purposes. For this reason, a new temporary

Context Connectivity entry is kept in a separate table, as detailed in Algorithm 19.
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Algorithm 17 Creation of Gateway Connectivity (continued)

1: procedure Gw Connectivity Create(connectivitytable, ipaddr, contextid,
hopcount, originator, seqnum, exptime)

2: if connectivityentry ←Hash Table Get(connectivitytable, ownview) then
3: . . .
4: for . . . do
5: if . . . then
6: if gwtuple.lastupdate ≤ 0 then
7: gwtuple.totalupdate← 6
8: gwtuple.numberupdate← 1
9: gwtuple.lastupdate← currenttime

10: else if currenttime − gwtuple.lastupdate < hello interval − 0.5 then
11: //This can never happen unless the HELLO message
12: //has been received by piggyback (link chain HELLO messages)
13: gwtuple.lastupdate← currenttime

14: else
15: gwtuple.totalupdate← gwtuple.totalupdate + currenttime − gwtuple.lastupdate
16: gwtuple.numberupdate← gwtuple.numberupdate + 1
17: update averages← gwtuple.totalupdate/gwtuple.numberupdate
18: errorestimated ← Kernel Fit(update averages)
19: errorcurrent ← Kernel Fit(currenttime − gwtuple.lastupdate)
20: end if
21: if current error > estimated error then
22: gwtuple.metric← NODROPC METRIC × (.6× errorcurrent + .4× errorestimated)
23: else
24: gwtuple.metric← NODROPC METRIC × (.3× errorcurrent + .7× errorestimated)
25: end if
26: //Update the list and then insert this new entry
27: orderedposition ← Gw InsertSort(gatewaytuple.gateway, gatewaytuple.hopcount,

gwtuple.metric, connectivityentry .gatewaytable)
28: //Update info to the best GW (may have changed)
29: if (currposition = 0 and orderedposition = 0) then
30: Temp Context Connectivity Create(temp context connectivitytable, ownaddr,

contextentry .contextid, gwtuple.hoptuple, gwtuple.originator, gwtuple.seqnum,
gwtuple.metric, gwtuple.exptime −GW TIMEC + CONNECTIV ITY TIMEC)

31: end if
32: //Re-insert this entry in an ordered position
33: List Insert(connectivityentry .gatewaytable, gwtuple, orderedposition)
34: return
35: end if
36: end for
37: //There is still no entry for this Gw
38: gwtuple ← Pmo Alloc(Gw Connectivity Tuplepmh)
39: gwtuple.gateway ← ipaddr
40: gwtuple.hopcount ← hopcount

41: gwtuple.seqnum ← seqnum

42: gwtuple.originator ← originator
43: gwtuple.metric← NODROPC METRIC //The new Gw starts worst value possible
44: gwtuple.totalupdate← 6
45: gwtuple.numberupdate← 1
46: gwtuple.lastupdate← currenttime

47: gwtuple.exptime ← exptime

48: Interrupt Schedule Call(exptime, gwtuple, Context Gw Expiry Handle)
49: orderedposition ← Gw InsertSort(gatewaytuple.gateway, gatewaytuple.hopcount,

gwtuple.metric, connectivityentry .gatewaytable)
50: List Insert(connectivityentry .gatewaytable, gwtuple, orderedposition)
51: if orderedposition = 0 then
52: Temp Context Connectivity Create(temp context connectivitytable, ownaddr,

contextentry .contextid, gwtuple.hoptuple, gwtuple.originator, gwtuple.seqnum,
gwtuple.metric, gwtuple.exptime −GW TIMEC + CONNECTIV ITY TIMEC)

53: end if
54: else
55: //There is still no GW entry for this Context
56: . . .
57: end if
58: end procedure
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Algorithm 18 Creation of Gateway Connectivity (continued)

1: procedure Gw Connectivity Create(connectivitytable, ipaddr, contextid, hopcount,
originator, seqnum, exptime)

2: if connectivityentry ←Hash Table Get(connectivitytable, ownview) then
3: . . .
4: else
5: //There is still no GW entry for this Context
6: connectivityentry ← Pmo Alloc(Context Connectivity Tuplepmh)
7: connectivityentry .gatewaytable ← List Create()
8:
9: gwtuple ← Pmo Alloc(Gw Connectivity Tuplepmh)

10: gwtuple.gateway ← ipaddr
11: gwtuple.hopcount ← hopcount

12: gwtuple.seqnum ← seqnum

13: gwtuple.originator ← originator
14: gwtuple.metric← NODROPC METRIC //The new Gw starts worst value possible
15: gwtuple.totalupdate← 6
16: gwtuple.numberupdate← 1
17: gwtuple.lastupdate← currenttime

18: gwtuple.exptime ← exptime

19: Interrupt Schedule Call(exptime, gwtuple, Context Gw Expiry Handle)
20: List Insert(connectivityentry .gatewaytable, gwtuple, TAIL)
21: Hash Table Insert(connectivitytable, ownview, connectivityentry)
22: Temp Context Connectivity Create(temp context connectivitytable, ownaddr,

contextentry .contextid, gwtuple.hoptuple, gwtuple.originator, gwtuple.seqnum,
gwtuple.metric, gwtuple.exptime −GW TIMEC + CONNECTIV ITY TIMEC)

23: end if
24: end procedure

Whenever this information is propagated, the temporary entry becomes definitive and

is used in the inter-cluster routing process.

The received IP Context mapping information is important to determine a packet’s

destination Context and is kept indeterminately or until it is updated. However, this

information is not sent in every HELLO message and only when a change occurs (i.e. a

node changes Context), will it be included in a temporary table, in which every entry

expires after a certain amount of time. Similarly, all the received Context entries are

kept only for a certain amount of time, after which they are re-inserted in the end of

their list, marked as expired and eventually being removed if no new update arrives.

By keeping the last sequence number, this information is not immediately removed, in

order to avoid receiving duplicate information. The expiry handle procedures take care

of these processes of maintaining or removing the obtained information.

The remaining algorithms that were not detailed are “InsertSort” and “kernel fit”

procedures. The specificities of the “InsertSort” were omitted because they only cal-

culate the position in which a new entry should be positioned according to its metric.

This can be achieved in several different ways and different metrics can also be used.

Regarding the details of the “kernel fit” procedure, they are presented in Chapter 4

where a link-quality estimator is defined. This procedure uses the interval time between
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Algorithm 19 Creation of Temporary Context Connectivity

procedure Temp Context Connectivity Create(connectivitytable, ipaddr, contextid, hopcount,
originator, seqnum,metric, exptime)

ownview ←Determine View(contextid)
if connectivityentry ←Hash Table Get(connectivitytable, ownview) then

for each gwtuple in connectivityentry .gatewaytable do
if gwtuple.gateway = ipaddr then

if seqnum > 0 and gwtuple.originator = originator then
//Discard out of order messages
if gwtuple.seqnum > seqnum or

(gwtuple.seqnum = seqnum and gwtuple.hopcount < hopcount) or
(gwtuple.seqnum = seqnum and gwtuple.hopcount = hopcount

and gwtuple.exptime ≤ exptime) then
return

end if
end if
gwtuple.exptime ← exptime

gwtuple.hopcount ← hopcount

gwtuple.seqnum ← seqnum

gwtuple.originator ← originator
gwtuple.metric← metric
Interrupt Schedule Call(exptime, gwtuple,

Context Connectivity Expiry Handle)
//The position is not relevant
List Insert(connectivityentry .gatewaytable, gwtuple, TAIL)

end if
end for
//There is still no entry for this GW
gwtuple ← Pmo Alloc(Gw Connectivity Tuplepmh)
gwtuple.gateway ← ipaddr
gwtuple.hopcount ← hopcount

gwtuple.seqnum ← seqnum

gwtuple.originator ← originator
gwtuple.metric← metric
gwtuple.exptime ← exptime

Interrupt Schedule Call(exptime, gwtuple,
Context Connectivity Expiry Handle)

List Insert(connectivityentry .gatewaytable, gwtuple, TAIL)
else

//There is still no entry for this Context
connectivityentry ← Pmo Alloc(Context Connectivity Tuplepmh)
connectivityentry .gatewaytable ← List Create()

gwtuple ← Pmo Alloc(Gw Connectivity Tuplepmh)
gwtuple.gateway ← ipaddr
gwtuple.hopcount ← hopcount

gwtuple.seqnum ← seqnum

gwtuple.originator ← originator
gwtuple.metric← metric
gwtuple.exptime ← exptime

Interrupt Schedule Call(exptime, gwtuple,
Context Connectivity Expiry Handle)

List Insert(connectivityentry .gatewaytable, gwtuple, TAIL)
Hash Table Insert(connectivitytable, ownview, connectivityentry)

end if

end procedure
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HELLO messages to determine the quality of the considered wireless link, according to

the estimated percentage of packet loss, returning a value between 1, when too many

packets are lost, and 0 for optimal link quality with no losses.

A.2 Summary

A detailed specification of the algorithms required to implement Deferred Routing were

presented in this Chapter. These algorithms resulted from the implementation of the

protocol in the OPNET simulator and were the basis for the performance evaluation

previously provided. In the existing implementation the OLSR protocol was used for

intra-cluster routing as the link-state protocol required by DefeR. However, any other

proactive routing protocol could be used.
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